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ABSTRACT
TOWARDS A MODEL OF ENGAGEMENT IN THE PUBLIC REALM FOR THE
METHODIST CHURCH IN SINGAPORE
Kiem-Kiok Kwa
This is a study of the Methodist Church in Singapore and how she engages in the
pubhc square, using the framework ofpublic theology. Three elements are identified as
necessary for public theology. These are first, public theology is discourse on public issues,
and second, that it is based on Scripture and tradition. Third, public theology is proclamation
to those inside and outside the church which motivates people into action.
The main case of public discourse studied here is a discussion, held between 2004
and 2005, on whether or not to have a casino in Singapore. A secondary case of discussion
was the Christian community's objections to the film The Da Vinci Code and their request to
the Singapore government to ban the film. Field work for this project was carried out in
Singapore in April and May 2006 where clergy and laity from the Methodist Church in
Singapore was issued questionnaires and interviewed about religion and society generally
and the casino debate specifically. This data is placed against the background of a
description of Singapore, and in particular how the government has historically interacted
with the public. The Methodist Church in Singapore is also described, with emphasis on her
role in education and in providing social services to the community. Since the Methodist
Church in Singapore is a member of the National Council ofChurches of Singapore, the
actions of that body are also relevant to this study.
Although Singapore Methodists are ambivalent about the government's openness in
accepting views from the public, they are committed to engaging in the public square. This
study suggests a variety ofways that they can do so, such as continuing engagement with the
government, commencing interacting with other religious and civic groups in society, and
considering ways of involvement in the arts.
This study expands the application ofpublic theology into an Asian, multicultural
context where the church is in the minority. It shows that in this context, public theology can
guide the church to fully engage society, and at the same time to proclaim her beliefs in
appropriate ways.
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Chapter 1
Smgapore: Harmony in Control
Introduction
Temporary tarpaulin tents are regularly set up in Singapore. They are erected when
there are special events in the community such as a National Day dinner, and can be built to
seat 200 people. Some tents are elaborate structures with metal frames, wooden flooring, and
wired with lights and fans powered by a portable generator. The tarpaulin is stretched taut
over the frame. A smaller and simpler tent could be erected in a home or at the foot of an
apartment block to provide additional shelter and space for a wedding or a funeral wake.
This may have a metal or bamboo frame, with the tarpaulin sfretched over and tied securely.
When a church organizes a fair, tents could be erected on its grounds as structures for food
and games stalls. In a tropical climate, these tents provide shelter from the elements and
create space for an activity. They are popular and practical because they are easily set up and
torn down; the materials are recycled, in a different place, and in a different configuration.
Just as these tents are made up of the frames, tarpaulin, electrical wiring and rope in
tension, Singapore society is made up of a diversity of cultures, religions and activities, held
together in tension and balance. Although a small country, Singapore is a complex society
(Lai 2005). All parts of the frame must be in place and held together in such a way that the
whole remains upright. In a similar way, the diversities in the country have their place and
the country not only functions well, but also relates harmoniously. Obviously, if the
tarpaulin is not taut, it would collapse and not provide the shelter it is designed to. Some
tension is required as we live in Singapore, perhaps exemplified by the sfrong central
government which has instilled a culture of confrol (Trocki 2006). For example, scholars
1
2have described the Singapore economy as "state-dependent capitaHsm," and have described
society-state relations using the concept of hegemony (Worthington 2003:2). For
Singaporeans, the country is a stable, multicultural society with a well educated population
where everything works. The different elements that make up society blend and meld
together in a way that forms a complex whole.
Just as a tent provides shelter and space, the question then arises, what kind of shelter
and space is there within Singapore society? What activities are carried out within that
space? In particular, are there safe places for people to interact and express their opinions?
In this dissertation, we shall seek to separate some of these threads and analyze Singapore in
the context of the relationship between state and society, that is, how the state interacts with
the public. This will help us determine the place and space that the church, as a religious
institution, occupies in society and how she can interact in the public square.
First, in this chapter we shall describe the history, legal framework, and social and
religious milieu of Singapore. Since behavior in the public square arises out of the "actual
situation of the churches and the political possibilities and dangers inherent in each context,"
this will illuminate the context of the church (Freston 2001 :282). We shall focus in particular
on the interactions between state and society and public discussions in society. A most
recent example of that public discussion was the casino debate, and we shall analyze that.
In Chapter 2, we shall introduce the concept ofpublic theology, which shall be the
theoretical framework for our discussion. We shall show how public theology happens at the
intersection of church and her context, and deals with those issues which affect the public.
As public theology aids engagement in society, it will provide a theological framework for
Christians to speak out on public issues, and engage in the public square.
Our study will focus on the Methodist Church in Singapore, which we shall introduce
in Chapter 3. We shall describe her history and polity, and how this Church is presently
engaged in society and the public square. We shall also explore the beliefs ofmembers and
leaders of the church about that engagement.
Between March 2004 and April 2005, there was an active discussion on whether or
not to build a casino in Singapore. We shall analyze that discussion in Chapter 4. This
analysis will be supplemented by results from field work done in Singapore in April and May
2006 where clergy and laity from the Methodist Church in Singapore were issued
questionnaires and interviewed about religion and society generally and the casino debate
specifically. We shall assess to what extent the Methodist Church in Singapore has a robust
public theology and is engaging in the public square.
In Chapter 5, we shall conclude this dissertation and analyze how public theology can
guide the Methodist Church in Singapore in her task of engaging in the public square in her
context. As we discuss the rules and process of engagement, we shall also suggest specific
steps the Church could take to be involved in society.
History of Singapore
Singapore is an island of about 250 square miles off the southern tip of the Malayan
peninsula. Some factors in her history set the stage for what she is today. Singapore was
actually called "Temasek" but the name was changed to "Singapura," meaning Lion City,
probably in the 14*'' century (Sng 2003:19). The island belonged to the Sultan of Johor, the
southern Malayan state, and was inhabited mainly by orang laut or sea gypsies (Saw
1991:219). In January 1819 when Stamford Raffles landed on the island, he saw the
potential of its location along major trading routes in Asia. Since it had a natural deep harbor,
4Raffles sought to develop it into a free port. Eventually the British had three ports: Penang
and Malacca, on the western coast of the Malayan peninsula and about 250 miles apart, with
Singapore 150 miles south of Malacca. These were known as the Straits Settlements, with
Singapore as the administrative center.
As commerce in the region grew, so did the significance of the port of Singapore,
especially for entrepot trade. "Singapore owed its rapid success as much to its geographical
site as to its ability to serve the needs ofAsian and Western private enterprise.. . .It succeeded
because it was an island enclave ofuninhibited private enterprise, open to all races, without
any religious or linguistic qualifications. It was also a fi"ee port" (Wong 1991:47). Wong
points out how Singapore's location made her ideal for the Chinese junks, the Western
square-rigged vessels, and the Bugis vessels (indigenous people of the Spice Islands). Then
as now, Singapore was a place for both Asians and Westemers.
The People of Singapore
With the opening of a port in an area rich in trade, traders and settlers flocked to the
island, and the population grew. The immigrants were mainly from three areas: the southern
parts ofChina; Tamils from south India, though subsequently Indians from the north also
arrived; and Javanese, Bugis and Balinese from the neighboring Indonesian islands (Saw
1991 :220). In the first population count in January 1824, five years after the arrival of the
British, the population had reached 10,683 and thereafter grew steadily (Saw 1991 :221). Up
to 1921 population growth in the colony was due to a large and continuous influx of
immigrants, rather than the growth of the indigenous people (Saw 1991 :222). Indeed, by the
early 1 830s the Chinese had outnumbered the Malays on the island and it would remain that
way hence forth.
5After the Indian Mutiny of 1857 and the eventual dissolution of the British East India
Company, the Straits Settlements became a Crown colony administered by the Colonial
Office in London. The period ofBritish rule is described in Edwin Lee's The British as
Rulers (1991). Although they had a general policy of non-interference and allowed the
population to govern itself, yet it was also in their interests to ensure that there was a
reasonable peace so that the economy would ftmction. The British ruled by keeping the
various groups in their places and different parts of the island were ascribed to the different
groups; areas which still exist today in "Chinatown," "Little India," and "Geylang Serai"
which is the Malay quarter. The Chinese were not only the most numerous, but they were
from different dialect groups, mainly Hokkien and Teochew, which did not always get along
with each other. For them, their primary loyalty was to their dialect group and secret
societies; even opium dens were organized along dialect lines. In comparison, the Malays
and Indians were considered the "easily govemed races" (E. Lee 1991 : 155).
Although there were these broad groups of "Chinese," "Malays" and "Indians," we
need to be aware that these terms hide variations within. As mentioned, the Chinese were the
majority, but they were not homogenous, since they were of different dialect groups. There
were the Chinese immigrants and the Straits Chinese. Chinese immigrants identified
themselves as Chinese nationals, were China-oriented in their politics and desired to
strengthen China's status among the oversees Chinese (Chui 1991:66). The Straits Chinese,
also called "Baba Chinese" or "Peranakan," were Chinese who had lived for generations in
the Straits Settlements, and had assimilated some Malay culture into their own. They were
proud of being British subjects and helped in the British administration of the colony (Chui
1991 :66). Amongst the Malays were Javanese, Bugis and Arabs, most whom were Muslim.
6Indians were Tamils, Chulliahs and others who came from various parts of the Indian
subcontinent, and spoke different languages.
Japanese Occupation
The 120 years ofBritish rule was interrupted in February 1942 when the British
surrendered the island to the Japanese, and for the next three and a half years, Singapore was
Syonan, "Light of the South" (Thio 1991 :95). Those were hard years, as the Japanese
terrorized the population with arbitrary punishments and brutal treatment, and food remained
scarce.
While the harsh experiences of the Japanese Occupation was a contrast to the
relatively benign and general non interference of the British colonial masters; the Occupation
also "shattered the skilfully nurtured myth of British invincibility and convinced politically
conscious Singaporeans/Malayans that a new political order would soon be established in the
country" (Yeo and Lau 1991:117).^
From Colony to Independent Nation
In 1945, after the surrender of the Japanese, the British Colonial Office armounced a
plan to set up a Malayan Union of the nine Malay states ofwhat is now called West
Malaysia; while Singapore, with her large Chinese population, was to become a distinct and
separate British colony. The British wanted to retain Singapore as part of the "aggressive
British export drive in the East. . .as well as the new bastion of the British defence system in
Asia" (Yeo and Lau 1991 :1 18). In this new political environment, political parties began to
be formed. The next 20 years were tumultuous with an upsurge in nationalist fervor, while
Singapore uses British spelling, hence quotes from Singapore sources will use that form of spelling.
7the British tried to quell the communist insurgency on the one hand and begin the process of
constitutional reform on the other hand. Yeo and Lau (1991) set this out well.
In April 1955 a general election was called in Singapore and it was granted limited
self-government by the British. The People's Action Party (PAP) under the leadership of
Lee Kuan Yew had been formed in November 1 954. It contested four seats and won three,
in a 32 member Legislative Assembly, 25 ofwhich were elected seats (Yeo and Lau
1991:132; L. H. Yeo 2002). There were more constitutional talks as the local leaders argued
for greater independence from the British.
In 1959 another general election was called. This time, the PAP contested all 51 seats,
and won 43. Singapore was granted intemal self govemance, with defense, finance and
internal security still in the hands of the British govemor (L. H. Yeo 2002:204). From then,
to this day, the PAP has been in authority in Singapore. But the political leaders wanted full
independence, which for the PAP, was through merger with the Federation ofMalaya. But
up to about 1961, the Federation and its leaders "opposed merger because of the fear that the
inclusion of Singapore's largely Chinese and left-oriented population would weaken the
position of the Malay community" (Yeo and Lau 1991:139).
Eventually, the leaders sorted out their differences and on August 31, 1963, the
Federation ofMalaysia was formed comprising peninsula Malaya ("West Malaysia"), the
former British Borneo ("East Malaysia") and Singapore. But the terms on which Singapore
joined the Federation were ambiguous, and the PAP leaders did not have the economic or
political latitude they wanted (Yeo and Lau 1991 : 143 - 144). There were also ideological
differences: the PAP's vision was for a non-communal "Malaysian Malaysia." That is, the
PAP envisioned a society where everyone was treated the same, regardless of ethnic identity.
^ In this dissertation, the convention ofputting surnames first in Chinese names will be followed.
8Malaysia's leaders, on the other hand, wanted a "Malay Malaysia" where the Malays, who
formed about 40 percent of the population, would have privileges as "bumiputera" or "sons
of the soil." Malaysia's leaders also saw Singapore's overwhelming Chinese population as a
threat. These differences could not be resolved and less than two years later, on August 9,
1 965 Singapore was expelled from the Federation and became an independent nation.
The independence of Singapore was a shock to the people who neither expected nor
wanted that independence. There was a "deep-seated conviction that it [Singapore] did not
constitute a viable entity" (Hill and Lian 1995:12). After all, she was just a tiny island with
no hinterland and no obvious means of economic survival; a society with a majority of
Chinese in a sea ofmainly Muslim societies. For Singaporeans, independence was achieved,
not as a result ofwinning a battle against colonial powers, but by being ignominiously
thrown out of a Federation by a neighbor. Since Lee and the PAP were in power, they were
the ones to lead this new country. Their concerns were to get the economy going, provide
housing, build up an army and maintain racial harmony, in short, to build the nation.
For the political leaders, it was a civic conception of nation building rather than an
ethnic and genealogical model which shaped nationhood. That is, the nation was seen as
fundamentally civic and territorial; a nation because it was territorially bound (Smith
1994:717 - 718). Association was based on common laws and institutions, and in the
Singapore case, these institutions are based on the Westminster model and the English
conmion law. Moreover, members of the state are in principle equals before the law. Under
the Constitution of the Republic of Singapore, there is equality of all before the law; though
the government shall care for the interests of the racial and religious minorities in the country.
Malays have a special position as the indigenous people (Article 152) which means that the
9government agrees to "protect, safeguard, support, foster and promote their political,
educational, religious, economic, social and cultural interests and the Malay language"
(Article 152 (2)). Therefore, Singapore is a state formed on secular, that is, non-religious,
principles and ideals, but with a recognition that her peoples are made up of various
ethnicities and something had to hold them together.
Organization of the State
While the term "state" is used quite often in Singapore, it is not always clearly
defined. For example, in State-Society Relations in Singapore (G. Koh and Ooi 2000b), there
is no clear definition by the editors ofwhat the 'state' is, though it is most often used to refer
to the 'government'. This could be legitimate when referring to the intemal aspects of the
state (Mauzy and Milne 2002:25). Ross Worthington seems to use the same meaning of
'state' when he says that there is an "overwhelming presence of the state" which is "reflected
in the nature of state-society relations, both economic and social," and that the Singapore
economy is a form of "state-dependent capitalism" (2003:2). However, the state is more than
the government, for it also includes "the continuous administrative, legal, bureaucratic, and
coercive system that attempts to structure relationships between society and public authority
in a polity" (Mauzy and Milne 2002:25). Admittedly in the Singapore context, because of
the PAP's dominance for over 40 years, they are often equated with both the 'state' and the
elected 'government'.
We shall now look at the formal structures of the state; in our analogy of the tent,
these are the frames which hold up the tent. Singapore is a constitutional democracy based
on the Westminster model with the three branches of government, executive and judiciary.
In the Singapore model, the goverrmient is made up of the president and the executive which
10
is the cabinet, while the legislature is made up of the president and parliament. The judiciary
is a supreme court and subordinate courts.
Parliament and Cabinet
There is a unicameral 89-seat Parliament with members elected every six years or so
in a general election. The most recent elections were held on May 6, 2006. The political
party with the most candidates in parliament forms the government. Though there are a
number ofpolitical parties, because of the PAP's dominance, the other parties tend to be
clustered together as the 'opposition'. The Cabinet is drawn from these Members of
Parliament and is headed by a Prime Minister.
Parliamentary innovations. In the 1 984 general election, though the PAP still won 77
out of the 79 seats, and 30 of them retumed unopposed, they were disappointed that their
percentage ofpopular votes fell about 13 percent to 62.9 percent (Mauzy and Milne
2002: 149). The PAP read these election results as the desire ofmany Singaporeans to have
different voices in Parliament, and so it introduced several innovations in Parliament. Mauzy
and Milne suggest that these schemes may actually have had the effect of "weakening the
sentiment for electing more opposition members" (2002:144, emphasis theirs). The Non-
Constituency Members ofParliament, introduced in 1984, allows up to three of the
unsuccessful opposition members with the highest percentage of votes to sit in Parliament.
They have the right to speak, take part in parliamentary debates, and vote on all matters
except on no-confidence motions, constitutional amendments and supply and money bills.
^ Expectations in the 21*' century are different. When the PAP won 66.6 percent of the vote in the May 2006
elections, one conunentator said that it was a "good mandate" for Prime Minister Lee (Straits Times May 8,
2006).
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In 1988, the Group Representation Constituency (GRC) scheme was introduced to
ensure that the minority races would be adequately represented in Parliament. Under this
scheme, several constituencies (originally three, now five or six) were combined to form a
group. Each political party contesting that GRC was required to field a five or six person
team, who were then elected en-bloc. One of those standing must be from a designated racial
minority�Malay, Indian or Eurasian.
In 1990, the Nominated Members ofParliament were introduced with the same
restricted voting rights as that for Non-Constituency Members ofParliament. These people
are nominated by the public from business, industry, professions and the labor movement and
are then selected by a Parliamentary Special Select Committee. As non-partisan voices, they
have provided "informed opinion on certain topics," and have their supporters and detractors
(Mauzy and Milne 2002:144 - 145).
These innovations have been reviewed and critiqued (George 2000:83 - 124; Hill and
Lian 1995:110 - 112; Mauzy and Milne 2002:144 - 155; Tamney 1995:57 - 86). These
writers discuss whether these innovations really create opportunity for a healthy opposition in
parliament. The GRC scheme heightens ethnic identity, and seems counter to the original
vision of the PAP government for a society "regardless of race, language or religion," as the
pledge says. While the government has the power and will to make these innovations to suit
their own needs, it does so in response to what it perceives as unhappiness of the electorate.
The interaction between people and government is indirect and complex: though the people
have much less knowledge and power than the government, they can exert some influence at
the ballot box, albeit only once in six years. Singaporeans need to bear this in mind in their
continued interactions with the state.
Judiciary
The Singapore judiciary has been praised for "its efficiency, the mediating
innovations of the lower courts, and the fairness of its procedures" (Mauzy and Milne
2002: 132). Parliament passes the law, and the judiciary interprets it, and "seldom does one
find variations or conflicts" (K. L. Ho 2003:29). The independence of the judiciary generally
is not questioned. The government is aware that without the rule of law, international
business would not have confidence in the country, so they have sought to maintain high
standards in the judiciary. Perhaps the two areas of common criticism of the judiciary are
first, with regard to judicial appointments and second, a compliant judiciary concerning the
law of defamation (Mauzy and Milne 2002: 133).^*
President
Up to 1993, the government appointed a President as the titular head of state. The
men chosen had all been from the minority races: first a Malay, then a Eurasian and then an
Indian. In 1993 this role was expanded to include protection of the country's substantial
financial reserves (Mauzy and Milne 2002:26, 153). The President is now elected by
national ballot for a term of six years. The criteria for eligibility to be President are so
stringent that, so far, there has only been one presidential election; at all other times the
candidate put forward by the government has been the only one who qualified to stand (see L.
H. Yeo 2002:205).
* PAP members who have sued opposition party members for alleged defamation have invariably won their
suits (Ho 2003:29).
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Civil Service and Military
In order to attract the brightest and best into government service, the government
gives out full scholarships for study at prestigious universities in the United Kingdom and
United States.^ These scholars are then bonded to serve in either the civil service or military.
This system creates a core of elite bureaucrats in all sectors of the government.
The Singapore civil service plays an important role in implementing policies, for
there is an intertwined relationship between politics and administration. Ho Khai Leong goes
so far as to say "Singapore's bureaucrats are calculated politicians in their own right. They
do not merely serve or implement; they also wield decision-making power without an
electoral mandate" (2003:28).
The Singapore military is made up of a small standing military force, but with a large
reserve force. At the age of 1 8 years, all men have to do national service for two years, and
thereafter have the obligation to serve for another 20 to 30 years in the reserves.
Senior officers of the military and civil servants have been co-opted into the political
party, and some have become cabinet ministers. For example, the current Prime Minister,
Lee Hsien Loong was a scholar from the Singapore Armed Forces who carried the title of
Brigadier-General; and the current Minister of Defense was a Rear-Admiral fi-om the navy.
In recent years they have dropped their military titles and now use the honorific "Mr."
Social Milieu
In our analogy of the tarpaulin tents, we mentioned the frame or structure which holds
up the tent. Those structures were discussed above. The space which the tent creates can be
likened to the social milieu which, as we said, could be large or small depending on the way
^ Students have to gain acceptance into that university through their own merit. The scholarship provides for
tuition, living expenses, and travel to and from Singapore.
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the frame is configured. These are the policies and practices which affect life in Singapore.
We shall highlight three in this section. First, ethnicity and multiracialism, second,
meritocracy and elitism, and third, economics. Again, these three are enmeshed together and
we shall draw out the threads so as to understand this context better.
Ethnicity and Multiracialism
Singapore is a multicultural society made up of four different ethnic groups: Chinese,
Malays, Indians and Others, referring to Eurasians, Sikhs and other minorities (abbreyiated
as CMIO). This classification was introduced by the British colonial administrators. All
Singaporeans are categorized by race, one of the recognized CMIO categories, and one's race
is to be stated in the national identity card, job applications and when purchasing public
housing. For children ofmixed marriages, their ethnic identity is deemed to be that of their
father's, though some chose to be in the 'Other' category. The first three are designated as
the "charter communities" which haye built up the nation. This has the effect of
marginalizing the "Others" (A. A. Pereira 2006).
In 2000, the resident Singapore population was 3.26 million {Singapore Census of
Population 2000). The following two tables show the racial and religious proportions of the
Singapore population respectiyely.
Table 1 Singapore population by race
Race Percentage of
Population
Chinese 76.8
Malay 13.9
Indian 7.8
Others 1.4
{Singapore Census ofPopulation 2000)
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Table 2 Singapore population by religion
Religion Percentage of
Population
Buddhist 42.5
Muslim 14.9
Christian 14.6
Taoist 8.5
Hindu 4.0
Others (e.g. Sikhism) 0.6
No Religion 14.8
(Singapore Census ofPopulation 2000)
While these two tables show the population in different categories, there are
complexities which are lurk beneath these numbers. Table 1 shows that although Singapore
is overwhelmingly Chinese, yet, the four-part CMIO classification implies equality among all
the races. This is because "the official concept ofmulticulturalism assumed that each of
these groups was a race with a distinctive and identifiable culture, language, and to an extent
possessed a common religious affiliation" (Lian 2006:219). While multiracialism has
worked by providing a foundation for meaningful socio-economic and political development,
it has also reinforced ethnic essentialism (E. K. B. Tan 2004:65 - 66). That is, social reality
is ignored in favor of the over-simplification of characteristics, which is treated as an
unchanging given, though such essentialization may be an inevitable side effect of
multicultural societies (A. A. Pereira 2006:7).
Table 2 shows that the majority of Singaporeans are Buddhists, while the number of
Christians, Muslims and those who claim to have no religion is almost the satne. As an
indication of the sameness with which the religious groups are treated, in each public housing
estate, land is set aside for a mosque, a Buddhist temple, a Hindu temple and a church. For
some, religion and ethnicity are closely bound together - 98 per cent ofMalays are Muslims,
and Sikhs are identified by both their race and their religion. However the Chinese and
Indian communities are much more diverse with Buddhists, Christians and Muslims among
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them. Furthermore, a total of 14.8 per cent in 2000 claim to have "no religion" and they are
largely Chinese and Indians.
Since English is the lingua franca and the medium of instruction in schools, the
English language cuts across the ethnic lines. Up to 43 per cent of Singaporeans speak
English at home, the others would speak their own ethnic language (Mauzy and Milne
2002:108). Within the Chinese category there are the Chinese-educated and the English-
educated, though with the phasing out of the Chinese schools the former is a smaller group.
Politically it is the English-educated who hold the reins of power, and because of several
policies and political decisions, there is a divide between these two groups (see Mauzy and
Milne 2002:99- 103).
Multiracialism, used interchangeably with "multiculturalism," is more than a
description of Singapore, it is also an ideology and founding myth (Hill and Lian 1995:93ff.).
According to Hill and Lian, the significance of this ideology is threefold: first, it is a
powerful force against ethnic discrimination which is reflected in the ease with which
members of the different ethnic groups interact on a public and social level. Thus, as Pereira
points out, though 70 percent of the population are Chinese, the multiracialism ideology
checks the state from promoting or imposing Chinese culture because that would marginalize
the other communities (2006:9). Second, it is woven "almost invisibly" into the everyday
life of Singaporeans. Third, the multiracial idea is the clearest expression of Singaporean
culture. While there is a "system of national integration" to build a Singaporean identity,
individual groups are not required "to abandon their lifestyle and identity" as seen in the
state's maintenance of separate official newspapers, television and radio charmels (A. A.
Pereira 2006:10). Furthermore, Hill and Lian suggest multiculturalism is a "charter" for
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social action (1995:93 - 94). That is, the ideology is the basis for many policies, such as the
Group Representative Constituencies discussed above. However, more recently, Lian has
criticized this ideology as "essentially racial" (2006:230). But this meritocratic ideology is
"overtly" decoupled from economic performance (A. A. Pereira 2006:10), though not, as we
describe below, from educational performance.
Others have written about the politics ofmulticulturalism in Singapore and that is
beyond the scope of this dissertation (Ackermann 1999; Hill and Lian 1995:97ff.). In
discussing this issue ofmulticulturalism, we shall mention two ways it affects Singaporeans.
First, with regard to ethnic integration, Singapore has adopted the mosaic model. That is, the
goal of nationhood is one nation, many peoples and many cultures (Hill and Lian 1995:95).
This is in contrast to the melting pot or amalgamation model which is dominant in the United
States where the goal is one nation and one culture. In Singapore there is a place for
everyone, as reflected in one of the national songs:^
One people, one nation, one Singapore
That's the way we will be forevermore
Every creed and every race, has its role and has its place
One people, one nation, one Singapore.
(http://www.singsingapore.org.sg/songs.asp date accessed September 23, 2006).
Second, as in other societies whose populations are dominated by migrants,
Singapore society espouses meritocracy which we v^U discuss in the next section (Hill and
Lian 1995:93). This ideology, especially practiced in education, allows for social and
economic mobility for all.
* These songs, composed by local songwriters in the late 1980s, are sung at each National Day parade. While
the national anthem is in the Malay language and solemn, these are rousing songs mainly in English and
intended for popular singing. These are the songs and stories of the community and can be heard at
(http://www.singsingapore.org.sg/songs.asp).
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Housing Policies. One way that ethnicity policy translates into every day life is in
housing policies. The British demarcated areas on the island for the different ethnic groups
to live in, and some of those lines still exist today. These ethnic areas are highlighted when
they are decorated with lights and other festive symbols during the major festival for that
ethnic group: Chinatown (Chinese New Year), Little India (Deepavali the Hindu festival of
lights) and Geylang Serai (Hari Raya Puasa marking the end of the month ofRamadan),
respectively. Interestingly the brightest lights by far are along Orchard Road, the main
shopping area, for Christmas and New Year.
However, while this identification is encouraged in the market realm, it is not
acceptable when it comes to where Singaporeans live. Since the 1970s, housing policy has
became "an increasingly refined adjunct of social engineering" and among the integrative
goals of that policy was ethnic integration (Hill and Lian 1995:122). Today, there are racial
quotas in public housing estates to ensure that there will not be excessive concentrations of
Malays or Indians in some areas. The government hopes that in this way Singaporeans, 85
percent ofwhom live in public housing estates, would be integrated into a national
community. While in this way there seems to be greater inter racial tolerance, there may not
be either absolute understanding or social integration, as some racial enclaves remain
resilient to these changes (Hill and Lian 1995:127).
Pragmatism. We also need to mention the govemmenfs pragmatism. Some have
argued that the pragmatism of the Singapore government is non-ideological (Clammer 1985),
but rather merely "pohcy" or "tactics" (Mauzy and Milne 2002:52), or an example Weber's
instrumental rationality (Hill and Lian 1995:190). Whatever it is, it is an important
component ofwhat makes Singapore.
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Pragmatism here means that which is practical and useful and concerned with actual
application rather than theory or speculation, and is closely associated with rationality
(Mauzy and Milne 2002:52). For example, as with political parties around the world, the
People's Action Party (PAP) uses the carrot and stick approach in elections. It has tied the
maintenance services in public housing estates to whether or not the estate is in a PAP ward
or in an opposition ward. Those in opposition constituencies can expect less favorable and
speedy services than PAP wards. Although this strategy worked in past elections, in the May
2006 general elections, despite plans for up to a S$100 million (US$ 60 million)^ package
each to upgrade two constituencies, "voters [in those constituencies] rejected this carrot
convincingly" and voted for the opposition {Straits Times, May 8, 2006).
Pragmatism also means that there is "prudent political management of the means,
directions, timing, wording, and public presentation ofpolicies, especially sensitive policies
involving language, religion and culture. It can mean slowly preparing the ground to bring
the public around on a particular policy" (Mauzy and Milne 2002:53). This is important to
bear in mind when we consider how the casino debate was structured and carried out.
One effect of this ideology or policy is that the state will legislate on that which could
be considered private behavior and choices. Hill and Lian give the example ofmarriage and
fertility (1995:192). The state encourages marriage as the basis of a stable society, and so
has set up official agencies for matchmaking: the Social Development Unit for university
graduates, the Social Development Section for the less educated and the Family Services
Unit for those in the Armed Forces. To encourage graduates to have more children, graduate
mothers are given tax incentives which are not given to other women. We note here the
'' The Singapore $ will be abbreviated as S$. In this dissertation, we shall use the conversion rate of S$l =
US$0.60.
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distinctions made according to educational qualifications. Singaporeans have grown
accustomed to such intrusion by the state, as legislation on such minutiae as a ban on the sale
of chewing gum and the prohibition of spitting in public illustrate. Singaporeans accept this
level of control, for among Asians, patemalism is not considered negatively (Pye 1985).
John Clammer points out another effect of this "philosophy" ofpragmatism: "to be
without an ideology is thus to be both without a theory (in the strict not the 'speculative'
sense of the term) and without the very precise knowledge of the subject to which one's
activity is directed (and which again is needed in the managerial approach)" (1985: 168).
That is, since there are no grand ideological dreams for the self or the community, the over
riding concern of Singapore society is economic growth and the prosperity of the nation.
There is less concern for the 'whys', or for other values of, say, beauty and aesthetics. To a
greater or lesser degree, Singaporeans both individuals and institutions like the church, have
also imbibed this ideology or philosophy of pragmatism.
Meritocracy and Elitism
Meritocracy and elitism are two sides of the same coin (Mauzy and Milne 2002:55).
Mauzy and Milne define meritocracy as "the idea that each individual's social and
occupational position is determined by individual achievement, not political or economic
influence; not race, class or parentage. The principle is premised on the belief that merit can
be determined objectively, or even scientifically" (2002:55). In Singapore, meritocracy is
geared towards high academic scores, and only in recent years has there been the start of an
appreciation and encouragement of artistic or sporting achievement. The political leaders of
Singapore not only believe in meritocracy, they are also elitists, that is, they "admire the
power of the intellect, and they believe that only a few of the best and brightest are capable
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of leading well. Likewise, they believe in logical calculation, rationality, and the general
superiority of science and technology in overcoming societal problems" (Mauzy and Milne
2002:53). Both of these play a role in shaping Singapore society.
Meritocracy can be seen in education policies. As a tiny island of only about 250
square miles with no resources except her people, the government sees the need to develop
this human capital for the sake of survival (Mauzy and Milne 2002:103). English was
adopted as the language of instruction and commerce because it would cormect Singapore to
the rest of the world and so give her a competitive advantage; furthermore, it was an
ethnically "neutral" language (Mauzy and Milne 2002:101). In addition, a bilingualism
policy was also adopted, meaning that all students had to learn a second language which is
their mother tongue. It was believed that this mother tongue provided the "cultural
language," that is, cultural values and traditions are derived through and sustained by
proficiency in that language (Mauzy and Milne 2002:103 - 104). For the Singapore leaders,
to learn a language is tantamount to accepting the value system (Hill and Lian 1995:88).
However, if bilingualism was a means to build values in Singaporeans, there seems a
tacit recognition that in some ways, the policy has not succeeded. In 1989, the President said
that because ofEnglish education, younger Singaporeans were becoming more "Westernised,
individualistic and self-centered" and were losing the "traditional Asian ideas ofmorality,
duty and society which have sustained and guided us in the past" (White Paper on Shared
g
Values, 2 January 1991).
* The White Paper on Shared Values (1991) is the government's proposal to develop a national ideology. The
national ideology was first introduced in October 1988 and then discussed inside and outside Parliament before
the White Paper was issued. Thereafter, the White Paper "has been left quietly to lie on the table" (Hill and
Lian 1995:211).
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Since academic achievement is considered necessary for the country, it was important
for all to succeed and dropouts be minimized. Thus, when statistics showed that the Malays
were the academic underclass, the Yayasan Mendaki (Council for the Education ofMuslim
Children) was set up in 1981 to give these students a boost in school. Over the next decade,
other ethnic based self-help groups were also set up: SINDA, the Singapore Indian
Development Association in 1991 ; and, not to be left out, CDAC, the Chinese Development
Assistance Council was formed in 1992 (Mauzy and Milne 2002:1 12). The formation of
these groups which are financed partly by automatic withdrawals from salaries - with
Malays financing Mendaki, Indians financing SINDA and Chinese financing CDAC - have
actually served to accentuate ethnic identity. This counters and undermines the previous
efforts of building a multiracial society, as pointed out by legal writer Eugene Tan:
. . .ethnic self-help groups, while helpfiil at the micro-level (within the ethnic
group), may be detrimental at the macro-level (national integration). Ethnic
self-help groups remain a potent symbol of distinctiveness, separateness and
lack of cohesion. In itself it is an inherent contradiction of our nation-
building efforts. The self-help groups' approach to improving a
conmnunity's life chances, through the singular focus on the uplifting of
educational and economic performance, can be regarded as a form of ethnic
competition. (2004:79)
Thus, while these groups may have been initiated with the aim to help build up the
weaker students and so achieve the goal of academic achievement for all; they may have the
undermined the overall national goal of building "one people, one nation, one Singapore."
Primacv of Economics
Carl Trocki (2006) says that Singapore is a materially prosperous nation but
somewhat culturally and intellectually sterile. That may be true from an outsider's point of
view. As one who grew up in the country, the message we heard was that the economic
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success of the country was paramount and that all Singaporeans had to make personal
sacrifices, so that the country could survive. Thus, the following observation that the
cultivated nationalism was one centered on the market is true:
The city government had as its task keepking [sic] law and order so that
commerce was not endangered, and sponsoring commerce in the city. A
nationalism of a commercial city developed, not based on former glory or
sacrality, but on current economic success. Any challenge to the ruling elite
was defined as a challenge to the economic success of Singapore. (Evers and
Korff2000:38 -39)
In order to ensure not just survival but economic prosperity, the government controls
many aspects of life, for example the number of children a family can have. Not only was a
family plaiming board set up in 1966 and a "stop at two" national campaign launched,
abortion was liberalized in 1970 to make it available to any woman at her request (Saw 1991).
These measures worked too well, and fertility rates today are below the replacement level.
The slogan now is to have "three or more if you can afford it." There is an economic
condition to having more children.
The Management ofReligion
While commentators on Singapore write much about its multicultural nature, they
comment much less on the religious aspects of Singapore society. Sociologically, there are
many gaps in the study of the different religions in Singapore (Tong 2002). Tong Chee
Kiong also acknowledges that the state is present in some aspects of religion, though the
relationship between religious groups and the state remains largely unexplored (2002:401).
Singapore is a secular state, and the state does not support, nor endorse, any religion.
In this multicultural setting, there is freedom of religious association. Under Article 15(1) of
the Constitution, every person has a right to profess and practice his or her religion and to
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propagate it. Religious groups can organize their own affairs, establish and maintain
institutions for religious or charitable purposes, and to acquire, own and hold, and administer
property (Article 15 (3)). The Presidential Council for Minority Rights, established under
Article 69 has the ftmction of considering and reporting on matters, referred to by parliament
or the goverrmient, affecting persons of any racial or religious community in Singapore.
There are four ways the Singapore state is involved in religion.
First, the state is involved in the management of some religious communities. Thus,
there are government appointed representatives on the Muslim Religious Council and the
Hindu Endowments Board, because of the government ftinding given to them. There are no
such appointees in Christian organizations since they do not receive such support. As a
society made up of peoples of different ethnic groups and religious persuasions, the
Singapore government has a hand on how these groups ftmction. The special place of
Muslims in society is acknowledged with a government Minister on Muslim Affairs.
Second, in recent years, with the rise of Islamic fundamentalism worldwide, Muslims
in Singapore have taken steps to show that they are not of that ilk. They have sought to
explain the "true teachings of Islam," by, among other things, setting up a Harmony Center at
a local mosque which has exhibits on Islam (Straits Times, October 8 2006a). The Center
will organize talks, camps and home stays to promote inter religious understanding. The
Prime Minister himself opened the Center, underscoring its high status.
Third, 'religion' is separated from 'polities', though the converse is not necessarily
true since some aspects of religion is legislated. Former Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew has
said that religious groups should look after the spiritual, moral and social well-being of their
followers but should leave the economic and political needs of people to nonreligious groups
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such as pohtical parties (Kong and Yeoh 2003:77). The government also sees religion as a
potentially divisive force. To substantiate the government's position of controlling the use of
"new media" a government minister recently said, "Race and religion are sensitive and
volatile issues that tug at the visceral feelings of people. We have a few such cases in the
previous year and we have not hesitated to prosecute them in court"
('http://sg.news.vahoo.eom/Q70322/5/singapore265682.html. date accessed March 22, 2007).^
The government, not wanting religion to be used for political ends, passed the
Maintenance ofReligious Harmony Act (Chapter 167A) in 1991. Under Section 8 of this
Act, a restraining order could be put on a religious leader who causes feelings of ermiity, ill-
will, hatred or hostility amongst religious groups or who promotes a political cause under the
guise of religion. To date, no restraining order has been issued.
Fourth, a National Steering Coirmiittee on Racial and Religious Harmony, chaired by
a cabinet minister, was set up in October 2006. Made up of leaders of the various religious
groups as well as community leaders, it seeks to reinforce interfaith awareness and
understanding (Li 2006b). This supplements the Inter Religious Confidence Circles which
were set up around the island after the September 11, 2001 attacks in the United States,
whose aim is also to build up inter religious understanding.
'�
Thus, we see that in various ways, the social and religious milieu in Singapore is
controlled by the goverrmient. Government minister George Yeo acknowledged in 1995 that
when the state pervades so much of life, civic institutions cannot thrive (quoted in
Worthington 2003:7). Worthington continues by quoting an editorial from the Straits Times
^ The article did not say what the "new media" was, though reference was made to the internet.
'� Two people, one lay and one clergy, who were part of such circles, mentioned this to me during my
interviews.
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of June 25, 1991 which not only speaks about the kind of civil society the government would
allow, but also coimects the growth of civil society with economics.
It is important that emerging civic institutions do not overstep their mandate
and adopt a politically adversarial role . . . Conflict for the sake of civil society
will not do . . .By contrast, a questioning, but understanding population
working together with a responsible Goverrmient can create the kind of civic
culture that will politically complement Singapore's economic success.
(2003:7)
Gillian Koh and Ooi Giok Ling (2004:167) opine that civil society in Singapore is "an
intensely contested one" which includes the "larger process of contestation and negotiation
between the government and civil society actors." Even though it is a contested concept, the
place and growth of civil society is relevant here because it is one place ofpublic discussion,
and the space where the church engages in wider society, and that is where we will now turn.
Civil Societv in Singapore
The concept of civil society gained popularity in Eastem Europe and Latin America
in the 1970s as its "enthusiastic proponents" deemed civil society "crucial for improving the
quality of govemance, strengthening people power, enabling development, and - above all -
promoting democratization and strengthening democracy" (H. G. Lee 2004:1). However,
after surveying the two major views of civil society, namely the conflict and social capital
views, Lee Hock Guan concludes
care must be taken to avoid simply imposing the Western concept and
experience of civil society onto the Southeast Asian countries. Conversely,
the meanings and formations of Southeast Asian civil societies must be
rethought and reworked in the context of diverse colonial histories, ethnic,
religious, and cultural mix, economic development, and state regimes."
(2004:19)
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Within the Singapore context, civil society refers to the "existence of networks of
voluntary organizations residing in space, or expanse of social life, between the family and
the state, formed by citizens to pursue mutual interests or beliefs" (Mauzy and Milne
2002: 1 57). Cherian George uses the term more broadly to include voluntary welfare
organizations, advocacy groups, professional societies, alumni associations and cultural
groups. This is where, George continues, "citizens gain practice in the essential democratic
art of cooperation, negotiation and compromise" (2000:127). We note that these definitions
refer to formal rather than informal structures, and both civic and cultural groups are
included.
Academicians Koh and Ooi say that civil society organizations in Singapore were
formed in an attempt to broaden the political agenda and scope for political engagement and
to provide an alternative charmel for voicing views on issues (2000a: 5). They conducted the
first ever survey of civil society organizations in 2000, and included racial and religious
groups, Chinese clan associations, socio-political advocacy, arts and culture and
environmental groups. They provide the examples of the Association ofWomen for Action
and Research (AWARE) and The Association ofMuslim Professionals which have brought
up issues about women and Muslims respectively. In a more recent article, they suggest that
while civil society was still a contested notion, political liberalization has led to the new
ideology of "active citizenship" (G. Koh and Ooi 2004:170).
The Growth of Civil Societv
Civil society in Singapore developed in the decade of the 1990s as a result of various
factors. Mauzy and Milne suggest that civil society actually began in 1988 when the
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government established the Institute ofPolicy Studies for the discussion of issues among
intellectuals and for policy research (2002:160).
In 1990 there was a change in Prime Ministers when, in November 1990, Lee Kuan
Yew, who had held that position since independence in 1965, stepped down and Goh Chok
Tong took over. Lee remained in Cabinet as Senior Minister. Goh and the other second-
generation leaders wanted a "kinder and gentler" Singapore that was more open to discussion
and debate (Mauzy and Milne 2002: 160). There were at least two reasons for this change.
First, educated Singaporeans were finding the socio-political restrictions stifling and some
were emigrating. Singapore could not afford the brain drain and the government would have
to loosen its controls to keep Singaporeans at home. Second, the government realized that it
had over-extended itself in trying to manage all sectors of society and sought to involve the
private sector in some of these tasks (Mauzy and Milne 2002:160).
Goh called a general election eight months after taking office. The PAP lost three
seats and their vote share slipped from 63.2 per cent to 61 per cent (George 2000:86 - 87).
The PAP was obviously disappointed with the result, and Goh drew the conclusion that his
call for more cultural and political openness may have alienated the more conservative
Chinese-educated voters. However, in general elections in 1997, when the PAP regained two
of those seats, Goh again identified civil society as "an important element to harness the
people's talents and energies, and to give Singaporeans a greater sense of participation and
therefore an enhanced stake in the system" (Mauzy and Milne 2002:161). This was reflected
in the casino debate as the government allowed and even encouraged public discussion and
participation on a national issue.
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"Out of bounds" (OB) markers. Since the government has equated politics with
political parties and the popular vote, it follows that "public speech and expression made
outside ofparty and electoral politics have been viewed with great suspicion" (G. Koh and
Ooi 2004:169). This happened in 1994 when author and academician Catherine Lim wrote
two articles in the press which hinted that Prime Minister Goh had not delivered on his
promise for a "kinder, gentler" approach to goverrmient. Instead, she claimed that there was
"a great affective divide" between the people and the PAP (George 2000:41; Mauzy and
Milne 2002:141). The Prime Minister responded swiftly and took her to task for crossing the
OB - out of bounds - markers. If she wanted to make those sorts of comments she would
have to join a political party. "The Prime Minister welcomes altemative viewpoints, but he
will refute mistaken views, sharply if necessary. Not to do so is to allow these views to take
hold and confuse Singaporeans, leading to unfortunate results. . . When the Prime Minister or
his policies are attacked, the Prime Minister must respond robustly" was the response from
his office (George 2000:41 - 42). Not everyone agreed with the government's contention
that Lim had crossed the line into 'polities', and this invisible line continues to be a matter of
contention and controversy (George 2000:42).
This discussion was widely reported in the press and has left a lasting impression in
people's minds about how the government operates. It also shows how difficult it is for
ordinary citizens to speak up on govemance. The OB markers are not clear, and one only
knows one has trespassed when one hits such a marker and is rapped for it. However, even
in the past ten years, there has been another shift towards openness and creating space for
civil society to grow (G. Koh and Ooi 2000a). In February 2005, when Lim was again
interviewed by the press, she said that the government has "shifted from a sledgehammer
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approach to a more sophisticated style of handling critics like her" and that anyone writing
the same type of article would not face the same kind of reaction that she had (Straits Times,
February 18 2005b).
Other Changes. In 2003, under Goh's leadership, the "Remaking Singapore
Committee" was set up. This was a high level comimittee, chaired by then Deputy Prime
Minister Lee Hsien Loong, with several subconmiittees under it. In this nation wide exercise,
some Singaporeans were invited to be on these committees to suggest how Singapore could
become "A Home for all Singaporeans" (www.remakingsingapore.gov.sg, date accessed
January 4, 2006). In the final report, out of a slew of 70 recommendations, only 10 were not
accepted. Those recommendations that were accepted included changing a variety of
government policies on matters such as public housing policies and busking in the streets.
For example, with more Singaporeans living and working overseas for a period of time, the
government has had to change housing and school admission policies so as to make it easier
for them to return home, and their children to re-enter the school system.
However, one of those recommendations was for the government to define the
"political OB" markers, which the government declined to do. Even so, this exercise shows
that the Singapore government is aware of the need for change.
Change ofPrime Minister. In August 2004, there was again a change in political
leadership and Lee Hsien Loong, incidentally the son of Lee Kuan Yew, took over as Prime
Minister. The elder Lee, who was Senior Minister was made Minister Mentor, while Goh
Chok Tong was named Senior Minister. In his first National Day speech in 2004, an aimual
occasion to set the tone and vision for the nation, Lee Hsien Loong said that his goverrmient
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would be more open and consultative and invited citizens to use the available chaimels for
communication. This attempt at consultation was shown in the public debate in 2004 to 2005
on whether or not to have a casino in the country. This was the first such public discussion in
the social and religious context of the 21^^ century, and the first time where it seemed that the
government was genuinely seeking the opinion of the public.
In summary, we have noted how the Singapore government controls many aspects of
national as well as everyday life in the country. The government has set up the tent,
determined the size of the structure, and ensured that it remains upright. It is a paternalistic
style of govemance which most Singaporeans are used to, though they may grumble about it.
Singapore society is multilayered and complex, as the government seeks to blend a
multicultural population into a coherent and harmonious society. In many ways, the
economic needs of the country drive many policies, hence empirical results are considered
important. Hence there is a strong pragmatic and materialistic streak in the government and
the people. We shall note these qualities again as we discuss the casino debate.
While this chapter has set out the context of the dissertation, we shall now tum our
attention to the theoretical framework of this work, which is public theology.
Chapter 2
Public Theology: Approaches, Imperatives and Elements
Introduction
In this chapter we shall introduce and define the concept of public theology. We shall
also explain why it is necessary for the Methodist Church in Singapore to have a public
theology. In Chapter 5, after we have described the church and analyzed the casino debate,
we shall use the guidelines here to suggest a public theology for the Methodist Church in
Singapore. Public theology provides a framework by which Christians and the church can
engage in society. To engage, Christians must know the context well and then seek to take
part in it in a meaningftil way. In a complex, multifaceted world, we can easily be distracted
with urgent tasks, but those may not be the important ones. Public theology gives a
framework for the church to understand the world, and then to discem the way that Christians
can engage in it.
Public theology happens at the intersection of the church and her context. The
concept arose in the United States in the late 1960s with sociologist Robert Bellah's work on
civil religion; though the term itselfwas probably coined by historian Martin Marty in 1974
(Hunsberger 2006:15). Since then, the topic has been discussed in fields such as Christian
theology and ethics and especially civil religion in the United States. It is most often used
within Christianity, though it is used in other fields as well, as Harold Breitenberg Jr. gives
examples of Islamic and Jewish scholarly articles which use the term (2003:70). The term
seems to be more popular in the academic West: in Evangelicals andPolitics in Asia, Africa
and Latin America (2001), Brazilian sociologist Paul Freston does not use the term, though
he is discussing the involvement of evangelicals in the political process in 27 countries.
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Some Approaches to Public Theology
Breitenberg Jr. (2003) provides a comprehensive survey ofmainly American
literature on public theology in order to define the term. He compares and contrasts public
theology with other academic disciplines such as civil religion, political theology, public
philosophy and social ethics. He defines public theology as "a type of theology and a type of
public discourse, as well as an analytical category, related to but different" fi-om these fields
(Breitenberg Jr. 2003:62). He continues that ifpublic theology is defined broadly as
"religious engagement with social issues and questions ofpublic morality," then such diverse
characters as Dorothy Day, John Howard Yoder, the Promise Keepers and the children's
cartoon series Veggie Tales are all doing some form ofpublic theology (Breitenberg Jr.
2003:63 - 64). Hence, it may be helpful to define the term more precisely.
British church leader John Atherton says that public theology is the church
developing frameworks and naming the processes, changes and upheavals of the times she
lives in (2000). By 'naming' the processes, as Adam named the creatures, the church is then
able to evaluate and ultimately influence them. For Atherton, in this "total web of
intercoimected political, economic, social and religious factors;" it is civil society that lies
between government and citizens (2000:67). American Ronald Thiemann is also concemed
with the "cultural pluralism" of the United States today and suggests that Christians can offer
the "virtue ofhope" in these times (1991:1 19).
Benjamin Valentin, who seeks to develop a public theology suitable for the Latin
context, defines public theology as:
the language, symbols or background concepts of a religious tradition with an
overarching, integrative, emancipatory sociopolitical perspective in such a
way that it movingly captures the attention and moral conscience of a broad
audience and promotes the cultivation of those modes of love, care, concern,
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and courage required both for individual fulfillment and for broad-based
social activism. (2002:87)
For Valentin, public theology need not be especially Christian; rather it is any
theology that moves people to promote social activism. Valentin emphasizes the
'publicness' ofpublic theology - it does not merely look at social issues but seeks to provide
"overarching visions and systemic, broad social analyses based on a keen sense of the
numerous inequalities faced by many in society" with the ultimate goal ofpublic thought and
discourse transforming society as a whole, and cultivating care for the quality of their lives
together (2002:118).
We shall mention two people in history who did some form ofpublic theology,
though it was not so called: English clergyman John Wesley (1703 - 1791) and Dutch
politician Abraham Kuyper (1837 - 1920). John Wesley is known as one who had
experienced, and therefore preached, God's grace for sinners. But Wesley was also
concemed about "complicated wickedness" which he identified as the "complex intertwining
of several fundamental problems: the absence of true religion, a deep social alienation,
degradation and oppression, and acute physical need" (Pohl 2006:4). The breadth of his
understanding, and condenmation of an economic system which allowed some to enjoy
luxury and others to suffer in misery is seen in his "Thoughts on the Present Scarcity of
Provisions" (1773). Wesley sought to bring his understanding of the gospel into his social
context.
Manfred Marquardt identifies four complementary pairs of concepts in tension with
each other which are the strengths ofWesley's social ethics: faith and works, love and reason,
individual and society and praxis and theory (1992:135 - 138). While "faith must bring forth
good works if it is to withstand the test of its genuineness and vitality," it is love for others.
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worked out by rational reflection, which is the chiefmotivation for social involvement.
Marquardt tentatively suggests that Wesley was a great social reformer because he succeeded
in "bringing social-ethical theory and praxis into close cormection that served to advance
both" (1992:137).
Abraham Kuyper was Prime Minister of the Netherlands from 1901 to 1905 and also
developed a public theology. For Kuyper, the doctrine of common grace was the "impetus
and rationale for Christian involvement in every aspect of the created order" (Bacote 2005:8).
Vincent Bacote points out that Kuyper was both a poet and master rhetorician who used these
talents not just to put forward the view that there was a place for divine ordinances for the
good of society, but also to prompt people to engagement (2005:88 - 90).
Breitenberg Jr. concludes his survey ofpublic theology literature with the observation
that public theology lies at the intersection of theology and ethics and can be defined as a
"theologically informed public discourse about public issues" which can be "evaluated and
judged by publicly available warrants and criteria" (2003:66). Public theology seeks to be
"intelligible and convincing" to those inside the church and "comprehensive and possibly
persuasive" to the larger public (2003:66). He continues that public theologians seek to
communicate how Christian beliefs and practices bear, both descriptively and prescriptively,
on public life and the common good, and in so doing possibly persuade and move to action
both Christians and non Christians. Those who do public theology use sources of insight
which need not be explicitly or distinctively Christian though these are combined with
Christian sources of insight. Furthermore, public theologians seek to give explicit guidance
to society from a Christian point of view and they do so in ways that intend to be intelligible
and persuasive to those inside and outside the church.
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Within the Christian tradition, there are also those like the Anabaptists who believed
that withdrawal from a fallen world is the best way ofmaintaining the witness of the church.
Contemporary theologian Stanley Hauerwas reflects that position when he says that for
Christians, "their first task is not to make the world better or more just, but to recognize what
the world is" (1981 :74). To do that, he continues, "Christians must be uninvolved in the
politics of our society and involved in the polity that is the church." While there are biblical
and historical precedents for Christians to withdraw from the world in order to maintain their
witness, there are also clear directions to be involved in society. We will give reasons later
in this chapter why engagement, rather than withdrawal, is suitable for the Singapore context.
Public theology is the stated aim of several institutions today. For example, the
"Global Network for Public Theology" was founded in September 2005 and its network is
currently serviced by the Center of Theological Inquiry in Princeton, New Jersey. As a
network, it "links university, college and seminary research centers and programs around the
world which focus on interdisciplinary action research on theology and public issues"
(http://www.ctinquiry.org/gnpt/index.htm, date accessed April 25, 2007). "Theos" was
launched the United Kingdom in November 2006 as "a public theology think tank which
exists to undertake research and provide conunentary on social and political arrangements. It
aims to impact public opinion about the role of faith and belief in society"
(http://www.theosthinktank.co.uk date accessed April 25, 2007). A conmion thread in the
approach of these institutions to public theology is to do research on specific issues in their
contexts and dialogue with either the state and or other interested parties. They bring an
evangelical perspective on those issues and, in presenting their views, seek to persuade the
wider society.
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Two organizations in Asia illustrate Christian engagement in Asia. First is the
Christian Conference in Asia (CCA) which is associated with the World Council of Churches.
It identifies itself as "an organ and a forum for continuing cooperation among the churches
and national Christian bodies in Asia within the fi-amework of the wider ecumenical
movement," (http://cca.org.hk, date accessed April 24, 2007). While the website mentions
dealing with issues such as migrant workers, the organization's overriding concems are for
sustaining efforts to deepen, strengthen and enliven the 'koinonia' ofAsian churches and
Christian corrmiunities and making more real the "inclusive character of the ecumenical
fellowship." For this group, there is limited concrete engagement with specific issues of the
Asian context.
Second is the Kairos Research Centre which is in Malaysia. Set up in 1993, it seeks
to deal with issues which Christians face in Malaysia by organizing public forums and
publishing relevant literature. For example, between 2005 and March 2007, it organized
forums on the theology ofPaul, Christian entrepreneurship, The Da Vinci Code and
hospitality (http://kairos-malaysia.org, date accessed April 24, 2007). As a research institute
set up by the evangelical churches, according to its website, the Centre seeks "to develop a
thoughtful and comprehensive answer to contemporary challenges to its life and mission" by
encouraging and facilitating Christian research and scholarship on issues relevant to
Malaysian Christianity.
In summary, Christians in the past and present, in the West and Asia, have engaged in
the public issues of their contexts, though the term "public theology" was only recently used
to describe it. That is, Christians have stood between the church and their context, observed
the issues of the world in which they live, and drew on many resources and academic
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disciplines in order to engage in this milieu. Furthermore, we believe that Christian theology
has a public dimension which can give guidance to the structures and policies of public life
(Stackhouse 1987:xi). We have also seen how a central theme in Christian theology such as
common grace can inform Christians about engagement in the public square. This dimension
ofChristian theology is also public because it can be reasonably discussed with those outside
the church. This is another reason why we need to be well versed in other disciplines. Those
disciplines could give us the language which will help us to speak convincingly to the public
which do not share the same warrants.
Public Theologv is a Contextual Theology
Various Christians have also done public theology from the United States context.
For example, Martin Luther King Jr. could be said to be a public theologian for he brought
his Christian theology to bear on his context of a segregated southem United States. That
theology led him, and others, to acts of civil disobedience. More recently. Max Stackhouse
called his work "public theology" as he looked at issues of economics and globalization and
their impact on Christian life and the church (Stackhouse 1987; Stackhouse, et al. 1995).
While King's writings have been profoundly significant for the United States, they are of
limited direct application to the Singapore context because it does not have that segregated
history. When Singapore Christians consider issues of justice among the ethnic groups in
society. King's writings would certainly be helpful. Stackhouse' s work would be more
relevant to the Singapore context since it is also influenced by economics and globalization,
but the application to the Singapore church is limited because the church is culturally
different fi-om the church in the United States.
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As public theology is the interaction between the church and her context, a theology
from one place will have limited applicability in another place because the contexts, and
churches, are different. Thus Singapore Christians caimot simply take the public theology
from the United States; but rather, they have to study their own context and develop their
own public theology. Yet both forms of theology, when drawn from the scripture and
fradition, and in the "essential continuity in Christianity: continuity of thought about the final
significance of Jesus...continuity in the use of the Scriptures, of bread and wine, ofwater"
would both be considered part of universal Christianity (Walls 1982:97).
Therefore, a public theology has to be a contextual theology, coming out of that
context and speaking into that context. As a local theology it grows out of the conditions in
that context and is appreciated and thrives in there. Malaysian Methodist Hwa Yung has
defined contextualization as
the total process wherein reflection and action are combined as the indigenous
church, having properly grasped the meaning of the gospel ofChrist from
within its own culture, and sociopolitical and economic realities, seeks, on the
one hand, to live out its new faith in accord with the cultural pattems of the
local society, and, on the other, to transform that society and individuals
therein, in response to their felt needs under the guidance of the Christian
Scriptures and the Holy Spirit. (1997:13 - 14)
Just as the durian, a fropical finit, will be favored by many Singaporeans over an
apple, so a public theology which develops out of Singaporean conditions would suit the
church and better.
Six models of contextual theology have been suggested by Catholic missionary and
theologian Stephen Bevans: the translation, anthropological, praxis, synthetic, transcendental
and countercultural models (2002). The differences in these models are that they have
different views of the context and the gospel. For example, in the anthropological model, the
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context is considered good and one just needs to "pull the gospel out of it;" whereas in the
countercultural model, the context is perceived as ambiguous and the gospel has to be put
into it (Bevans 2002:141). These models also have different understandings of the gospel,
whether it is culturally conditioned and incomplete, such as in the synthetic model; or
whether it is supracultural and complete as in the translation model. These models show the
various ways that context and gospel interact together.
Therefore, in doing public theology, the Singapore church is contextualizing the
gospel. The seed of the gospel was planted in Singapore soil more than 150 years ago, and
has had the time grow in the sociopolitical and economic context. As that gospel is lived out
in this context, it can, and should, transform individuals and society.
Figure 1 below illustrates the relationship ofpublic theology to the church and to the
wider society. The lines around public theology are dotted to show that it is porous as it
interacts both with disciplines and ideas outside and inside the church. Since it is part of the
church, public theology would also affect the church, as indicated by the white double
headed arrow.
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Figure 1 The interaction between public theology, church and other disciplines 
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As we study the interaction of the church in the public square, we shall also draw the 
analogy that there are different games going on in the public square. When the church 
engages in society, it is as if she is playing games in the public arena. Using this analogy, we 
will then need to discern what games are being played, who are the players and what are the 
rules of the games. Public theology also guides the church as to whether or not to play, and 
if so, in which games. That is, the church may decide that it is more important, or strategic, 
to do some things rather than others. 
The Imperative for Public Theology in Singapore 
There are several reasons why the Methodist Church in Singapore needs to develop a 
public theology. In recent years, for many reasons including globalization, the Singapore 
government has loosened its tight control over the media and governance and has opened the 
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space for public discussion. This is an opportune time for Christians to take part in society.
Public theology will inform that participation.
However, many Methodists are influenced by Westem thinking as books, speakers
and programs from the English-speaking West are popular among Singapore Christians.
Since many Christians uncritically imbibe those ideas, their faith is not adequately
contextualized, and they also do not think critically or prophetically about the issues and
concems that face Singapore society. Christians in Singapore are generally from the
university educated and English-speaking sectors of society. English is the language of
worship, teaching, interaction and ministry in many churches. For example, the Methodist
Church in Singapore (MCS) has three Annual Conferences drawn on language lines - the
Chinese, Emmanuel Tamil and Trinity (English-speaking), and one General Conference.
While worship services within the MCS are held in a wide variety of languages, English
tends to predominate, both as the language ofworship and as the working language across
conferences and at the General Conference (Teo, et al. 2003:29).
Although the use ofEnglish is so prevalent, and the influence of the West great, yet in
other aspects, Singapore society is its own unique hybrid. For example, socially, Singapore
is an irtmiigrant society with a majority ofChinese, a significant minority ofMalays and
many other ethnic groups. Economically, Singapore is relatively wealthy, with a per capita
Gross Domestic Product ofUS$20,710 in 2005 (The Economist Pocket World in Figures
2005). By Asian standards. Singaporeans are wealthy. Indeed, most Singaporeans would be
considered middle class on the basis of home ownership and having at least a secondary
education (E. S. Tan 2004). Constitutionally, Smgapore's political structure is based on the
Westminster model, but tweaked v^ith the innovations ofGroup Representative
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Constituencies and an elected President. No where else is there this unique combination,
though many societies today are also racially and religiously plural. The Singapore church is
middle class, but a minority, in a multicultural context. This is certainly a unique setting, and
the way the church lives and moves and has her being would be reflective of this context.
By merely taking Westem theology. Christians in Singapore have not thought through
their own context, but have instead uncritically adopted the thinking and presuppositions of
the West. That has had two consequences. First, Christians are somewhat detached and
aloof from their immediate context, and do not critically engage the issues and complexities
of Singapore life. They are "alienated residents" that is, those who have "deliberately
distanced" themselves "from a wider participative role of fostering the common good" (D. K.
Koh 2006:127). For example though many families have a live-in foreign domestic helper,
there are few sermons or articles in church newsletters about what Scriptures say about how
we should treat these strangers and aliens in our midst. Second, issues which are concems in
the West are brought into the local context. For example, women have been involved in
various areas of church ministry in Singapore for decades, as Bible women and evangelists,
and in teaching and leadership positions in the local church. Since the MCS ordains women,
it shows that women are given equal status and rights in the church. However, extremely
conservative views which restrict the role ofwomen in ministry have begun to seep in,
mainly from Australia, and are now influencing some churches in Singapore. Coupled with
other cultural and societal influences, these views could affect Methodists and change their
perception of the status, rights and roles ofwomen in the church and in ministry. Without a
firm grounding in scripture and tradition, Methodists may also be swayed by these, and other,
views.
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Westem public theology will also not be meaningful in Singapore because the context
is so different. For example, many countries in the West are post-Christian and now coming
to grips with pluralism because of the influx of immigrants in the past 30 or 40 years. In the
United States there is a particularly strong "Christian" political influence. Singapore, on the
other hand, has never been a Christian society, not even when the British were its colonial
rulers for about 140 years. It is a young country, with only about 40 years of independence,
but has been multiracial since soon after the British opened the country as a free port for
entrepot trade in 1819. It would not be suitable for Singapore Christians to adopt the
political models of the Christian Right or Religious Left in the United States in a
multicultural society with a secular government. Therefore, in developing a suitable public
theology, Singapore Christians must take seriously this local context and theologize
accordingly (Schreiter 1985).
The Impact of Globalization. Globalization is willingly embraced in Singapore.
Minister of Trade and Industry George Yeo said that globalization in Singapore was not in
"superficial cosmopolitanism to be found only in expensive hotels, theatres and restaurants,
but one which extends deep into our hawker centres and [public] housing estates" (G. Yeo
2002:177). Since 2002, Singapore was named by business consultant firm A T Keamey as
the most global city in the world (www.atkeamey.org, date accessed October 23 2006). This
globalization index measures four components of global integration, namely economic
integration, technological connectivity, personal contact and political engagement. It
incorporates measures such as trade and investment flows, movement ofpeople across
borders, volume of intemational telephone traffic, Intemet usage, and participation in
intemational organizations. Singapore is a "world city," that is, dependent on global trade
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flows, global-scale market for goods and/or services, professional and intellectual services,
intemational capital accumulation, and large scale migration (Reisz 2003:126).
Globalization is national policy and goverrmient ministers often speak of the need for the
economy and society to be responsive to these influences (Tay 2001). Globalization is
experienced in the whole country and this openness to the outside world affects Singapore
and Singaporeans in profound ways.
This openness means that with greater travel and easy intemet access. Singaporeans
are exposed to different ideas from around the world and the government can no longer keep
its tight rein on the media. Singapore's small physical size makes her vulnerable to outside
influences and therefore intensifies the desire of the government to build a strong Singapore
identity. These issues are regularly raised in the press by government ministers.
Globalization raises other issues which are inter connected: for example, the need to maintain
economic survival and growth, the frenetic pace of life, and the changes in society because of
new immigrants, both white and blue collar workers, mainly from India and China. There is
also a concem for the rise of Islamic fundamentalism worldwide, and Singapore is in a
Muslim neighborhood with Malaysia to the north and Indonesia to the south. Christians in
Singapore need to discem these trends around her, take part in the nation building process,
and address them as part of her public theology.
' ' Magazines like "Playboy" are banned in Singapore. Only the government and its approved agencies have
satellite dishes. However, it is much harder to control the flow of information on the intemet. In March 2007, a
government minister said that they would maintain a "light touch approach" in controlling material on the
intemet (http://sg.news.yahoo.eom/070322/5/singapore265682.html, date accessed March 22 2007).
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Church in Societv: Society's Perspective
While that is how Christians view society, it is also necessary to know what various
sectors of society think of Christians and the church. In order to discem this, we shall tum to
the media, and in particular the newspapers.
The Newspapers in Singapore. One company, Singapore Press Holdings publishes
broadsheet newspapers in all four official languages, English, Chinese, Malay and Tamil.
The main English newspaper is the Straits Times. We were informed during our field work
that the Chinese, Malay and Tamil newspapers would translate much of the news from the
English newspaper. From the government's perspective, the role of the press is independent
of, but subordinate to, the elected goverrmient. They exercise this control by requiring
newspapers to have a license which needs to be renewed yearly. Hence, unlike in many other
countries where the press is an independent voice which can check those in authority, in
Singapore, the press is used by the government to ensure that their message gets across.
The newspapers in Singapore play an important role in reflecting official policy as
well as in shaping public views. "It is in the pages of The Straits Times, more than anywhere
else, that Singaporeans read altemative views and participate in public debate. Long-time
readers detect a steadily more serious attempt to reflect various shades ofpublic opinion"
(George 2000:70).
Newspapers and journalists in Singapore operate under some legal restrictions. All
newspapers, from the Straits Times to the local church newsletter, are licensed, and these
licenses have to be renewed yearly. Reporters can be fined or jailed for leaking state secrets
under the Official Secrets Act; and under libel laws they can be sued for hurting officials'
reputations. Therefore, newspapers and journalists have to be circumspect of the government.
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But they willingly do so, for as a result of its monopoly on news media, including its "cash
cow" the Straits Times, Singapore Press Holdings, is one of the most profitable newspaper
companies in the world (George 2000:67). "Support for the ruling party and its programmes
may not be as strong in the newsrooms as it is in the boardrooms, but it is significant and
genuine" (George 2000:68). Therefore, the press has little incentive to become anti-
government. The government's view is that the press should be independent, but subordinate
to, an elected government. The Straits Times is thus an important resource and a barometer
for the government's views, as we study the casino debate.
Though the newspapers in Singapore are biased towards the government, that is not
due to coercion. Recently, Straits Times has published articles written by Christian
academicians to present their point of view. However, by and large. Singaporeans believe
that articles written by the newspaper's own journalists would reflect the government's point
of view. We note here three recent articles, published in the Straits Times over a period of
more than 12 months, which show that the role of religion in the public square is one which
is presently being negotiated.
First, in July 16, 2005 there was a special report entitled "God and Us." In one
section titled "Religion and Politics" the newspaper survey found that six in ten Singaporeans
wanted religious input in policy making (Low 2005). The article acknowledged that the
timing of this survey, about three months after the casino debate, may have affected the
outcome. In another section of the report entitled "Religion and Society," two men, one
Muslim and the other Christian, said they were good friends despite their different beliefs (Li
2005a). These men, as were seven out of ten of the respondents, were willing to date
In response to printing an article written by Elaine Pagels "Gospel of Judas revives an old debate," Straits
Times April 12, 2006; the newspaper published "Gospel of Judas: A real discovery or gross betrayal" by Trinity
Theological College's New Testament professor Tan Kim Huat on April 14, 2006.
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someone from another rehgion. This story was used to show that despite their different faiths.
Singaporeans related well with each other. Generally the tone of this report was upbeat and
positive about the subject of Singaporeans and their religious beliefs.
On April 20, 2006 the National Council of Churches of Singapore (NCCS) wrote to
the Minister of Information, Conmiunication and the Arts and asked him to ban the screening
of the film The Da Vinci Code because it denigrated Christianity. The Minister declined to
do so, though the film was given anNCI 6 rating "as a more mature audience can discem and
differentiate between fact and fiction" (Miller 2006). This incident prompted a senior writer
of the newspaper, Andy Ho, to reflect on what it meant to be a Christian and a Singaporean
in an article entitled "Church and State: Finding an acceptable balance" Straits Times May 11,
(2006a). Ho said that as a Christian, he was not in favor of the NCCS' call for censorship
because he did not want anyone to speak for him in the public policy process. He personally
believed that the church should be separate from, and subject to, the state. He then examined
the history of the NCCS, and how, in recent years it has taken a more active role in national
discussions such as on bioethics and stem cell research. He concluded that for believers,
their patriotism can be principled but it must not be unconditional.
Third, a more cautionary tone was set on October 21, 2006. In an article "Does God
get in the way of social cohesion?" the journalists expressed concem that greater religiosity
among Singaporeans was "bound to lead to fewer interactions among those of different
faiths" (Li and Lin 2006). The reason was that those who were more religious would spend
more time on activities in their places ofworship and consequently less time to interact with
those of other faiths. However, the article balanced this view by others who said that the
increase in religious fervor would weaken social cohesion only if "religions are aggressively
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competing for members by deriding each other, and if religious interpretations are exclusivist,
self-righteous and/or extremist." The article also raised the question v^hether increased
religious fervor would lead to a "growing demand for public space to succumb to religious
dictates." The article seems to reflect wider concems in the community; as it also referred to
a recent initiative by the Prime Minister to set up a steering conmiittee on racial and religious
harmony headed by a cabinet minister.
Despite the surveys carried out by the newspaper, it is difficult to gauge how popular
or representative views like these are. An editorial team decides on the subject and the
articles are written by professional joumalists. Although the newspaper invites comments
from the public, it does not publish all the letters to the editor it receives. However, since
those articles were published in the press, we can assume some sectors of society hold these
views and are concemed about the greater role of religion in society.
As Christians who seek to develop a public theology, we need to be aware of these
views expressed by others. There are sectors of society, government included, which may
not want to too many religious opinions in public. Christians need to tread wisely as they
seek to engage.
In summary, in its essence, public theology is a contextual theology which grows out
of local soil. This contextual theology is developed by an indigenous church when, guided
by Christian scriptures, tradition and the Holy Spirit, the gospel is lived out in the lives of
individuals and the Christian community. As we survey the Singapore context, we note the
effects of globalization on society and the people. While Singapore Christians may want to
be involved in society, we also note that the secular public is more ambivalent about such
involvement.
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The danger for the church as she engages in society is that she may compromise her
behefs and lose her distinctive characteristics. When Christians lose their distinctiveness, it
is like salt which loses its saltiness, and is "no longer good for anything, but is thrown out
and trampled under foot" (Matthew 5:13). To overcome this risk, we tum again to John
Wesley. For Wesley the Bible was the final authority in all matters of faith and practice
(Williams 1984:37). But he also used empiricism and reason as a means gaining spiritual
knowledge (Thobaben 2006:102 - 103). That is, Wesley drew on other disciplines as a
means of knowledge. Wesley also emphasized the role of the Christian community, the
present church and the saints, as an "epistemological means" (Thobaben 2006:1 13 - 114).
After all, the church is an "exegetical and hermeneutical community" (Hiebert 1987:108).
Therefore, with the Bible as the final authority which guides the motives and actions of
Christians, other disciplines and the whole community help to ensure that Christians and the
local church do not lose their distinctive Christian convictions and compromise their beliefs.
Elements in Public Theology
Public theology develops out of public theologizing. Drawing from the writers and
our discussion above, we suggest that three elements are necessary for a public theology.
First, public theology is discourse on issues which have a bearing on the public. Second,
public theology is based on Scripture and Christian tradition and grows out of the
community's reflections on those, and is also informed by other academic disciplines. Third,
public theology is proclamation to those inside and outside the church.
The first two of these elements express what public theology is, and the last element
describes what public theology should lead us to do. While we list these three elements
All quotations of the Bible are from the New Revised Standard Version (NRSV) 1989 unless otherwise stated.
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separately, we recognize that there is an overlap among them. Thus, both the theology of the
first two elements and the theologizing of the third element should all be informed by
scripture. These three elements help to illuminate the different aspects of public theology.
We shall now discuss these elements in greater detail so that we can develop a framework
suitable for the Methodist Church in Singapore.
Public Theologv Discusses Public Issues
First, because public theology is 'public' it discusses issues which affect both the
Christian community as well as the larger public. The word "public" means "of, relating to,
or affecting the people as a whole" {Merriam-Webster 2004). We can distinguish three
aspects of a discussion on a public issue. First, a public issue is one which concems the
broad culture of society. Second, a discussion on a public issue involves civic engagement,
that is, the church taking part in various sectors of society. Third, a public discussion
involves the church interacting with the state.
Public issues are those concems which affect people as a whole. In this dissertation,
we will look at a discussion ofwhether or not to build a casino in Singapore, an issue which
affects society as a whole, even though not every one gambles. In that instance, the
discussion was initiated by the government and was carried out in the media, the intemet and
in public fomms. There could be other occasions when Christians raise an issue which they
consider important and, with wisdom and grace, seek to raise to the consciousness of the
wider society. Christians do this because there is a public dimension to the gospel, and
gospel challenges all earthly societies and cultures (Newbigin 1991). There are some
concepts such as justice and reconciliation, where Christians have a unique perspective, but
public theology could take a more general stance.
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A public issue could be one which, on the surface, seems theological. For example,
while some churches may debate whether or not to ordain women in the ministry, this topic
has wider implications. The issue has to do with the church's view ofwomen and their role
in the community. Hence, the status that the church accords to women would be observed by
the wider society and could influence them. Another example is the discussion in Singapore
churches about how small groups and cell groups fit into the polity and administration of the
church. Again, there are public repercussions to this issue because many small groups meet
in private apartments and homes, and this would have an impact on the physical
neighborhood, for example the noise of singing, or the use of limited parking spaces. These
examples show that the church needs to be aware that there could be wider ramifications of
the way they carry out their ministry.
At other times, especially in the Singapore context, issues are raised by government
ministers in public speeches which are reported in the press. That was how the casino debate
started. The government's Feedback Unit issued a statement and invited the public to give
their views. Various government ministers then began to speak in public about whether or
not to have a casino in Singapore. This issue was then made, both by the government and the
media, a public talking point.
The church could also be the one to instigate a public discussion, as when the
National Council ofChurches of Singapore (NCCS) asked that the film The Da Vinci Code
be banned. That will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3 when we discuss the NCCS
and the role it plays in the community. However, we also suggest that there could be
occasions when the church discems that there are matters of public interest. For example, the
issue of social cohesion mentioned above. Since this matter has been specifically raised with
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regard to greater religiosity of Singaporeans, the church as a religious body should consider it,
even though this issue does not have the media coverage, or public enthusiasm, of the casino
debate.
Public Theologv is Theologically Informed
Second, public theology is 'theology' and for Christians that means that it is based on
scripture and Christian tradition. However, public theology can also incorporate other
academic disciplines such as anthropology, political theory, social ethics and sociology, as
the church grapples with complex and diverse issues. Furthermore, in today's religiously
plural context, those who do public theology must also be familiar with other religious
worldviews and interact with those, though they remain committed to the Christian tradition.
Four biblical themes, namely, the centrality ofChrist, the Kingdom ofGod, God's
people as salt and light, and citizenship on earth and heaven will be discussed here. These
four subjects are relevant to our discussion because they show God's sovereignty and care
over the whole world, and the role ofHis people in that world. These themes provide a
theological framework for public theology.
In Christianity today we often emphasize the personal dimensions of the gospel: that
Jesus Christ died for my sins and is my Lord and Savior. This is important because
Christians believe each person is of infinite worth to God, each person does matter. However
this emphasis can be taken too far if the gospel is only applied to the individual and not to the
wider conamunity - church, society, and the world. Indeed, the gospel has significant public
dimensions and implications because Christ is the center of all things.
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Christ is the Center ofAll Things. Christians believe that God is the creator of the
world and all that is in it (Genesis 1). As Creator he is also the sovereign who desires good
for his creation. God did not create the world only to step back to let it run on its own, but
rather he continues to be active in human affairs. To "affirm God as Creator and Lord also
means to affirm the essential goodness of creation and the meaningfulness of history"
(Bloesch 1982:26). Thus, God is also sovereign over time and events.
Jesus Christ is the center of all creation, history, government, and human activity, and
every aspect of life is created through him and for him. "He [that is, Jesus] is the image of
the invisible God, the first bom of all creation; for in him all things in heaven and on earth
were created, things visible and invisible, whether thrones or dominions or rulers or
powers�all things have been created through him and for him. He himself is before all
things, and in him all things hold together" (Colossians 1:15-17). Through Jesus Christ,
who is the firstborn from the dead, "God was pleased to reconcile all things, whether on earth
or in heaven, by making peace through the blood of his cross" (Colossians 1 :20). Christians
live with the knowledge and assurance that God is sovereign over all things, everything both
physical and spiritual is held together in Christ. Therefore Christians also bring all aspects of
human life - politics, education, family, the arts, economics, church, work - to God.
God made it possible for humanity to be in relationship with him in Jesus Christ.
This is the gospel, literally "good news" about the son ofGod (Mark 1:1) and the coming of
the kingdom of God (Mark 1:15). The life, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ means that
every one who believes in him will not perish but v^ll have eternal life (John 3:16). This is
the good news about salvation and a personal relationship with God for every one who
believes. Accepting God's offer of salvation means that Christians become part of the
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church who embodies that gospel. The gospel is "not just an invitation to a private and
personal decision but as public tmth which ought to be acknowledged as true for the whole of
the life of society" and the "starting point of a wholly new way of understanding the cosmos
and the human situation in the cosmos" (Newbigin 1991 :2, 11).
Since the focus in this dissertation is about a denominational church, we shall set out
a brief ecclesiology. The church is the body of Christ and he is the head (Ephesians 5:22;
Colossians 1:18). This means that the church is subject to Christ. Christ is more than a
personal Savior, more than Lord of the local church or denomination. He is also the Christ
who reconciles all things to himself Therefore, church is not merely a "voluntary
association" where the ethical implications of the gospel are mere "house rules, guidance for
Christian behavior" (Newbigin 1991 :69). Rather, church should be where the ethical
implications of the gospel are lived out. And when the church does that, society will be
impacted.
The church and the kingdom ofGod. We shall also mention the relationship between
the church and the kingdom ofGod, since in his earthly ministry Jesus inaugurated the
kingdom of God. "Jesus came to Galilee, proclaiming the good news ofGod, and saying,
'The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom ofGod has come near; repent, and believe in the good
news'" (Mark 1:14-15). The kingdom is also Jesus Christ himself, who through the church
which is his body, reconciles of all things to God.
For the present it [that is, the kingdom ofGod] is the growth in the world of
the grace, love, joy, health, peace and justice seen in Jesus. The kingdom is
both present and ftiture, both earthly and heavenly, both hidden and visible. It
is as concrete and this-worldly as the dust on Jesus' feet or the Galilean wind
in his hair; it is as costly as cmcifixion; it is as heavenly as the risen Christ
sitting at the right hand of the Father. . ..Its tmths and virtues are those taught
and lived by Jesus Christ and delivered to the body of his followers. This
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kingdom will become fully manifest when Jesus Christ returns to earth in
power and glory. (Snyder 2004:17 - 18)
This means that where the qualities of grace, love, joy, health, peace and justice are
seen or manifest, that is where the kingdom of God is present. Furthermore, those gifts are
defined in Christ. For example, peace is not just the absence of strife, but it is a wholeness
and harmony among people and with their environment; the peace from God that is beyond
human understanding (Philippians 4:7). Peace can be present even in the most difficult
situations, because Christ is there.
To better understand the concept of the kingdom ofGod, we shall consider some
parables of the kingdom which Jesus told.
Parables of the kingdom ofGod. Jesus said that the kingdom ofGod, or kingdom of
heaven in Matthew's gospel, is like a householder who sowed wheat in his field, but while
everyone was asleep, an enemy came and sowed weeds (Matthew 13:24 - 30, 36 - 42). The
householder tells his slaves to leave the two to grow together until the harvest when they will
be differentiated: the weeds would be bound and bumed but the wheat would be gathered
into the master's bam. Though there is one householder who is also the master, there is also
an enemy who seeks to imitate and damage the work of the master. The parable also makes
clear that there are two types of crops in the kingdom which Jesus said is the world�^wheat,
planted by the master, and weeds planted by the enemy. The differences between them will
become apparent in the age to come, when the wheat will be gathered into the Master's bam
but the weeds will be bumed. Within the world there is amixture of tme and false believers,
and their tme nature will only be revealed at the end of time.
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Second, the kingdom of God is also likened to a mustard seed, a very small seed,
which grows into such a large tree that the birds of the air can make nests in its branches
(Matthew 13:31- 32). This parable tells us that the kingdom of God can seem small and
insignificant, but over time it will grow into something large. Third, the kingdom of heaven
is likened to yeast which a woman took and mixed with three measures of flour,
approximately 22 liters, until it was leavened (Matthew 13:33). In this picture, just as yeast
permeates through flour and transforms it to bread, so the kingdom permeates the community
and transforms it. Only a small amount of yeast is needed to effect the transformation.
These latter two parables emphasize different aspects of the kingdom ofGod; on the one
hand it will be big and visible; on the other hand the kingdom ofGod is invisible, but its
presence transforms the surroundings.
These pictures of the kingdom give direction to the church on how she should
conduct herself. First, though God as Creator is sovereign, this world is deeply affected by
the work of the evil one who is an enemy ofGod. This enemy seeks to undermine God's
work by imitating it and sowing confusion. It may be difficult to discem the enemy's work,
but he does exist. There is a spiritual dimension to life which cannot be ignored. Christians
have the confidence that all other created things are under the mle ofChrist. Second, the
work of the church may seem small and insignificant, but it can grow. The full significance
of the work may only be seen in the age that is to come, but we need faith to believe that it is.
Third, the church should be a transformative agent in the wider society. Again how the
change occurs may not be obvious or perceived, but by faith the church should pursue
kingdom values mentioned above.
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Christians are to be salt and light. In the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus said to his
disciples, "You are the salt of the earth...You are the light of the world" (Matthew 5:13-14).
The present tense indicates this is what Jesus' disciples are, not what they should be or will
be. The followers of Jesus are salt and light, they cannot be like salt that has lost its taste; or
light hidden under a basket.
This is not a new word, for Isaiah uses the same imagery when speaking about Israel
in 42: 5-7:
Thus says God, the Lord,
who created the heavens and stretched them out,
who spread out the earth and what come from it,
who gives breath to the people upon it
and spirit to those who walk in it;
I am the Lord, I have called you in righteousness,
1 have taken you by the hand and kept you;
I have given you as a covenant to the people,
a light to the nations,
to open the eyes that are blind,
to bring out the prisoners from the dungeon,
from the prison those who sit in darkness.
The immediate context here is that God the creator, called his people into covenant so
that they can be a light to the nations. Being light means to open the eyes of the blind and to
set the prisoners free.
With the metaphors of salt and light, Jesus also refers to how Christians relate to the
society they are in. To be salt of the earth means that Christians add 'flavor' to their
surroimdings, their very presence making a place more pleasant, gracious and encouraging.
Paul exhorted the Colossian believers that their speech "always be gracious, seasoned with
salt, so that you may know how you ought to answer everyone" (4:16). Salt is also used as a
preservative, and the presence of Christians should also act to preserve the goodness in their
communities.
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Light is the second metaphor that Jesus uses to describe his followers, a city on a hill
which caimot be hidden. Just as no one lights a lamp and puts it under a basket, so Christians
are not to be secretive about their faith, but rather be seen in their environments. The word
'light' is used in scripture to refer to God (Psalm 27: 1 ; Revelation 21 :23) or his ways (Psalm
1 19:105). Light shines in darkness and dispels it, and gives illumination to the surroundings.
The church is a community of God's people who follow Jesus Christ as their Lord
and Savior. Howard Snyder reminds us that the church is also
the community ofGod's people�a people called to serve God and called to
live together in tme Christian community as a witness to the character and
virtues of God's reign.. . .the church is the agent of the kingdom ofGod. The
church is the liberating messianic community�the community of those who
recognize the tme Messiah, confess him as Lord, Savior and Liberator, and
proclaim his good news to the ends of the earth. (2004: 13)
Snyder goes on to say that our understanding of the church will have an impact on
how we see the kingdom. However, the converse is also tme: our understanding of the
kingdom ofGod should also have an impact on how we understand our local and
denominational church and make a difference there.
The institutional or denominational church is not the kingdom of God. It is certainly
part of the kingdom ofGod, but it is not equivalent to the kingdom. Believing that God is
sovereign over all things, then his kingdom is wider than one's own institutional church, and
like yeast in bread, could even be hidden from one's physical eyes. We also acknowledge
that there are parts of our institutional church which are not the kingdom. Therefore, the
church should seek to become more like the kingdom, for example in exercising a prophetic
role in society and by fimctioning on a paradigm of spiritual gifts (Snyder 2004).
There are places where Christians cannot show their faith openly because it is illegal and unsafe to do so, and
this statement does not intend to be insensitive to their situation. But that is not the case in Singapore.
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Furthermore, though we have emphasized here the important role the church has in
transforming society, we also recognize that the church has its own uniqueness and worth to
God just by being the Christian community. Indeed, "the most amazing and profound fact is
that the church most transforms society when it is itself growing and being perfected in the
love ofChrist" as Snyder points out (2004:86). The church transforms society by her
presence as the body of Christ.
Citizens of earth and citizens of heaven. To be salt and light is the essential nature of
the people of God. Christians are also simultaneously both citizens and pilgrims. As citizens,
they have duties to perform in their societies; but as pilgrims, they are not to be attached to,
or defiled by, the world.
As citizens, Christians are called to do good in the community. Abram was called out
from his country to go to another land where God will make him a great nation, bless him
and make his name great, so that in him, all the families of the earth shall be blessed (Genesis
12: 1 - 3). Abram, who had no land, progeny or name, was going to receive them all from
God, not for his own sake, but so that everyone else, all the families of the earth, will also be
blessed. This begins the story of how God worked through this family and its descendents to
fulfill this calling. This calling did not change, even when Israel is exiled out of the land that
God had promised to them. The calling continues to those who are called the people ofGod,
the church, today.
To the Jews in exile in Babylon the prophet Jeremiah said, "seek the welfare of the
city where I sent you into exile, and pray to the Lord on its behalf, for in its welfare you will
find your welfare" (29:7). Jeremiah drew a connection between the condition of the city and
the condition of the Jewish exilic community as the reason for them to do good in the city.
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This word is given in the context of asking the exiles to settle in Babylon to settle down and
continue the covenantal mandate to multiply. The Jews were to live in Babylon as they
would in Israel: to build houses, plant gardens, to marry and have sons and daughters
(29:4ff.).
Some examples of Jews who took this seriously were Daniel and his three friends.
They lived in the Babylonian court, did not defile themselves with royal food (Daniel 1:8),
did not bow down to Nebuchadnezzar's statue (Daniel 3:12) but continued to pray to God
three times a day (Daniel 6:10). They were ten times better in every matter ofwisdom and
understanding than the king's own magicians and were advisors to the king (Daniel 1 :20).
Daniel and his three friends lived in Babylon, served the king there, and continued to remain
faithful to their Jewish identity.
Here we see the pull between, on the one hand, the exhortation to be citizens and to
bless the city by being a part of it; and on the other hand, the command to be pilgrims and not
to be defiled by the prevailing culture such as the food and worship practices. Daniel and his
friends set a fme example.
This same tension is seen in 1 Peter. The letter is addressed "To the exiles of the
Dispersion." In 1 Peter 2:12 the writer echoes the words of the prophet Jeremiah, "Conduct
yourselves honorably among the Gentiles, so that, though they malign you as evil doers, they
may see your honorable deeds and glorify God when he comes to judge." There is a call here
to do good in the wider community, among Gentiles, as a visible witness to their faith. This
is not a call for anonymous good works, or behind the scenes support. Rather, Peter
encourages Christians to do good works publicly. This could resuh in them being maligned.
as Daniel and his three friends were, but in the coming kingdom ofGod their actions will be
seen to be the work ofGod.
This tension between being citizens and being pilgrims is also seen in Jesus' prayer
recorded in John 17. Jesus prays for protection for his disciples who are in the world (John
17:11). That protection is found both in the Father's name and in being united the same way
the Godhead is one. However, because Jesus has given his disciples his word, "the world has
hated them because they do not belong to the world" (John 17:14). The challenge for
Christians is to maintain this balance.
In God's word to the Jews in Babylon, not only were they exiled, they were also only
going to be in Babylon for 70 years (Jeremiah 25:1 1 - 12). The exiles hated their captors
(Psalm 137), and could have been so focused on retuming to their own land that they would
ignore their present place. God conunands them to do, and be, otherwise. The Christians to
whom Peter was writing were exiles in the theological sense because they lived on earth but
who were looking forward to a future glory (1 Peter 1:13, 4:23, 5:1, 5:10). Yet, they are
called to accept the authority of every human institution "for the Lord's sake" (1 Peter 2:13).
Therefore the length of time or reasons for staying in a place were immaterial. Christians are
to accept the human institutions and to do good in their conraiunity.
Citizens of heaven. Christians have dual citizenship. They are citizens on earth and
have the obligations as outlined above. But they are also citizens of heaven, and so are
pilgrims on earth. These two concepts must be simultaneously held. "But our citizenship is
in heaven, and it is from there that we are expecting a Savior, the Lord Jesus Christ" says the
apostle Paul in Philippians 3:20. In this epistle, Paul exhorts the Philippian Christians to
imitate him (3:17) as he presses on towards "the goal of the heavenly call ofGod in Christ
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Jesus" (3:14). Paul contrasts himself with those who live as "enemies of the cross of Christ"
(Philippians 3:18). While Christians do good as citizens on earth, they also remember that
their ultimate citizenship is in heaven.
That perspective means that for Christians, their status on earth is as "strangers" or
"aliens." David implores God to hear his prayer, "For 1 am your passing guest, an alien, like
all my forebears" (Psalm 39:12). A similar sentiment is recorded in 1 Chronicles 29 where
David collected gifts from the people so that Solomon could build a temple. He then praised
God and acknowledges his own, and his people's, unworthiness. "For we are aliens and
transients before you, as were all our ancestors; our days on earth are like a shadow, and
there is no hope" (1 Chronicles 19:15).
This is also seen in the New Testament in Hebrews 1 1 . After extolling those who
lived by faith in chapter 1 1:1 - 12, the writer of Hebrews concludes in 11:13 "All these died
in faith without having received the promises, but from a distance they saw and greeted them.
They confessed that they were strangers andforeigners on earth" (emphasis added). As
foreigners then. Christians view the life and things on this earth as temporary. They know
that the powers, stmctures and activities of this world do not have lasting significance.
Therefore, Christians know that they can give their all, because there is a spiritual reality
which is a "better country, that is, a heavenly one. Therefore God is not ashamed to be called
their God; indeed he has prepared a city for them" (Hebrews 11:16).
In summary, we note that the whole Bible contains teaching and on how Christians
are to relate in the society. First, the belief that God is sovereign over all things and the risen
Christ is at the center of the world means that God is in control. This means that this world is
not just the physical world we see and touch, there is also a spiritual realm. Though there
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may be a tide against them, Christians beheve that ultimately, God is king. This is where the
concept of the kingdom of God is helpful. The parables of the kingdom ofGod tell us that
that kingdom is not always visible and obvious; but from a small and insignificant seed can
grow to become a large plant. Third, Jesus says that his disciples are salt and light. This
means that they flavor their surroundings and preserve the goodness in it; Christians are
lights which shine in darkness. As citizens of heaven. Christians know that the physical
world is not the only reality, and so they can willingly give their all.
Public Theologv is Proclamation
Public theology is proclamation, both to Christians and to the wider public. There are
two dimensions to proclamation. These are first, the words and actions which make up the
proclamation, and second, the acts of proclamation which motivate others to also act.
Proclamation. The verb "proclaim" (Greek KTipuaaco), and its cognates, connote
both speech and action. For example, at the start of his public ministry, Jesus said that the
Spirit of the Lord was upon him to "proclaim (Kripuy^ai) release to the captives. . .to
proclaim (Kripuy^ai) the year of the Lord's favor" (Luke 4: 18 - 19). Christians proclaim
their beliefs by their actions. When the church cares for the poor and the elderly in the
conununity, she is saying that she considers them worthy. In this area of proclamation, the
Methodist Church in Singapore is guided by, among other things, the "Social Principles"
which is part of the Book ofDiscipline}^ When the church issues a statement of her beliefs,
as in the reasons she disagrees with the government's suggestion to set up a casino in
References to the Book ofDiscipline in this dissertation is to the 2002 edition. The 2006 edition was released
in early 2007 (Methodist Message, February 2007).
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Singapore, she proclaims that gambling harms the fabric of society. It is all those words and
actions, over time, done by Christians and the church, which together comprise proclamation.
"Christian social responsibility. . .is an integral part of the Gospel which the Church is
expected to proclaim, uphold and follow" (^81, The Book ofDiscipline). This is the
preamble of the "Social Principles". They give guidance on how Christians can act in society.
First, the "Social Principles" set out "Methodist Theological Basis for Social Concems"
which affirms that God is the Creator of all people and therefore each person is of infinite
worth. Thus, all persons have "supreme value in the sight God and ought to be so regarded
by us" (^82. 1 , Book ofDiscipline). This starting point leads Christians to believe in the
rights ofwomen and men to be equal, that the elderly, children and disabled also have rights.
It also means that Methodists affirm that all people, regardless of creed, race, sex or age,
have dignity and are of equal worth.
These "Social Principles" are a reflection of John Wesley's theology and practice.
Wesley believed that those who had experienced the love of God would be propelled to love
their neighbor (Marquardt 1992: 107). There can be no "national or racial differences, social
position (as outsiders), or religious or philosophical differences that make a person unworthy
of love. Every person deserved love because he or she was loved by God" (Marquardt
1992:107).
Christians are to do good. In Seek the Welfare of the City (1992), Bmce Winter, the
warden ofTyndale House in Cambridge, England, persuasively argues that first century
Christians were involved as benefactors and citizens in their society. While this is contrary
to popular perception that the first Christians withdrew from the public square, we suggest
three reasons for adopting his position in the Singapore context. First, his biblical argument
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is convincing. Second, having presented the material to graduate students at a seminary in
Singapore, he was reminded that "in some areas of the politeia, the Asian scene has more in
common with the Graeco-Roman world than the present Westem world" (Winter 1992:6).
Third, the material was the basis for a conference of the same title held in Singapore August
2005. Speakers from The People's Republic of China and Singapore also resonated with the
ideas in the book. Most of the conference materials were subsequently published as Pilgrims
and Citizens: Christian Social Engagement in Asia Today (2006).
Winter points out that Christians are called to do good in two areas of life: thepoliteia
which in the first century was not restricted to politics but included everything outside the
home; and their home and family (2006:30). It is significant that the first domain mentioned
in 1 Peter was the politeia. Christians were first called to be good citizens and subject to all
state and civic institutions. In the first century, citizens were considered "high minded and
good" if those who had the financial means undertook honorary public offices for nmning of
the city, or donate fountains, gardens and other facilities that would enhance life (Winter
2006:3 1). Christians were also encouraged in contribute in this way.
From 1 Peter, Winter gives three reasons why Christian citizens were to do good in a
hostile city, all ofwhich are actions (1992:19 - 20). First as the elect race, royal priesthood
and holy nation, their calling was to declare the characteristics of the one who called them
out of darkness into his light (2:9 - 12) by a "compelling Christian lifestyle" seen from their
good works. Second in the face ofunjust treatment, Christians were to be like Christ who
patiently endured all suffering. Third in the face of discrimination, they were not to repay
evil with evil but to do good so that they could inherit a blessing (3:9).
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Paul commands Christians to work for the good of all, especially those of the family
of faith (Galatians 6:10). Christians are to do good because they belong to God who did
good and who is infinite goodness. Jesus, the Son of God, "went about doing good and
healing all who were oppressed by the devil for God was with him" (Acts 10:38, cf Mark
7:37). Since Christians believe that God is sovereign over all that he has created, then he is
sovereign over all spheres of life, including government. His sovereignty means that he is at
work in all people, including those who still do not acknowledge him or who might even be
hostile to him.
The word is clear, and Christians who call Singapore home have to find out how to do
good in their context and pursue that. Christians are called to do more than just keep their
own house in order, but to also do good in their societies. There are a variety of civic
organizations which Christians can be involved in, whether it is the neighborhood
community center, the nature society or in their children's school. The local church should
encourage members to be so involved by freeing them from responsibilities within the church.
Christians should also be encouraged to do their secular work well. For civil servants,
one way they are recognized is the National Day Awards. Each year, as part of the National
Day celebrations, the goverrmient gives out medals to civil servants, and these range from
long service, efficiency, public administration awards and are of different grades such as gold,
silver or bronze. Awards are also given to military personnel. These awards are recognition
of the good work of the person, and thereafter he or she is entitled to put the initials of the
medal after his or her name. The Methodist church recognizes members and school staff
who receive these medals by printing their names in the Methodist Message. In 2006, 45
people were listed who received National Day Awards {Methodist Message, October 2006).
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This is a small indication that Christians do their 'secular' work well and are publicly
recognized for it.
Some actions cannot be done in the Singapore context. People carmot march in the
streets to protest, nor can they hold demonstrations. It is against the law to form such
"unlawful assemblies," and the police would arrest those involved. Acts of civil
disobedience which characterized Martin Luther King Jr. in the United States could also not
be done in Singapore. Therefore, the actions of the church have to be suitable to the context,
and the Singapore church has to be wise in her proclamation.
Persuasion. Another dimension ofproclamation is persuasion. Persuasion can be
defined as "an activity or process in which a communicator attempts to induce change in the
belief, attitude, or behavior of another person or group of persons through the transmission of
a message in a context in which the persuadee has some measure of free choice" (Perloff
1993:14). For example, public theology seeks to persuade those within the church on a
particular position or cause to act in a certain way. In seeking to persuade, different warrants
may be used. When addressing those inside the church, scripture may be used. When
addressing those outside the church, these warrants may have to be retold, not hidden or
excused, in order to be persuasive to others who have different worldviews. However,
Christian public theology makes no apology for grounding those beliefs in the Christian
tradition as Christians engage in society and seek the common good.
Since proclamation also involves persuading people to action, it is similar to rhetoric.
Communication theorist Hugh Dalziel Duncan quotes Augustine who said that rhetoric must
bring people "not merely to know what should be done, but to do what they know should be
done" (1970:170 emphasis added). Furthermore, "by action we mean both incipient action
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(as in the formation of attitude) and fully developed action (as in motor phases of the act)"
(Duncan 1970:170 emphasis his).
Thus, public theology guides and motivates people to action. Public theology
encourages Christians to engage in society by providing framework, guidance and focus.
Some of these warrants are presented above, for example that Christians have citizenship on
earth and in heaven, and as citizens are to do good. There are many worthwhile projects for
the church to be involved in, public theology helps to sharpen that engagement so that the
church's involvement is in those areas which will have a public significance.
The multicultural Singapore context provides opportunities for Christians to engage
with other religious groups. When Christians act in this way, they are acting for the good of
society. When Christians relate with the other religious groups, they could be motivating
these other religious groups to also reach out across differences. We suggest that one way
that Singaporeans could do this is in dialogue.
Dialogue. From within the Singapore context, missiologist Brian Michell writes:
in a pluralistic context, we face the constant need to be sensitive and
responsive, listening and leaming in an atmosphere of genuine relationships
while at the same time understanding, enacting and explaining the
unequivocal biblical message ofGod's gracious salvation through Jesus
Christ. This calls for a dialogue in genuine respect and openness, establishing
and demonstrating cooperation, deepening mutual knowledge and sharing
journeys of religious experience, while also taking up the opportunities for
proclaiming the tmth in Christ. . ..Open, rich and deep relationships which
support adequate dialogue and acceptable proclamation will involve respect
for other people's culture, freedom, religious perspective, social situation and
economic needs and welfare. This takes time and commitment to develop.
(2002:31 - 32, emphasis his)
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The Methodist Church in Singapore can engage with people of other religious groups
by initiating this type of respectful and open dialogue with them.'^ The aim is not conversion,
but rather, as Michell suggests, "cooperation, deepening mutual knowledge and sharing
joumeys of religious experience." Although Singapore Christians live in a multi religious
context, there is little formal interaction among religious groups. This type of dialogue need
not be done by the official hierarchy, but instead could by the local church and the mosque or
temple in their neighborhood. Indeed, it may be preferable for this dialogue to be done at
that level.
There are fresh ways of looking at this concept of dialogue which involves more than
conversations about theological matters. In suggesting a theology of engagement, Ian
Markham says that engagement overlaps with terms such as 'dialogue' and 'conversation,'
and he also introduces the concept of 'overhearing' (2003).
We do not agree with Markham' s premise that a theology of engagement involves
"an encounter that subsequently shapes the theology itself (2003:10) because we believe
that there are aspects of Christian theology which cannot be changed by some ideas it
encounters. For example, we disagree with Markham that "our theistic understanding of God
can and should be disentangled from our conviction that God is a trinity" (2003:197) for we
believe that Trinitarian doctrine is an essential part ofChristian theology. Be that as it may,
his metaphors of dialogue, conversation, argument and overhearing are helpfiil to our
understanding of engagement.
Conversation is a two-way process, requiring not just talking, but also listening to
others, interacting with what they say and perhaps asking questions for clarification.
Interaction with people of other faiths would inevitably raise the question of the exclusive claims of
Christianity, and how Christians can and should relate with people of other faiths. While we recognize that
these are important questions, they are outside the scope of this work.
Conversation is not debating, trying to prove one's point of view, nor is it quarreling which
often involves shouting and insisting on the rightness of our views. Conversation is about
people who are friends, or starting a friendship, who want to know more about each other and
spending time together. If Methodists can begin this type of conversation with others, they
could be playing an important role in building social cohesion. Engagement in this analogy
involves both conversation or dialogue, and also involves a questioning and willingness to
follow the question wherever it may go, as well as arguments which are intermptions in the
conversation (Markham 2003: 11).
'Overhearing' is when a theologian finds significant illumination from the arguments
and positions of theologians within other religious traditions (Markham 2003:49). This could
be when Christians learn something about the discipline ofprayer from the Muslim's practice
ofpraying five times a day. While this sort of interaction will have an impact on Christians
and the church, it does not change their fundamental relationship with God or their
understanding of the place ofprayer in that relationship. It will certainly be helpfiil today to
listen carefully to people of other faiths, and even those without faith, so that conversations
will take place.
Bevans and Schroeder suggest four kinds of dialogue that Christians can practice in
their interactions with people of other faiths (2004:383 - 385). First, is the dialogue of life
where people of different religious beliefs are encouraged to relate with one another as
neighbors and citizens. Second, is a dialogue of action where different religious
communities can work together for justice, peace or ecological justice; that is working
together for a common good. Third, is a dialogue of theological exchange which is carried
out by officials like theologians who might seek to inform about their different traditions.
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Finally, is the dialogue of religious experience which is a discussion of religious experiences
for mutual enrichment. These are an expansion of the type of dialogue suggested by Michell.
The first type, the dialogue of life, should be encouraged as Singapore Christians
interact on a daily basis with people of other faiths in their neighborhoods, at school and at
work. But Christians should also be taught to respect others, especially when they are of
another religion. The Methodist Church in Singapore may find the second type of dialogue,
the 'dialogue of action' challenging because generally the different religious groups do not
relate with each other in this way. However, ifChristians were to initiate something like this,
it would be helpful to build bridges with those from other religious communities. As Michell
mentions, this will take time and commitment to develop.
These two forms of dialogue would be "doing good" in our society and should be
encouraged at local churches in their communities. The aim here is not conversion, but
rather conversation and doing good in the community, because we worship a God who is
good and are called to reflect that God in our lives.
The third type of dialogue of theological exchange, by its nature, is carried out by
experts and leaders of the religions. While to our knowledge this has not been done before,
such a dialogue would help to build up understanding. The leaders must also find ways to
share that understanding with their followers so that there will be greater knowledge and
appreciation of other faiths at all levels. The fourth type of dialogue suggested is a
discussion of religious experience, rather than theology. Religious groups would need to be
comfortable with the other three forms of dialogue before they can come to this level of
exchange. Even so, while some may find it enlightening, others may be more cautious.
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In summary, each church needs to develop a public theology suitable for its own
context. This is because the nature ofpublic theology is such that it is a contextualized
theology which arises out of, and interacts closely with, its context. There are three elements
of public theology - a discussion ofpublic issues, that it is theologically informed, that it is
proclaimed and it seeks to motivate people to action. When taken together, these three
elements provide a framework for a church to engage in the public square. In relating with
others in the public square. Christians can begin to initiate conversations with other religious
groups in order to understand and get to know them better. We shall now tum to the
Methodist Church in Singapore and discuss how she engages in her context.
Chapter 3
The Methodist Church in Singapore
Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 1, Singapore is a multiracial society. It is also a multi
religious society. While there is a bare majority of 51 per cent who are Buddhists or Taoists,
the percentage ofChristians, Muslims and those with no religion is very similar, being 14.5,
14.9 and 14.8 respectively (Singapore Population Census, 2000). The remaining are Hindus,
Sikhs and followers of other religions. In this pluralist context, people exist reasonably
harmoniously together under a strong government which is secular.
Among Christians, Catholics make up about 38 per cent, and the remaining would be
Protestants (Kuo and Tong 1 995 : 1 5). Protestants are represented by the major
denominations such as the Anglicans, Methodists, Lutherans and Presbyterians. There are
also a handful of large independent charismatic churches such as City Harvest Church
(http://www.chc.org.sg) which, according to their website, has a Sunday attendance of
20,000. The Methodist Church in Singapore is presently the largest Protestant denomination
in Singapore with about 32,000 members in 43 churches.
Arrival ofChristian Missionaries in Singapore
Christian missionaries started coming to Singapore in the 1 820s, many of them
actually en route to China (Sng 2003:49 - 50). Those who stayed found a context where
there were believers of other religions already present. First, there were the Malays who
were the indigenous people and who had been Muslim since about the tenth century when
Arab Muslim traders and missionaries began to arrive in the region (Hunt 1997:8). Second,
These figures use the 1990 population census.
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there were Straits Chinese from Malacca, 150 miles north along the westem coast of
peninsula Malaysia, and they were mainly Taoists. Straits Chinese (also called Peranakan or
Baha) were Chinese who had arrived and stayed in the region and had absorbed some Malay
culture into their own, creating their own unique culture. Third, were the recent immigrants:
Chinese, mainly from the southem parts ofChina; and Tamils and Chuliahs from south India
who had flocked to this newly opened free port in an area which was rich in trade (Saw
1991 :220). These new inmiigrants brought their gods and beliefs with them� the Chinese
built various temples, largely based on dialect lines, as did the Indians. The oldest Hindu
temple possibly dates to 1819, the same year that the British came to the island (Tong
2002:373). These were ancient religions, and the Christian missionaries had to compete in
the marketplace of religions.
Since these immigrants came to make a quick profit and then retum to their home
countries, they did not intend to put down roots in this colony. They also may not have been
interested to leam about other religions. To their credit, these early Christian missionaries
tried to reach the immigrant population by leaming Malay as well as the various Chinese
dialects. Missionaries also set up churches, and ministered to the marginalized such as
opium addicts, and carried out some medical work (Sng 2003). These ministries set the tone
for the church's involvement in society. For example, in 1842, a girls' school was set up by
a London Missionary Society missionary for abandoned and unwanted girls. Soon people
knew that this was where unwanted babies would be given a home (Sng 2003:63).
Therefore up to this point. Christian missionaries were involved in both spiritual
nurture and caring for the physical needs of the population. Sometimes, that care required
that policy be challenged. For example the Methodist publication The Malaysia Message
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regularly ran articles on the evils of opium (Sng 2003: 113 - 114). This could be constmed as
an act of treason, since during this time the British were supporting the opium trade. In terms
of long term societal change, probably the greatest impact that Christian missions made was
in setting up schools, many ofwhich are still functioning today. These schools set up by
Anglicans, Methodists, Presbyterians have taught generations of people, some ofwhom
became Christians; but even for those who did not convert, most would probably look
favorably on Christianity.
The Methodist Mission in Singapore
Methodist missionaries - James Thobum and his wife Miimie, William Oldham and
Julie Battle - arrived in Singapore on Febmary 7, 1885, an initiative of the South India
Conference. At a series of evangelistic meetings Thobum preached on Zechariah 4:6 "Not
by might, nor by power, but by my spirit, says the Lord of hosts." It was in that spirit then,
that three weeks later, on Febmary 23, 1885, the first Quarterly Conference was held and the
first Methodist church in Singapore was formed, with Oldham as its pastor.
By the time Methodists came, other Christian missionaries were already established.
For example, the Presbyterians had arrived in 1839 to work among the indigenous Malay
population. The British Anglicans had already built a church, St Andrew's Church, by 1838
(Sng 2003:42). But there was still room for others. The population of Singapore in 1881
was 137,722 (Saw 1991 :221), and going by population trends in 1860, less than 1 percent of
that would be European (Sng 2003:70). This suited the Methodists, who were interested in
ministry among the local people. Soon after starting the church, they initiated other
ministries. They set up schools for boys and girls, a boys' hostel, a girls' hostel which
provided shelter for the homeless; and were also involved in medical work, scripture
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translation and publishing. The churches soon organized worship services and youth
activities in the Chinese dialects such as Cantonese, Hokkien, Foochow, Hinghwa and Hakka,
as well as Tamil and the Malay patois of the Straits Chinese (Book ofDiscipline:5).
Formation of the Methodist Church
The Methodist work in Singapore and Malaya was carried out under the Malaysia
Mission Conference that had been set up by the South hidia Conference. This Mission
Conference became the Malaya Annual Conference in 1925. Eventually, in August 1968, the
Malaya Aimual Conference was constituted into the affiliated Autonomous Methodist
Church in Malaysia and Singapore, and adopted its own Constitution, Book ofDiscipline, and
Yap Kim Hao elected as the first local bishop (Book ofDiscipline: 8). 'Autonomy' here was
from the United Methodist Church which had been formed in the United States in April 1968,
as successor to the Methodist Episcopal Church which had started the mission. Since then,
the Methodist Church has always had a local bishop and local leadership. Since this time
also, the Methodist Church has been financially independent of the Westem church, and has
been able to raise and train her own leaders and pastors.
The Methodist Church in Malaysia and Singapore was subsequently restmctured into
two national churches. The Methodist Church in Singapore (MCS) was constituted on
December 8, 1976, with one General Conference and three Annual Conferences - the
Chinese Annual Conference (CAC), the Emmanuel Tamil Annual Conference (ETAC) and
the Trinity Aimual Conference (TRAC) which is the English-speaking conference (Teo, et al.
2003:25). Figure 2 below illustrates the organization of the MCS.
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Figure 2 Organization of Methodist Church in Singapore
Theological Outlook
Today MCS is theologically evangelical that is, most clergy and lay people would
believe in the exclusive claims of Jesus Christ and uphold the Bible as the standard of faith
and conduct. This has not always been so. During the 1950s and 1960s, there was a battle
between conservative and liberal theology in the churches in Singapore. Generally speaking,
the Chinese-speaking churches were theologically more conservative, whereas the English-
speaking churches were theologically more liberal. This is because these branches of the
church had different influences. The Chinese-speaking churches were deeply influenced by
preachers like John Sung, a Chinese evangelist who had an extensive ministry in the region
in the 1930s and 1940s. He "utterly detested liberal theology" since his faith was almost
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destroyed when he studied at Union Theological Seminary in the United States (Sng
2003:233).
The English-speaking churches were, and are, more influenced by the West. For
example, professors at the local seminary were from the West and up to the 1 980s, many of
them were theologically liberal.'^ As there was a shift towards evangelicalism in the West,
and as Singaporeans who were evangelical took over leadership of the seminary and
churches, soon the English-speaking churches also became more theologically evangelical.
Even so, this historical tension is still present today in a small way within MCS. There are a
handful of pastors who are theologically liberal and they are all from TRAC; and the Chinese
and Tamil Conferences tend to be more conservative in theology and outlook. Since the
'social gospel' tends to be associated with those who are theologically liberal, there are
sectors ofMCS who would be more cautious about public engagement.
Stmcture of the Methodist Church in Singapore
The General Conference is presided over by a Bishop and is made up of an equal
number ofministerial and lay delegates elected by the Aimual Conferences (^10 Article 10,
Book ofDiscipline). It meets once every four years and is the main legislative body for the
church to determine all matters (^11. Article 1 1 and ^14. Article 14 Book ofDiscipline). The
General Conference is also the only body that has the authority to speak officially for the
Methodist Church in Singapore (^210, Book ofDiscipline). There are various Councils under
the General Conference such as the Council on Development and Education which oversees
the 14 Methodist Schools, the Methodist Welfare Services and the Methodist Missions
Society.
A seminary. Trinity Theological College, was set up in 1948 by the Anglicans, Presbyterians and Methodists.
It was and continues to be the main place of training for pastors of these denominations.
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The three Annual Conferences evolved along language lines for effectiveness of
ministry. Each Annual Conference is headed by a President, and meets every year. The
Armual Conference decides on matters such as the training, licensing and appointment of
ministers and hears reports on the activities of the local churches. There were 43 local
churches in 2006. At all levels, both clergy and laity are office bearers and share
responsibility for the work and ministry of the church.
The organization of the Annual Conferences along language lines has recently been
questioned, partly because over the years, these language distinctions have become blurred
(Teo, et al. 2003:39). Furthermore, as a more distinct 'Singaporean' identity emerges with
the growth of nationhood, the distinction of ethnicity also blurs. This is also partly because
of the overwhelming use of the English language. For example, many churches have
worship services in different languages in order to reach different sectors of the population.
Most churches in each conference have services in English to cater to the needs of the
younger, predominantly English-educated population. Many TRAC churches also have
worship services in Mandarin or a Chinese dialect so as to cater to the Chinese-speaking
parents and friends of their members. Some worship services are bilingual, with English and
Tamil or Mandarin; or Mandarin and another dialect. To cater to the Straits Chinese, there
are worship services in their patois, though this group is quite small. A congregation has
begun, in a CAC church, for those from Myaimiar who speak that language. As there is a
significant number of domestic workers from the Philippines for whom Tagalog is the
language of the heart, there are worship services for them as well (Teo, et al. 2003 :29).
Therefore, at this level, the Aimual Conference language differences are blurred as local
churches seek to reach out to different people.
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Another reason for the obscuring of language distinctions in the Methodist Church is
that since 1948, most Methodist pastors have been trained at Trinity Theological College.
The seminary has both an English and Chinese department, and common activities such as
chapel services are bilingual. While those from TRAC would go to the English department,
those from the CAC are not so predictable. Those who are more comfortable with Chinese
would study in the Chinese department; while those who are more comfortable with English
would study in the English department. ETAC pastors would join the English department.
Incidentally, since most pastors are trained at this institution, they would be of a similar
theological and philosophical mold.
Church affiliation. People attend a particular local church for various reasons. Often
it is where family and friends are, and generally near home. Since Singapore is physically
small with a good public transport system many, especially the younger people, will go to
church where their friends are. Language certainly plays a part, but as we have seen, for
those who worship in English, they could attend a church in any of the annual conferences,
hence their church affiliation would depend on factors other than language.
Thus, worship services in different languages across the aimual conferences, pastors
being trained in one institution, and church affiliation based on criteria other than language,
show that there is a great deal of similarity and overlap among people of the aimual
conferences. There is a strong identity as Methodists, though there are subtle cultural
differences among those of the different annual conferences. This is reflected in our research
findings which show that though there are some differences between pastors and lay people
of the different armual conferences in views about how the church can engage in society,
these are not significant.
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Methodist Schools
Church-based schools are common in Singapore - the Catholic Church has a stable of
33 schools (www.veritas.org.sg, date accessed November 22, 2006), and the Anglican
Church, nine (www.anglican.org.sg, date accessed November 22, 2006), and the Methodist
Church 14. The Chinese clan associations have also set up their schools. These are in
addition to government schools. The Muslim madrasahs (religious schools), on the other
hand, are significantly different in that these are religious schools and follow their own
curriculum and will not be part of the description here. All schools are open to all and only
charge a small additional fee.'^ All schools also follow the national curriculum and are
overseen by the government's Ministry of Education. However schools mn by churches or
Chinese clan associations have the leeway to appoint principals, boards ofmanagement, and
to instill their own influence in school. These schools have been around for a long time, have
illustrious alumni and have contributed to the generally positive way that Singaporeans view
Christianity and Catholicism.
The Methodist schools are primary and secondary schools with one junior college,
and have a total enrolment ofmore than 22,000 students with 1 ,200 teachers {Episcopal
Address 2004). The General Conference's Council on Education appoints the principals
while the Aimual Conferences appoint pastors as chaplains in each school. TRAC also
finances Christian Ministry Staffwho work in many of the schools. These are theologically
trained lay people who work full-time in the school to run weekly chapel services. Christian
fellowship activities and some counseling. The Methodist Schools Foundation, under the
"
Primary school education is free, and secondary school education is S$5 per month (US$3) (www.moe.gov.sg
date accessed November 22, 2006). Church-based schools can charge an additional S$5.50 for primary students
and S$3 to S$18 for secondary students. In the past 10 years or so, a handful of schools have restructured
themselves to be "independent schools" which charge substantially higher school fees S$150 - S$255 per
month (US$94 -US$1 60).
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General Conference, raises funds for schools to improve their facilities in those areas which
20
are not paid for by the government.
Methodist schools are generally well regarded. Though a couple of these schools
have a reputation of being for "rich kids" and are located in exclusive neighborhoods, the
other schools are in public housing neighborhoods and so attract the children from that
neighborhood. This is significant because only about 10.3 percent of those who live in four-
room public housing apartments (the most common type of apartment), are Christians; while
46.3 percent of these residents are Buddhists (Singapore Census ofPopulation 2000,
Advance Data Release No. 2 Religion). While one can chose to attend any school, the
national system gives admission priority to children of alumni and siblings, as well as to
those who live in the vicinity. Therefore, parents would send all their children to that school;
and over the years, generations of families could be from the same school. Therefore, these
Methodist schools are a means of influencing whole families positively with the Christian
faith.
Boys' Brigade and Girls' Brigade. In the Singapore education system, students have
to take part in co-curricular activities such as sports and societies. The Boys' Brigade (BB)
and Girls' Brigade (GB) are two uniformed groups which are recognized by the Ministry of
Education as fulfilling some of these co-curricular requirements. They were introduced into
the country - GB in 1927 and BB in 1931 - as organizations which help to develop youth
through drill, camping, leadership training and bible lessons. In 2003, 15 Methodist churches
sponsored at least one BB or GB company in either a Methodist or a government school (Teo,
^� In the 2000 to 2004 Quadrennium, the Methodist Schools Foundation disbursed almost S$2million (US$1.25
million) to Methodist schools (Episcopal Address, 2004).
^' Some Methodist schools are for boys or girls only, others are co-educational.
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et al. 2003:123 - 124); in government schools this is the only legitimate way to openly teach
the Bible to school children. Sponsorship involves providing volunteers, often church
members, to mn the BB or GB program each week, which includes Bible study and
devotionals. The church hosts the company at least once a year for conmiissioning worship
services which parents are invited to attend. In this way, the youth and their parents are
exposed to the church as well as Christians and also participate in worship services.
The BB in particular has a high social profile - the President of Singapore is its
patron, and each year they have a nation-wide Christmas season program which seeks to
provide gifts and essential food items for less fortunate members of the community.
Therefore, the involvement ofMethodist churches in these organizations is a way of
engagement, particularly in the lives of youth and with those who may otherwise have no
positive exposure to the gospel.
The Methodist Social Principles and Social Creed
Part III of the Book ofDiscipline contains the Methodist Social Principles as well as
the Methodist Social Creed. The first section entitled "Our Methodist Heritage" sets out the
basis for the Principles and Creed that follows:
1 . Christian social responsibility is rooted in the teachings of the Bible. It is
an integral part of the Gospel which the Church is expected to proclaim,
uphold and follow.
2. The Methodist Church has a special interest in social concems because of
its desire to be obedient to Christ in bringing the whole of life with its
activities, possessions, relationships and envirormient into conformity with the
will of God. Such obedience is exemplified in the life and labour of John
Wesley who ministered to the physical, intellectual, spiritual and social needs
of the people to whom he preached the Gospel of personal redemption and
social holiness.
In 2003, the targeted sum to be raised was Singapore $2.4million, about US$1.5million (Teo, et al. 2003:125).
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3. It is out of our gratitude for God's love and in affirmation of our belief in
the inestimable worth of each individual and the integrity ofGod's creation,
that we renew our commitment to become faithful witnesses to the Gospel.
(I 8 1 The Book ofDiscipline)
Therefore, for Methodists, social responsibility is not an added extra, but is an
"integral part" of the Gospel. To some extent this is reflected in the life ofmany local
churches which carry out various ministries especially to help the less fortunate in society.
Methodists also recognize that all of life, its "activities, possessions, relationships and
environmenf are to be brought into conformity to God's will; hence for Methodists there
should not be a distinction between "sacred" and "secular" or "Sunday" and "Monday
through Friday."
According to the "Principles," the Church seeks to view the "perplexing times and
problems we face today in the light of the life and teaching of Jesus. Jesus teaches us to love
our neighbours and to seek justice for all. Silence and passivity in the face of need, injustice
and exploitation is to deny Chrisf 82.5 Book ofDiscipline). What then follows are
Principles that seek to give a biblical view on issues surrounding the family, the stewardship
ofwealth, the responsible use ofpower, social responsibilities in community life, serving
others with God's love and caring for God's world. These subjects cover the range of issues
that face Christians and the church in Singapore.
Methodist Welfare Services
The Methodist Welfare Services (MWS) was formed in 1980 by the General
Conference and today oversees 13 service hubs serving about 3,500 clients each month,
among whom are the sick, frail, elderly and destitute families in crisis, disadvantaged
children and youth and the terminally ill {Methodist Welfare Services Annual Report
2004/05). However, this does not mean that Methodists were not involved in these ministries
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prior to the formation ofMWS, they were. Some churches may not wish to affiliate their
projects with MWS because of the rules attached to the government subvention. Other
institutions not part of the MWS include a Methodist Children's Home for children whose
parent or parents are in prison or dmg rehabilitation and who do not have a suitable
altemative caregiver.
A number ofMethodist churches have set up and run services for the community in
partnership with the MWS. As at 2003, there were five Family Service Centers which
provide a wide range of services for the entire family, three centers which provided services
for youth or children and two homes for the elderly (Teo, et al. 2003:159). These ministries
were all started in the last ten years; and do not include other services provided by local
churches which does not come under the umbrella of the MWS.
Partnership here means that MWS provides financial support, some expertise, as well
as a well-known 'brand name' for these projects. As these community welfare projects
receive government fimding, services have to be rendered to clients regardless of race or
religion, and there can be no overt evangelism. About 30 per cent of the S$13.74million
(US$ 8.58million) budget in 2004/2005 had to be raised by the Methodist Church. Again,
this is a positive way that the church is involved in the wider community as these services
reach many people, especially those from public housing, with the love and compassion of
Christ.
Christian Unity and the National Council ofChurches of Singapore
In a country like Singapore where Christians are in the minority, church unity is
considered important even though Christians belong to different denominations. On national
issues and in the public square, many believe that a united voice of all Christians on an issue
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carries greater weight than one church's stand. This is also because the other religious
groups in Singapore have one governing or representative body: the Muslim Religious
Council (MUIS) speaks for all Muslims in the country, and the Singapore Buddhist
Federation and the Hindu Endowments Board speak for their respective followers. Hence
Christians feel that it was important that they too speak with one voice.
Churches and denominations in Singapore can join one of several national-level
bodies. There is the Union ofChinese Christian Churches, an interdenominational body
which had sponsored the visits of Chinese evangelist John Sung in the 1930s who made a
deep impression on many people. As the name implies, this is an organization of the
Chinese-speaking churches.
The National Council of Churches of Singapore (NCCS)"^^ started as the Malayan
Christian Council (MCC) in January 1948. The MCC began with the Anglican Diocese of
Singapore, English and Chinese Conferences of the Methodist Church, Presbyterian Church,
Bible Society, Young Men's Christian Association and Young Women's Christian
Association as some of its founding members (Sng 2003:202). Today several independent
churches as well as the Salvation Army are also members. The NCCS was registered as a
society in Singapore in 1967 (Sng 2003:247). A third body is the Evangelical Fellowship of
Singapore (EFOS) which was formed after 237 churches had worked together to organize the
Billy Graham Cmsade in 1979 (Sng 2003:330).
In 1995, the Senior Pastor of the largest Baptist Church, Faith Community Baptist
Church, initiated the "LoveSingapore" Movement with five goals. These were
1 . Unite the body ofbelievers together.
2. Serve the community.
The organization refers to itselfboth as the National Council ofChurches, Singapore and as National Council
ofChurches of Singapore m different publications.
3. Establish a prayer cell in every housing block by the year 2000.
4. Launch a seven-wave harvest in 200 1 .
5. Adopt unreached people groups across the world. (Sng 2003:333)
This movement proved to be popular and at its peak, about 150 churches participated
in its activities. For example, the movement organized a fund raising walk in May 1, 1998
where an estimated 40,000 believers from 70 churches took part and raised about S$l million
(US$ 600,000) for a wide range of charities (Sng 2003:334 - 335). LoveSingapore is more of
a network rather than an organization, since any church can join its activities. This has been
a movement which has been able to mobilize individual churches to action; unlike EFOS and
NCCS which sought to represent churches at the national level.
As mentioned above, in the 1950s and 1960s, there was a stmggle between
evangelical and liberal theology in Singapore. While NCCS was considered liberal, EFOS
was considered evangelical. Thomas Harvey, an American who has lectured at Trinity
Theological College Singapore for about ten years, studied the NCCS historically and
discusses it in "Engagement Reconsidered: The Fall and Rise of a National Council in
Singapore" (2004). Harvey sees the "flurry of activities" of the NCCS today as "no mere
revivification of a refurbished institution inherited from the West, but a reinvention now
suited to Asian circumstance" (2004:1).
In the 1950s, because of the association of the Malayan Council ofChurches (the
predecessor of the NCCS) with the World Council ofChurches (WCC), many local pastors
did not see the need for such an organization. Furthermore, these local pastors viewed the
Westemers as "modernists who did not accept the fundamentals of the faith, including the
infallibility of the Holy Scriptures, the virgin birth ofChrist, his bodily resurrection and
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personal second coming" (Harvey 2004:7). There was also evangelical suspicion of
ecumenism which was perceived as "alien and unwelcome" (Harvey 2004:8).
However, over the years, as churches in Singapore have become more evangelical,
there has been greater cooperation between these organizations. For example, in the 1990s
NCCS and EFOS jointly supported a project to build a 75,000-niche Christian columbarium
(Sng 2003:331).
In the NCCS, the heads of churches sit on the Executive Committee and the
Presidency is rotated among them every two years. In recent years, the Bishop of the
Methodist Church and the Bishop of the Diocese of Singapore (Anglican) have taken tums to
be President while the other was a Vice President. However, since involvement in NCCS is
at the denominational level, there is little other participation of either local Methodist
churches or Methodists in the NCCS.
The Recent Rise ofNCCS
In the 1990s the NCCS began a new lease of life, especially in the area of
publications. It published The Christian Church in 2P' Century Singapore (I. Lim 2000), a
collection of ten essays written by theologians and pastors on the concems and issues that
face the church. The challenges perceived were in the areas of youth and the elderly,
evangelism, social responsibility, postmodemity and theological education. Edited by the
then President of the English-speaking Trinity Aimual Conference of the Methodist Church
of Singapore, it was hopeful for what the newmillennium would bring. There was optimism
about a revival among churches in the country, a dream for a united church, and the belief
that Singapore is the "Antioch of the east" blessed by God so that she can be a blessing to
others (Lim 2000:13).
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More recently it published a bright, coffee table book Many Faces, One Faith (2004)
which sought to tell the story ofChristianity in Singapore especially through the stories of
people. This book highlights the testimonies and contributions ofwell-known Singaporean
Christians such as war heroine Elizabeth Choy and the late Dr Tay Eng Soon who was a
Senior Minister of State for Education.^^ A strength of this publication is that it showcases
the diverse cultural forms ofChristianity in Singapore.
In recent years, the NCCS has also gained prominence through its representation of
the Christian community on issues such as stem cell research and the casino debate. With the
govenmient' s emphasis on the life sciences, the NCCS published Christian Response to the
Life Sciences (2002) which was intended for non-specialists to understand the field and some
of the issues therein. Subsequently the book was used as a text book in a Methodist school
(Sng 2003:331).
When the NCCS issues a statement it is taken by many, both inside and outside the
church, as the "Christian stand" on the issue. While most people appreciate the statement,
not all Christians agree with the position taken. During our interviews a handful of lay
people wondered why the NCCS objected to the casino since other forms of gambling were
already legal. After the NCCS issued the statement, there was no communication of the
position, and the reasons there for, to their members or constituent bodies. Hence, statements
issued may tell the public what the NCCS thinks about the issue, but the NCCS did not take
the additional step of discussing the issue with its own constituency.
Little is said about the history of the organization, its origins in the Malayan Christian Council or ties with the
World Council of Churches.
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Harvey correctly points out that the rise of the NCCS must be seen in the context of
Singapore's maturing as a nation. As evangelical Christianity mushroomed in the 1980s, so
did the NCCS.
An institutional bridge, it provided a unified voice for the Christian
community to express and engage the govenmient on moral, religious,
institutional and ethical challenges facing Singapore. On the other hand, it
provided the government with a ready sounding board to voice its own
religious concems as it pursues social and economic progress of society.
(Harvey 2004:15)
Hence, this local leadership, who are sensitive and cognizant of local situation, served
as a bridge between the government and the local churches. The leaders also wisely chose
not to reestablish active participation in the WCC since that would jeopardize Christian unity
within the NCCS, and there was no practical utility for doing so. Second, the NCCS has
gained membership from some independent churches. These churches, which have
memberships of above 1 0,000 each, have seen the good that the NCCS has done nationally
and become members, thus boosting the credibility of the organization. Harvey stresses the
pragmatic approach taken by the NCCS leadership in how it deals with the government.
NCCS' objections to The Da Vinci Code. One recent example of the NCCS
interacting with the government is its request to ban the film The Da Vinci Code. The matter
was brought up because the Methodist bishop was concemed. In our interview in May 2006,
he said, "We need to choose which issues are important and relevant to the church, we can't
respond to every thing. The Da Vinci Code deals directly with the church, and so we cannot
be silent. Before September last year, I knew that the film was coming, and was concemed."
The bishop went on to explain that since this was a church-wide issue and not a matter for
Methodists only, he brought it up to the NCCS. Over the months, as momentum against the
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film picked up, "it was decided to write to the Minister to ban the film" he added. He did not
elaborate on how that decision was reached.
On April 20, 2006 the NCCS wrote to the Minister for Information, Communication
and the Arts registering their "strongest objection" to the release of the film and asking the
Minister not to allow the screening of the film. A copy of the three-page letter is in
Appendix A.
The letter was signed by the President of the NCCS, the two Vice Presidents and the
Honorary General Secretary. In it, they said that they were "extremely offended by the
content and style of the novel upon which the movie is based" and then quoted from the book.
The letter added that in their view, the film "makes a mockery of the religious beliefs of a
sector of the population, and, if shown would fail to facilitate better understanding among the
population."
In response, a government official replied about three weeks later and said that,
having sought the advice of the members of the Film Consultative Panel, which included
"many Christians... the majority of the members, including Christians, agreed that the film
should be allowed." The letter concluded that the film was given an NC-16 rating "to ensure
that viewers would be of sufficient maturity to make the distinction between facts and
fiction." During our field work, when this subject came up, one pastor from the English-
speaking conference said that those Christians on the panel should have followed the stand of
the NCCS and spoken against the film. In this pastor's mind, the position of the NCCS
should be followed by all Christians. This was also the bishop's concem expressed in our
interview with him. He said that the NCCS would take up the matter with the government at
a later date. He wondered why the government would take more seriously the views of the
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members of the film panel rather than the views of a body like the NCCS. In June 2006
NCCS hosted public meetings with Asbury Theological Seminary professor Ben
Witherington to refute the claims of the film.
In our field interviews, not every one agreed with the NCCS' call to ban the film.
Some, including pastors, felt that since the film and the book were works of fiction, most
people would be able to make that distinction, "so why make a fuss about it?" Others said
that since there was literature freely available in the churches which refuted the film, it
actually gave Christians the opportunity to engage with their non-Christian friends.
We shall further analyze this incident in Chapter 5.
Location of Church and Christians in Society
We have described the Methodist Church in Singapore and the National Council of
Churches and their relationship with each other. We shall now describe the sociological
location of these bodies in the Singapore context. We mentioned in Chapter 2 that some
sectors of the media were wary of too much involvement of religious opinions in the public
square.
First, we remember that MCS comprises different bodies or social organizations.
There are the local churches, schools, and welfare organizations. These organizations relate
differently with their social environment. Second, we shall use the Troeltschian church-sect
paradigm as a type to describe the denominational church in relation to her context. Ernst
Troeltsch suggested three stances of church in relation society. These three stances are
church, sect and cult. American Richard Niebhuhr added 'denomination' to this typology as
in his opinion, the three stances did not adequately reflect the church's relationship with
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society in the United States. Meredith McGuire illustrated these stances of religious
collectivities in Figure 3 below (2002:155).
Unique
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Figure 3 Stances ofReligious Collectivities
There has been some question about the applicability of this typology to a non-
Westem context (Thobaben 1997). We agree that this typology may not be applicable to
religions like Buddhism or Hinduism where there are no formal stmctures and hierarchies,
but where each temple is an independent entity. On the other hand, the typology may apply
to Islam which is an organized religion, with a Mufti (Islamic legal officer) of Singapore who
is considered the leader of the Muslim conmiunity. However, when discussing a church,
even in an Asian context, this is a helpful model for us to understand the relationship
between church and her context.
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A 'church' or more specifically a state church considers itself in a relatively positive
relationship with society, and where membership in the group is expected. An example
would be the Roman Catholic church in the Philippines. A 'sect', on the other hand, is one
where the group is in high tension relationship with the dominant society, and the group
requires a deep commitment of its members to the group. McGuire gives examples such as
Jewish Hasidism and the Amish in the United States (2002:157). A 'cultic' or 'mystic' group
is one which is in tension with the larger society, but where followers do not have a strong
group identity. The example here could be those who believe in New Age philosophies,
where there are many followers but their beliefs can be highly idiosyncratic. A
'denomination' is a religious group which is in positive relationship with society and where
membership is statistically normal, for example the mainline denominations (McGuire
2002:151). An example would be the United Methodist Church in the United States.
The Methodist Church in Singapore exists in some tension with society. In a
multireligious society, and especially in Singapore where people are labeled, religious
affiliation is one mark of identity. A "Christian" is different from a "Buddhist." Churches,
temples and mosques are recognized as sacred spaces. In the Troeltschian typology, the
MCS is a sect. Members are expected to have a high commitment to the church, and the
church is distinct from society as well as other religious groups.
We can nuance this category fiirther with regard to the sect's participation in the
public square. There are "those organizations which express themselves in the public square
by insisting on the particulars ofChristian personal morality as social policy. The other
sectarian form is more separatist; if it makes any comment in the public square, it is by
example rather than active participation in the political arena" (Thobaben 1997:140). The
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MCS does take part in the pubhc square; where she proclaims Christian social, not just
personal, principles. Furthermore, she makes that proclamation in a way that would be
acceptable to the society she is in.
While the schools and welfare organizations are well accepted in wider society, even
as named 'Methodist' institutions, they have done so as social rather than as religious
institutions. As they provide services to the general public, they have had to submit to the
mles and guidelines of the state which apply to all those who supply such services. In the
Singapore context this is seen as positive, since it allows Christians to provide essential
services to the community. Still, there are close ties between the social institution and the
church, as exemplified by the organizational ties and staffing of the organizations by
Methodists. While churches are considered separate and sects, these social institutions are
public and accessible. Therefore, these are places where the public can experience Christian
theology in action.
Demographically, Christians are among the better educated in society, speak English
at home and live in private apartments and houses, rather than in public housing. Hence 33.5
per cent of those with university education are Christians, compared with 2.7 per cent of
university graduates who are Taoist; 39.8 per cent of Christians speak English at home
compared with 2.2 per cent of those who are Taoist (Singapore Census ofPopulation 2000,
Advance Data Release No. 2). Buddhism attracts a sizeable group of people across all levels
of qualifications, with 23.6 per cent of those with university education claiming to be
Buddhists. This is a significant increase from the 15.1 per cent in 1990. Thus, because of
their place in society, we can conclude that Christians exert some influence in society, though
there is a difference of opinion as to how much.
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Richard Magnus, a District Judge and Anglican layman said at a recent conference:
Though a minority religion, Singapore's church history and involvement is
very much part of Singapore's history and Singapore's efforts in nation-
building, contributing significantly to the development of the mle of law,
community policies, education, the sciences, social and welfare programmes.
If one digs deep, one can palpably see Christian or Christian-like values and
norms underpinning several practices in our public and private sector
govemance. (2005:169)
Other Voices in Societv
One way in which Christians have spoken up in the public square has been to make
representations to the government. In the years when the NCCS was languishing, it was the
Graduates' Christian Fellowship (GCF) who played this role. A para-church organization
formed in 1955, as the name implies, it is a society of Christians who are professionals such
as doctors, lawyers, teachers and care professionals. It is reflective of the high regard that
professionals have in society that the GCF has played a small, but not insignificant, role in
raising the Christian voice in society.
The GCF made representations to the government in the 1980s and 1990s on such
issues as abortion (1985), the National Agenda which soon evolved into the Core Values
(1987) and the Maintenance ofReligious Harmony Bill (1990) (Sng and Tong 2005:59 - 66).
While this was not the only Christian voice on each of these matters, during that period this
was the only consistent voice speaking up on the variety of national issues. Furthermore, it
published Church and Society: Singapore Context (1989) and Church and Culture:
Singapore Context (1991) which are still the only local publications which deal with such
issues. In the 1990s, in response to the government's concem for Singapore's ageing
population, the GCF spearheaded an inter-church project to build a 200-bed community
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hospital called St Luke's Hospital for the Elderly. But since the mid-1990s, the organization
has been moribund.
In this chapter, we have described the Methodist Church in Singapore, and the
National Council of Churches of Singapore, to which the church is affiliated. Since our
emphasis is on public theology, we have focused on those aspects of the church which relate
with wider society, and have not described much of her intemal polity, worship life or
general theological beliefs. The Methodist Church is deeply involved in education and
welfare services, and these are important ways that Methodists are involved in society.
While these social agencies are well received by the public, the church is a religious
institution and her involvement in the public square is viewed with ambivalence by non-
Christians. We have also placed these organizations in the social context of Singapore.
In the next chapter, we shall tum to a recent instance ofpublic debate in Singapore,
the casino debate of 2004 to 2005.
Chapter 4
The Church Gambles in the Casino Debate
Introduction
There are various avenues for legal gambling in Singapore. The most common and
popular is the four-digit lottery, with booths in supermarkets and public housing estates, as
well as on-line (http://www.singaporepools.com.sg).^^ On days such as the first day of the
lunar new year, which Chinese deem as auspicious, long lines can be seen outside these
booths as people try their luck. The stakes here can be quite modest�one could place a bet
for as low as S$l (US$0.60). Horse racing, with races held in Singapore and Malaysia, is
another opportunity for gambling. In recent years, going for a "cmise to nowhere" has also
become popular, as these cruise ships sail into mtemational waters and then open their
casmos. In all, it was estimated that Singaporeans wager over S$6 billion (US$3.75 billion)
annually in these and other types of legal gambling (http://www.channelnewsasia.com, 17
Nov 2004, date accessed July 20 2005).
The Smgapore Totalisator Board (Tote Board) was established on January 1, 1988 to
operate horse racing, betting and gaming operations in Singapore
(http://www.singtote.gov.sg date accessed December 11, 2006). According to this
government website, the Tote Board also manages the donation of surplus fimds "for
activities that will make for a stronger nation and a better people." These donations by the
Board give it a sense of legitimacy in the community, because they give generously to many
worthwhile needs and causes.
When we accessed this website on December 1 1 2006, we noted, in small print at the bottom of the home
page a notice that read "if you are under 1 8 years ofage, please exit this page."
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The Casino Debate: Chronology of a Public Discussion
In March 2004, in a reversal of previous policy, the Singapore government began to
think aloud about building a casino in the country. This was a significant change for the PAP
government. The plan was to build an Integrated Resort, part ofwhich would have a casino.
According to the government's feedback website:
similar to major resorts in places such as the Bahamas and Las Vegas, the
proposed integrated resort will be a distinctive world-class development with
a comprehensive range of amenities such as hotels, convention facilities,
entertainment shows, theme attractions, luxury retail, fine dining and casino
gaming. More than just building a casino, our strategic objective is to broaden
our leisure and entertainment options to enhance Singapore's reputation as a
premium "must-visit" destination for leisure and business visitors. . . . We have
to capture our fair share of the growing tourism pie because many countries in
the region are moving quickly to develop major tourist attractions and new
tourism products. The individual leisure products in an Integrated Resort are
not unique on their own. What makes them unique when integrated into one
product is the total leisure experience that it offers. This is necessary to meet
the rising expectations of tourists, especially repeat visitors, who may choose
between many competing countries. The Integrated Resort will be part of a
larger spectrum of tourist products we are developing to enhance our
destination appeal. Social safeguards will be put in place. These social
safeguards aim to address problem gambling and to mitigate potential impact
on our families, social values and work ethos, (http://app.feedback.gov.sg date
accessed July 20, 2005)
We highlight three points from this extract. First, it reflects some of the effects of
globalization that the facilities to be built in Singapore are compared with those that are
available in the Bahamas and Las Vegas. Singapore is conscious that in a world where travel
is relatively easy and inexpensive, competition is with other places in the world, as well as
those in the immediate surroundings. Second, the industry that is being built up is leisure and
entertainment. Since Singapore is a small country with no natural resources, tourism is an
important part of the economy. Hence, the government's concem for maintaining
"Singapore's reputation as a premium 'must-visit' destination" and the desire to provide a
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"larger spectrum of tourist products. . .to enhance our destination appeal." These statements
reflect what the goverrmient wants Singapore to be�a desirable place to visit. Third, while
the government acknowledged that "social safeguards" had to be put in place to address
problem gambling, the over riding concem is for the tourist dollar; these intemal problems
will just have to be managed.
Although the government tried to frame this discussion to be about the integrated
resort, it was soon dubbed the "casino debate" in the press; and that was how we referred to
this discussion in our field research. There was no indication at the start of the discussion
how long the discussion would go on; eventually it lasted a little more than a year, ending
with an announcement by the Prime Minister in Parliament on April 18, 2005.
Public Discussion on the Casino Proposal
There was widespread public response to this proposal over next 12 months or so, as
reported in the press. Government ministers made speeches on the issue, members of the
public wrote to the fomm page of the newspapers, and the government's Feedback Unit
received emails and letters. There were two major threads in the discussion: first, whether or
not to have a casino, which included discussions on the social ills of gambling; and second,
there was reflection on the process of discussion and consultation, since this was a new
exercise for Singaporeans. As the religious voices were quite vocal in this debate, there was
also discussion on the role of religion in pohcy making.
In a small country like Singapore, much public discussion is contained in, and
generated by, what is written in the newspapers. There are newspapers in all four official
languages - English, Chinese, Malay and Tamil. These news and reports generate discussion
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in other areas such as homes, offices and coffee shops?^ There are also intemet web logs
(blogs), but it is difficult to discem how influential they are and how many people read them,
since the intemet is a medium which favors the technologically savvy. Thus, as a resource
for the casino debate, we shall tum mainly to the newspapers.
Views Against the Casino
Various groups issued public statements on the issue and these was covered in the
press. The National Council of Churches Singapore (NCCS) issued a statement to the press
on July 2, 2004. A copy of this statement is in Appendix B and we shall discuss it in greater
detail later. The Majlis Ugama Islam Singapore (MUIS, the Islamic Religious Council of
Singapore), the highest Muslim body in the country, made its views known to the
government {Straits Times, January 15, 2005). While Islam prohibits gambling and the
religious council made that clear, both the NCCS and the Catholic Church were not opposed
to gambling per se, but on the values that the casino would instill. For example, the NCCS
statement said that the casino would undermine virtues, it would introduce more social ills,
and that it was not in Singapore's national interest to have a casino. In a similar vein, the
Archbishop of the Catholic Church said, "We are against gambling which leads to the
detriment of the individual, his family and the community" (Straits Times September 4, 2004,
www.wildsingapore.com.sg date accessed July 20, 2005). We note that the NCCS did not
quote Bible verses, but spoke of such values as "thrift, industry, generosity and fairness."
Gamblers, their statement said, were inclined to put their tmst on luck, were motivated by
The ubiquitous Singaporean coffee shops, many ofwhich open early in the morning and close late at night,
are places where people gather for a meal or drink. As informal meeting places much conversation is carried
out there. Singaporeans use the term "coffee shop talk" to refer to the voices of the common persons.
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greed and the mistaken belief that money could be easily obtained without hard work and
social responsibility.
However, it was not only religious groups which objected to the casino: the
Association ofWomen for Action and Research (AWARE) issued a statement on April 5,
2005.^^ They were concemed that the casino would threaten the well-being of the family and
the social cost was "too high a price to pay for the financial gains" the casino could bring.
Some Members of Parliament also spoke against the casino, concemed for the social
consequences of the move (www.wildsingapore.com.sg date accessed July 20, 2005).
The press also reported how some individuals entered the discussion process by
writing letters to government ministers; and there were a variety of letters from the public
published in the Straits Times. A website, "Families Against the Casino Threat in
Singapore" was set up (www.facts.com.sg) to urge the President to advise the government to
reject any plan to allow a casino in Singapore. It gamered 29,561 signatures as at July 20
2005. A Straits Times joumalist noted that the signatories "reveals names that sound Chinese,
Malay, Indian and Eurasian" suggesting wide spread support from many Singaporeans
(Straits Times March 9, 2005). She went on, "Few issues have stoked so much heated
opinion in recent years. And certainly few have galvanised such concerted opposition, from
people of different races, religions and political beliefs."
In Parliament, several PAP Members of Parliament shared their personal experiences
at gambling and their lack of success (http://app.feedback.gov.sg date accessed July 20,
2005). Despite calls by a senior PAP backbencher, the Prime Minister refused to lift the
party whip because this was a "policy matter to be decided by the Cabinet" and there was no
AWARE includes the Asian Women's Welfare Association, The General Conference Women's Society of
Christian Service of the Methodist Church in Singapore, Singapore Nurses' Association and Quota Intemational
Singapore.
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"fundamental question at stake" (http://straitstimesasial.com.sg March 9, 2005, date
accessed July 20, 2005). Thus, all the members of the majority mling party, despite their
personal misgivings, had to vote along party lines.
On March 9, 2005 the Straits Times ran a story of a man who apparently killed his
wife and two children, and then took his own life, because of gambling debts (Vijayan 2005).
The Member of Parliament for the area, conmienting on the issue in the light of the casino
debate said, "Personally I am not convinced about the merits of the casino. If the
Goverrmient should decide to go ahead, more should be done about the consequences."
Views in Favor of the Casino
A panel of intemational experts, which advises the Singapore Tourism Board on
tourism trends and strategies to keep Singapore's tourism offerings competitive, were in
favor of the proposed casino and "urged bold steps to ensure that Singapore remains a prime
tourism destination in the region" (Sim 2004).
There were few reports in favor of the casino, though some government ministers
spoke up in favor of ancillary issues. For example. On April 3, 2005, the Minister for
Community Development, Youth and Sports said "gambling addiction is still a problem
whether or not we have a casino right now. We need to do more work on our community-
building regardless ofwhether or not a casino is built" (http://app.feedback.gov.sg date
accessed July 20, 2005). Then, on April 7,2005 the Minister for Trade and Industry said that
the tourism industry in Asia-Pacific was booming and Singapore could compete for this
growth, or not (http://app.feedback.gov.sg date accessed July 20, 2005). This was the
government's way of preparing the people for the final decision which was announced on
April 18,2005.
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National Fomm
On November 17, 2004, the Institute ofPolicy Studies, a government-initiated think
tank, held a fomm on "The Casino Proposal" with about 230 people in attendance.
According to the Straits Times report ofNovember 18, 2004, the economic benefits as well
as the social cost of the casino were discussed (www.wildsingapore.com.sg date accessed
July 20, 2005). Some said a casino could boost Singapore's Gross Domestic Product by one
to two percent, though others were less optimistic. An economist from the Government of
Singapore Investment Corporation also wamed of the economic costs of a casino, since about
a third of casinos worldwide do not succeed. Those who were in favor of the casino appealed
to such values as tolerance of a diversity of lifestyles and activities, and exercising
responsibility and control over one's own life.
"A Year-long Experiment in Active Citizenship"
As the merits and demerits of building a casino were being discussed, so was the
process of discussion, dubbed the "Other Casino Debate" (Geh 2005). Sociologist Tan Em
Ser said that the casino issue provided "a safe platform to participate in politics without the
danger of crossing some out-of-bounds marker" (Straits Times November 26, 2004
www.wildsingapore.com.sg date accessed July 20, 2005). Apparently many people agreed,
judging by the number of people who took part in the discussion. Even so, there was
skepticism among some Singaporeans about the process of discussion: as early as November
26, 2004 the Straits Times quoted someone who was against the casino as saying, "Just
because it's a 95 percent done deal, it doesn't mean the 5 percent won't change the situation"
(Sfraits Times, 26 Nov 04). These feelings prevailed even though there were repeated
assurances from government ministers that they had not yet arrived at a decision, for example
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by Senior Minister of State Vivian Balakrishnan on December 29, 2004
(http://app.feedback.gov.sg date accessed July 20, 2005).
On March 9, 2005, more than a month before the final annoimcement by the
government, a writer with the Straits Times encouraged anti-casino activists to stick with
their cause, even if the casino goes ahead (Chua). On the other hand, she also urged the
government to be willing to work with activist groups and address their concems, "otherwise,
this year-long experiment in active citizenship will breed more cynicism." Even after the
Prime Minister announced the decision to go ahead with the casino, a Nominated Member of
Parliament and President of the Nature Society of Singapore, was reasonably optimistic
about the process. She felt that the reason the government consulted people on the casino
was "because it genuinely wanted their views. . . .It has taken great care in listening to Society
and even greater pains in explaining its stand. In that sense it has acknowledged that Society
is mature and rational enough to be reasoned with" (Straits Times, June 3, 2005). She
concluded that the casino debate was a "milestone towards a closer and more equal
engagement" between goverrmient and the people.
Government's Final Decision
On April 18 2005, Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong himself announced in Parliament
plans to build two integrated resorts, one at the Bayfront near the city center, and one on a
small holiday island a ten-minute ferry ride away (Ministerial Statement by Prime Minister
Lee Hsien Loong 18 April 2005, Singapore Government Press Release,
http://app.feedback.gov.sg, date accessed July 20, 2005). This was a change from the earher
proposal for one integrated resort. These integrated resorts would have restaurants, shopping
and convention centers, and the gaming facilities within. His speech in Parliament was
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followed by three other ministers who spoke on the tourism and economic aspects of the
proposal, the safeguards to be introduced to limit the social impact of gambling, and the
issues of law and order and enforcement. The cabinet had thought through the issues and
was ready to present a united front, and answer the concems and issues raised in the past year.
In his speech, the Prime Minister acknowledged that the govenmient had long
opposed setting up a casino, but changing circumstances have led to a change in that view.
These circumstances were first, the concem that Singapore was losing attractiveness as a
tourist attraction. Second, the Prime Minister said that cities all around were reinventing
themselves, "We need to do many things to become a global city. A casino itself is not
essential to this vision. But an IR [integrated resort] is not just a casino. An IR is one
significant idea we must consider, that will help us reinvent Singapore."
Prime Minister Lee then said how the government had initiated a request for concepts.
This was where interested bidders in the industry, who had built such integrated resorts
elsewhere, were invited to present concept proposals. The government felt that the concepts
presented were viable, and it was as a result of these proposals that the government decided
to build not one, but two, integrated resorts each with different targeted clientele. The
government estimated that the two resorts could create about 35,000 jobs, including the spin
offs throughout the economy. The Prime Minister then dealt with the opposition to the
proposal: the social implications, the tarnishing of the Singapore brand name, and the
undermining of the values of the population. He went on to say that even the Cabinet was
not unanimous on the decision but they had "no choice" but to proceed with the integrated
resorts.
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The Prime Minister concluded his speech by saying that the integrated resorts was
"only one ofmany things we must do to remake our city, and build a new Singapore. . ..Let us
continue to work closely together to realise this vision, and make ours a vibrant and dynamic
city in Asia."
After the Announcement
After the Prime Minister's armouncement, there continued to be some discussion in
parliament on the issue. In the press the discussion shifted to the process of discussion itself.
On April 23, 2005 two writers from the Straits Times reported "on the increasing
encroachment of faith-based values into politics - or is it the other way around?" (L. Lim
and Koh 2006).
For Christians, the concem continued to be on the casino itself. In the May issue of
the MethodistMessage, the bishop expressed disappointment that there would be two casinos
set up in the country. He was skeptical of the measures suggested by the goverrmient to
reduce the social costs for there would be harmful effects on society both in the immediate as
well as the long term. He expressed concem that "our social environment will become more
ambiguous in terms of values and virtues. While it still has many good and excellent
elements, it will also become increasingly poisoned by the sinful and godless ways of the
worid."
Even though the casinos will be built against the v^shes of religious groups, the
Prime Minister has asked these groups to cooperate with the government to help tackle the
problem of gambling: among the Christians both the National Council of Churches and the
Catholic Church have agreed to do so; as has aMalay-Muslim welfare group (Excerpts from
PM's Round-Up Speech 22 April 2005, http://app.feedback.gov.sg, date accessed July 20,
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2005). Thus, the church accepted the need to care for those who will be affected by this
policy.
The press continued to track the progress of the project such as the details of the
concepts proposed (Straits Times, October 18, 2005c), and the plan to set up gambling
counselors at family service centers in public housing estates (Straits Times, October 28,
2005). The government also asked the public for their views on the Casino Control Bill
which sought, inter alia to ensure that casinos remain free from criminal influence or
exploitation, that gaming was conducted in accordance with laws and that the potential of
casinos to "cause harm to minors, vulnerable persons and society at large" were minimized
(Straits Times, October 15, 2005). The public was given until November 11, 2006 to
conmient. The National Council of Churches did so on November 8, 2006.
Participation and Efficacy in Policy Making in Singapore
We have seen an example ofpublic consultation and discussion in Singapore. The
government gave an opportunity to the public, and they participated. However, participation
in the process has to be distinguished from its efficacy. As political scientist Ho Khai Leong
defines it, participation is the general involvement in political affairs, and efficacy is the
power to alter outcomes (2003 : 365). He cites a survey done by the Institute ofPolicy
Studies in 1998 which said that despite the government's efforts to be consultative in policy
making, Singaporeans generally felt ineffectual in influencing policy making (K. L. Ho
2003:367). Ho goes on to say that because Singaporeans feel this way, many do not take part
in shaping policies because they see no benefits to do so. They feel a sense of alienation,
cynicism or indifference to taking part shaping policies. We carried out our field research in
April and May 2006, at least eight years after that survey. Many Methodist clergy and laity.
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also felt that the government did not listen to the dissenting voices in society. However,
when interviewed, they also said that they took part in policy discussions based on their
principles, and the lack of efficacy of doing so was not a determining factor.
Description of Field Research
The aim of our field work was to find out what Methodists, both clergy and laity,
administrative leaders and ordinary members, thought of the casino debate and the process of
public discussion in Singapore. We also wanted to know what they believed about the
efficacy of participation in the public discussion, and what motivated them, as Christians and
Methodists, to be involved in society. As a study mainly to discem thoughts and opinions on
these subjects, data from questionnaires and interviews, allowed us to find this out and gain
different perspectives.
Having been in professional Christian ministry in Singapore since 1990, 1 am familiar
with a number ofmembers, leaders and church administrators within the Methodist church.
This knowledge and the relationships were advantageous as 1 made coimections to issue the
questionnaires and interview people. However, since field studies of this kind are rarely
conducted within the Methodist Church, 1 sensed that some people were unfamiliar with the
process and the need for, and value of, such studies.
Questiormaires
We issued questionnaires and interviewed clergy and laity across the three aimual
conferences. We also interviewed the three presidents of the annual conferences and the
bishop who is the head of the general conference. All this was carried out during the months
ofApril and May 2006 in Singapore. The casino debate was chosen as a case study of how
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government and people interacted. Since this was the most recent public discussion, with
widespread public participation, it could be an indication of how the government could
interact with the public in the future. It was also fresh in people's minds.
We first piloted the questiormaire among clergy and laity friends mostly via email.
We then modified the questionnaire based on their feedback, especially with regard to the
clarity of the questions.
The questionnaires were in English, the working language in the church.
Respondents did not have to write their names, only their annual conference affiliation; and
for clergy, the number of years they had been in the ministry. If they were willing to be
interviewed, they were to fill in their names and contact details at the end of the
questiormaire. We hoped that the opportunity to remain anonymous would encourage
respondents to be honest in their responses. The questionnaires are largely the same, with
one additional question addressed to pastors only as it referred to the worship service. In
order to gain the highest rate of retum on the questionnaire, we sought to issue it, or have it
issued on our behalf, at meetings where we knew substantial numbers of the group would be
present. A copy each of the questionnaires issued to clergy and lay people is in Appendix C
and D respectively.
It they were willing to be interviewed, respondents were invited to write their
personal particulars at the end of the questionnaire. We hoped that this would motivate some
people who had strong opinions on the issue to come forward to speak. We believe that a
self selected group of people to be interviewed would have more opinions on the subject and
hopefully thought through some of the issues. At the end of the day, only three out of eight
Lay Leaders interviewed were self selected, the others we approached. While most people
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answered all questions of the questionnaire, some, both clergy and lay, did not answer one or
two questions and that would be indicated as "no response" in our tabulated results. One
TRAC clergy person did not answer eight out of the 1 6 questions, which is half, hence we
considered that a non-substantive answer and have disregarded this response.
Interviews
Interviews were carried out in homes, offices, restaurants or at our home church. All
pastors, lay leaders and small group interviewees were asked the same question, a list of
which is in Appendix E. When interviewing groups, 1 would tape the interview with their
knowledge and permission. When interviewing individuals, 1 would write their responses as
they spoke. 1 transcribed the interviews as soon as I could, usually within the following week.
1 interviewed one TRAC pastor on the telephone when our appointments fell through twice,
three CAC pastors in between their games of table tennis, and two CAC pastors together.
Most individual interviews lasted 30 to 45 minutes; while group interviews could last up to
one and a half hours.
Connecting with Clergy
We emailed the presidents of the three annual conferences to ask their permission to
issue questionnaires to and interview their pastors. All three presidents responded differently,
and we followed their wishes. ETAC pastors meet weekly for prayer and the president
invited me to attend one such meeting; and I interviewed them after they had finished their
prayer and business matters. There, 1 issued the questionnaire, and after they had completed
and retumed those to me, I interviewed them as a group. The ETAC president was there as
well and we did not interview him separately. One pastor left when I arrived, but filled in the
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questionnaire later; while another filled in the questionnaire but left beft)re the interview
began. Although 1 tried to connect with him again, I did not have the opportunity to
interview him.
The CAC President appointed a minister working in his office to help me liaise with
the clergy. 1 knew that the clergy would have a retreat in April and requested that he issue
my questionnaire then, since most of the clergy would be present. Due to a
miscommunication, this was not done. The questionnaire was thus issued at a much later
meeting, where 19 forms were completed and retumed. By that time I had already made
some other connections and had begun to interview pastors. There were 52 CAC pastors and
this represented a retum of 36 percent.
The TRAC President allowed me to make my own connections to issue the
questionnaire. Again, 1 knew that they too had a clergy retreat in April and requested a
pastor friend to issue the questionnaire for me there. Out of about 60 pastors, 40
questiormaires were returned and 14 agreed to be interviewed. Of these, nine were
interviewed, chosen on the basis of sex, and the number of years in ministry, so that we
would interview pastors with a range of experience.
All ETAC pastors are male; we interviewed two women clergy each from CAC and
TRAC.
In total, we received 64 questionnaires from clergy and we interviewed 21 of them.
As at January 1, 2006 there were a total of 120 clergy in all three annual conferences. These
include Members on Trial, who are local preachers accepted by an annual conference as a
trial member for the ordained ministry (f 507, Book ofDiscipline) . Table 3 below illustrates
the responses received from the clergy:
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Table 3 Responses by members of clergy
Annual Total clergy Questionnaires Clergy
Conference (January 1 2006) returned interviewed
Chinese 52 19 36.5% ^ 7 13.5%
Emmanuel Tamil 7 6 85.7% 5 71.4%
Trinity 61 39 64% 9 14.8%
Total 120 64 53.4% 21 17.5%
Connecting with Laity
In order to assess the yiews of the laity, we chose to issue questionnaires and
interview both lay leaders and members. Under the Book ofDiscipline, a Lay Leader is the
primary lay representatiye of the laity in the local church with responsibilities which includes
meeting regularly with the pastors to discuss the state of the church and the needs for
ministry, and membership in the Local Conference and Local Church Executiye Committee
(^1 51). Associate Lay Leaders may also be elected to work with the Lay Leader. With 43
local churches in the Methodist Church in Singapore, there would be that nimiber of Lay
Leaders in the whole denomination, and easily two to three times that number ifwe include
Associate Lay Leaders, making a total of at least 86 across the three armual conferences. We
sought the yiews of this group because their responsibilities mean that they would have a
broad sense ofwhat the church is, and should be doing.
In order to achieve the highest possible rate of retum on questionnaires, I sought to
issue them when many in this group would be together for a meeting. This would be at their
twice yearly gathering with the Bishop. One such meeting was held on March 25, 2006 and I
asked the bishop for his permission and help to issue the questionnaire at that meeting since I
would not be back in Singapore at that time. This was done, and out of about 70 persons at
the meeting, 27 forms were completed and retumed, ofwhich seven respondents agreed to be
interviewed. When I contacted these seven at the email addresses they gave, only two
responded. I interviewed those two, and then through other means, sought to interview
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another six, ensuring that they were from the different Annual Conferences. Four of those I
interviewed had not attended the gathering in March. In total, 1 interviewed eight lay leaders:
three from CAC, one from ETAC and four from TRAC, one ofwhom was a woman. Table 4
below is a summary of the responses the Lay Leaders:
Table 4 Responses from Lay Leaders
Annual Conference Questionnaires returned Lay Leaders interviewed
Chinese 5 3
Emmanuel Tamil 2 1
Trinity 16 4
Not stated 4 -
Total 27 8
Small Groups. The above are leaders within the Methodist Church. In order to
gather the views of the members of the church, we chose to also interview five small groups
from our home church, Trinity Methodist Church, a TRAC church. Small groups are a vital
part of the life of the church where members meet regularly for Bible study, worship, prayer
and fellowship. As at July 2006, there were about 270 people in small groups. Out of an
average weekly attendance at Sunday worship services of 533, this is about 50 percent
(TrinityMethodist Church Last Local Conference Report September 2006). Since those who
are in small groups are more active in church life and we sought to interview them.
We chose five small groups to issue the questionnaire and to interview them as a
group. The criteria we used to choose these groups included people of a variety of ages and
stages in life, the groups should have been meeting for at least one year so that members
were reasonably comfortable with one another and so could be frank in sharing their opinions,
and these were groups where I knew at least some of the members so that they would be
familiar with me and be willing to answer my questions. Despite this familiarity, there was
This group would be abbreviated as "LL" in some tables.
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no facetiousness at our interviews. At the small group meetings, 1 would first explain my
project and issue the questionnaire and give people time to answer the questions. This
usually took about 1 5 to 20 minutes. When all had finished, 1 would then interview them as a
group. While in most groups there was a lively discussion with everyone taking part, in
Small Group 5, the discussion was dominated by three men, and most women were quiet. In
this group, one questionnaire was retumed with only one out of 15 questions answered hence
this response was considered as non substantive and not computed. Table 5 below illustrates
the profile of the small group members.
Table 5 Profile of small group members
Females Males Total Members Age range
Small Group 1 4 2 6 24 to 25 years
Small Group 2 4 4 8 3 1 to 46 years
Small Group 3 2 2 4 44 to 46 years
Small Group 4 3 2 5 28 to 33 years
Small Group 5 11 3 14 42 to 78 years
Total 24 13 37 -
Church Administrators
In the polity of the Methodist Church in Singapore, it is the presidents of the aimual
conferences who exercise great influence over the local churches. Among other things, the
annual conference appoints pastors and pays their salaries. The local conferences pay
apportionments to the annual conference, and the annual conference then gives a portion of
that to the general conference. The bishop, as head of the general conference, exercises
moral and spiritual authority, but has little say in what is done at the annual or local
conferences.
Bishops and presidents can be appointed for up to three four-year terms, provided that
their 65^ birthday does not fall within that period (T|557 and ^568 The Book ofDiscipline).
^' This group would be abbreviated SG in some tables.
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The present bishop was appointed in 2000 and, at our interview in 2006, was in his second
four-year term. Both the ETAC and TRAC presidents were appointed in 2004, while the
CAC president was first appointed in 2000 and reappointed in 2004.
We interviewed the CAC and TRAC presidents and the bishop after we had met with
clergy and lay people so that we could ask their views and comments on what had already
been said to us. As mentioned, we interviewed the ETAC president together with the other
ETAC pastors. My interviews with the CAC and TRAC Presidents were open ended, as I
interacted with them on the topics as well as some of the responses I had already heard. This
was also the nature ofmy interview with the bishop, which was more wide ranging than the
other interviews. With his knowledge and consent, 1 taped our conversation.
The aim in the field work was to listen to people's opinions and discem their
perspectives on the casino debate, the Methodist Church and Singapore society. A strength
of this research is that we obtained views from a variety ofpeople from all the annual
conferences. A weakness is that the group interviewed is a sample of convenience hence it is
not statistically precise nor random. Furthermore, ETAC is numerically much smaller than
CAC and TRAC. Also, the questionnaire and interviews were conducted in English, which
is a second language for some CAC and ETAC people. While they are all conversant in
English, hence a translator was not necessary, speaking to them in Mandarin Chinese or
Tamil may have drawn a more heartfelt response.
Thus, we have used the data obtained to illustrate the opinions ofMethodists on these
subjects. The opinions will guide the church in forming amodel of engagement. The
responses were varied and could be quite contrasting from each other. Since the media is
somewhat confrolled by the government, the input and information people received was
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largely similar. Thus their differences in opinions and perspectives arose from other factors
such as age, background, personal experience and theological understandings. We did not
attempt to find out why people held these views, rather we use this to show the diversity of
opinions within the Methodist Church in Singapore.
Views on Methodist Institutions
In my interviews, I asked respondents what they thought was good about the
Methodist church. Several respondents, both clergy and lay people, mentioned the schools,
though more lay people rather than pastors mentioned that. One TRAC pastor said that the
schools gave the church a "tremendous opportunity" to "extend a Christian worldview,"
while a CAC pastor said that the schools are the church's "social arm." One lay leader was
glad that Methodist schools were "reputable."
ETAC pastors spoke more about the schools. Although they agreed that the
Methodist schools were good, they were "not outstanding" since there were also good
goverrmient schools. One pastor expressed the concem that, now, parents could request that
their children be excused from chapel whereas in the past, attendance at chapel was
compulsory in all church-based schools. However, another ETAC pastor said that his
neighbor, who is Muslim, sent his son to the Methodist boys' school. The concem was also
raised that just because people thought well of the Methodist schools, that did not mean that
they thought well of the Methodist church.
Three lay leaders, one CAC pastor, one small group and three TRAC pastors said that
they were proud of the work of the Methodist Welfare Services. The ETAC pastors however,
bemoaned the fact that many people in their churches did not know more about the work of
MWS. This last could be because there are other organizations which provide social services.
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ETAC pastors mentioned that the Singapore Indian Development Council which provides
welfare services to Indians, was more familiar to Indians than MWS. Thus, although MWS
provides important services to the community and should continue to do so, this is not a
unique means of task of the church.
The Methodist Social Principles in the Life of the Local Church
Since the "Social Principles" are in the Book ofDiscipline which is the constitution of
the Methodist Church, we sought to discover whether the "Social Principles" were indeed a
part of the church; and whether or not pastors and lay people were familiar with them.
The questionnaire asked several questions about the Social Principles. We asked
pastors only the statement "In my church we recite the Methodist Social Principles'^ at least
once a year during corporate worship service" and the response was in Table 6 as follows:
Table 6 "In my church we recite the Methodist Social Principles at least once a year during corporate
worship service."
CAC ETAC TRAC Total
n = 19 n = 6 n = 39 N = 64
Strongly Agree 0 0 6 6 9.3%
Agree 4 1 11 16 25%
Neutral 6 2 8 16 25%
Disagree 7 2 10 19 29.7%
Strongly Disagree 1 0 4 5 7.8%
No response 1 1 0 2 3.1%
We note that slightly more pastors, 24, marked either "disagree" or "strongly
disagree" as compared with 22 who marked "agree" or "strongly agree" with a substantial
number, 16, remaining neutral. The nimiber who remained neutral is the same as the number
On hindsight, we should have written "Methodist Social Creed" because that would be the section which
would more appropriately be recited in a worship service. Only pastors were asked this question because they
plan the worship service and would know whether or not this was done.
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who agreed with the statement. Perhaps they would rather remain neutral than say they
agreed with a statement which seemed to be a 'right' answer.
It seems then that though these Principles and attendant Social Creed are a part of the
Discipline, they are not a conscious or meaningful part of the life many local churches.
However, we also note that 17 pastors (43 percent) from TRAC affirmed that the Principles
and Creed were a part of their worship service, compared with four (21 percent) from CAC
and one (16 percent) from ETAC respectively. Since the Discipline is translated into
Chinese and Tamil, the Social Creed could be meaningfully incorporated into all worship
services in these main languages of the annual conferences, but it is not.
One incident illustrates how the Principles are not a meaningful part of the life of
local churches. The TRAC Board on Social Concems has printed these Principles in a
separate booklet. On April 23, 2006 when my home church observed "Methodist Welfare
Services Sunday" these booklets were given out with the order of service, but there was no
explanation nor reference to it during the worship service. This shows that though it was
considered important to give out these Social Principles to those who attended the worship
service that day, the worship leaders did not articulate its significance or importance.
Caring for the Poor as a Reflection of the Social Principles
Whether or not the Social Principles were a conscious part of the life of the church,
we wanted to know ifMethodists were actually involved in caring for the poor and
vulnerable in society. We also wanted to know why they did so. We asked three questions
in the questionnaire in this regard. We intentionally did not define the term "poor and
vulnerable," leaving it up to the respondents to define it for themselves. First, we asked
people to respond to the statement "My local church is presently involved in some ways to
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care for the needs of the poor and vulnerable in the community" and Table 7 shows the
answers:
Table 7 "My local church is involved in some ways to care for the needs of the poor and vulnerable in the
community."
Small
Lay Group
Leaders Members CAC ETAC TRAC Total
n = 27 n = 37 n = 19 n = 6 n = 39 N = 128
Strongly Agree 6 6 4 2 24 42 32.8%
Agree 18 24 12 3 12 69 53.9%
Neutral 1 3 1 1 1 7 5.5%
Disagree 1 2 1 0 1 5 3.9%
Strongly disagree 0 0 0 0 1 1 0.8%
No response 1 2 1 0 0 4 3.1%
An overwhelming majority, 1 1 1 out of 128, either agreed or strongly agreed with this
statement. These churches are involved in this work. However, we also note that a total of
1 3 respondents were either neutral, disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statement. This
tells us that in their perception, their local churches were not involved in this ministry. Not
all Methodist churches are involved in caring for the poor and vulnerable in the community.
In this regard, the Bishop expressed his concem that because Methodist Christians
were middle class, many did not have a genuine empathy for the poor. While Methodists
give to the poor, they were not aware of the deeper reasons and causes of poverty. As an
example, he said that some Methodists had a penchant for organizing golf tournaments as
fund raisers. But this alienated many others, and he specifically mentioned those from CAC,
because they do not play golf, a game that only the rich can afford to play in Singapore.
When we asked for the motivation for the church to do this caring ministry,
respondents seemed less clear. We wanted to know whether they exercised such care mainly
because it is a command of scripture or whether such care was mainly an attempt to win
converts. By emphasizing "mainly" in these two separate statements, we hoped that
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respondents would see these two statements are mutually exclusive. That is, they could not
give the same response to the two statements, for they had to agree with one and disagree
with the other, or they could be neutral on one or both statements if they had other reasons
for carrying out this ministry. We did not suggest which parts of scripture may be relevant
here. The first statement states that the motivation for the church is "mainly because the
bible says so." A majority, 81.3 percent either agreed or strongly agreed with that statement,
and we note that a total of 22 people were either neutral, disagreed or strongly disagreed with
it. Table 8 below illustrates:
Table 8 "The motivation of the local church for involvement in caring for the poor and vulnerable is
mainly because the bible says so."
Small
Lay Group
Leaders Members CAC ETAC TRAC Total
n = 27 n = 37 n = 19 n = 6 n = 39 n 128
Strongly Agree 6 6 6 3 22 43 33.6%
Agree 19 19 9 2 12 61 47.7%
Neutral 1 7 2 0 2 12 9.4%
Disagree 1 3 1 1 2 8 6.3%
Strongly disagree 0 0 1 0 1 2 1.2%
No response 0 2 0 0 0 2 1.2%
The next statement said "The motivation of the local church for involvement in caring
for the poor and vulnerable is mainly to make converts." The response in Table 9 below
indicates that people were not so sure about how to answer the statement since the numbers
who agreed, were neutral or disagreed with the statement were similar. Comparing the
responses to the two statements then, it seems that for most people the reason they care for
the poor and vulnerable in society is in obedience to the injunctions of scripture. They do not
use it merely as a means to the end of gaining converts. However, there is still a need within
each local church to teach what they do and why they are involved in caring for the poor and
vulnerable in the community.
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Table 9 "The motivation of the local church for involvement in caring of the poor and vulnerable is
mainly to make converts."
Small
Lay Group
Leaders Members CAC ETAC TRAC Total
n = 27 n = 37 n = 19 n = 6 n = 39 N = 128
Strongly Agree 2 1 0 0 5 8 6.3%
Agree 10 11 4 1 6 32 25%
Neutral 5 8 7 3 12 35 27.3%
Disagree 7 15 5 2 11 40 31.3%
Strongly disagree 2 1 2 0 4 9 7%
No response 1 1 1 0 1 4 3.1%
The church and social concems. We asked pastors to note their local church's present
involvement in social concems projects, and listed some of the more common activities
undertaken by churches. Within the Methodist church, "social concems" refers to "local and
larger conmiunity ministries of compassion, church and society issues and health and welfare
ministries" (^[158 Book ofDiscipline). This would be distinguished from "missions" which is
ministry carried out overseas, and "evangelism" which refers specifically to speaking about
the salvation of Jesus Christ. Those who indicated that they were involved in these projects
are set out in Table 10 below:''
Table 10 "My church's present involvement in social concerns projects."
Social Concerns Project CAC
n=19
ETAC
n = 6
TRAC
n = 38
Run a kindergarten 14 1 32
Helps poor families by providing food or funds each month 12 4 36
Provides services to youth and/or families and/or elderly in the
commimity
13 3 37
At least once a year (for the past 3 years) carries out a program
mainly for the community
15 6 31
None of the above, but would like to 0 0 2
This question was asked to find out what local churches were actually doing in terms
of social concems. We should be aware here that since most churches have at least two
^' Small group members were not asked to fill this section because, not being in leadership, they may not know
whether the church provides food or fimds for needy families. This ministry is generally not advertised because
some recipients may find it 'shameful' to have to receive a handout from a charity.
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pastors, there could be an overlap among the above responses. The usefulness of this table is
to note the number of respondents and the activities that they do. For example, 36 out of 38
TRAC pastors say that they help poor families by providing food or funds each month; and
all 6 ETAC pastors say that at least once a year their churches carry out a program mainly for
the community. This table also shows that many local churches across the three annual
conferences are involved in some form of service to needy in the wider conmiunity. This is
how the local church engages the community.
Many churches run kindergartens because it is a way of reaching out to the
neighborhood children and it uses the church premises during the week. However, at the
pilot stage of this research, one lay leader said that these days, some churches actually charge
higher fees than government kindergartens. While this is one means of reaching out to the
children in the neighborhood with the gospel, it does not necessarily mean that it is helping
those with a lower income.
To summarize, our field research shows us that within the Methodist Church, there is
a range of views on how Methodists should respond to social issues, though there are usually
majority opinions. These majority opinions tend to cut across clergy-laity divisions as well
as armual conference distinctions; that is, we note that the majority in all groups would have
the same opinion. The church is made up of diverse people (lay and clergy, different
language preferences) in different conferences who hold a variety of opinions. There is no
clear indication at this point that one group, either clergy or lay, or one particular annual
conference, tends to view things in certain ways, in contrast to another. This could be
because, as we explained above, attending a church does not only depend on language, but
also on whether it was close to home, or whether that was where one had friends. However,
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lay leaders as a group seem to respond with "strongly agree" or "strongly disagree;" whereas
pastors tend to be more cautious, and respond with "agree" or "disagree."
Methodist schools and welfare services are generally well regarded by Methodists,
they are proud of these social institutions. Indeed, these institutions are accepted as 'givens'
in the broader landscape of the Methodist church. It is also positive that many churches are
involved in caring for the poor and vulnerable in the community. While some are clear about
why they do so, others are less certain. It may be necessary for local churches or even the
aimual conferences to revisit these issues again, and to theologize about the poor in their
midst. While we have written here about "the poor and vulnerable" we are also aware that
poverty is also relative, and there are also indications that the income gap in Singapore is
widening. Unfortunately, these topics are hardly addressed within the church today.
Generally we find that members of the Methodist Church do care for the poor and
vulnerable in society, though they may not have clear reasons for doing so. The "Social
Principles" and "Social Creed," would be helpful, unfortunately these do not seem to be a
significant part of the worshipping life of the church, especially in CAC and ETAC churches.
Finally we note that many people think it is important that pastors preach about social issues.
Often, these issues are extensively discussed in the newspapers, with various government
ministers giving their views and making statements about the matter. Therefore it is also
necessary for Christian pastors, as leaders and who have been theologically trained, to think
through these issues and give leadership to their congregations about them.
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Views of Methodists on the Casino Debate
On the question ofwhether or not to have a casino in the country, some lay people in
the small groups did not see it as a problem at all because other forms of gambling already
exist. Therefore, there was no point in objecting to setting up a casino. "We've already lost
the battle since Christians didn't speak up in the past when they introduced those other forms
of gambling," said a 40-something male at a small group. Another 70 year-old male in
another group said that having a casino in the country did not affect Christians since they did
not gamble. Another person reiterated the government's rhetoric that without reinventing
itself and building the casino, Singapore would lose competitiveness. We note the
pragmatism reflected here.
Those in leadership expressed different concems. One ETAC lay leader guessed that
some Christians would not know why gambling was wrong and would not object to the
casino. According to the bishop, the government said that 58 per cent of all Singaporeans,
and 52 per cent ofChristians gamble. He said that this indicated that the church seemed less
credible to speak out against gambling in society. The CAC president said that rather than
objecting to the casino, Christians should have tackled the issue of greed.
Two TRAC pastors, on the other hand, expressed their concem about gamblers. One
said that her church was begiiming a course to train counselors to help gamblers. Another
said that he had some people in his congregation who had gambling problems and the
pastoral team were concemed that there would not be more. A lay person in a small group
also expressed concem about "how serious some people can get into debt because of
gambling" and felt that the goverrmient had not considered seriously enough the deleterious
effects of gambling.
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Participating in the Process of Discussion
As we have seen from the casino debate, in the Singapore context, there are various
actions that one could take to take participate in the process of discussion. Writing to the
press is a common way of expressing personal views, though whether the letter is printed
depends on the newspaper editors. Going to see one's Member of Parliament who has a
weekly "meet the people session" is another common way of expressing one's views.
Bearing in mind the online petition, Families against the Threat of Casino in Singapore
("www.facts.org.sg), and the seminar that was organized, we added those options. Finally, we
added options for Christians to educate themselves and raise awareness in the church. We
wanted to know what Methodists thought were appropriate responses to a particular social
issue. In our questiormaire, we used the term "social issues (such as the casino debate)" to
refer to issues which affect society as a whole, but referring specifically to the casino debate
so that people could focus their thoughts.
We raised the statement "With regard to an issue (such as the casino) which has
implications for Christians and the church. Christians should. . ." and then listed eight options.
Respondents were asked to indicate with a "y" for "yes" or an "n" for "no" what they thought
should be done. The actions were both those to be done 'inside' the church such as
discussing the issue in their small groups, as well as 'outside' the church such as writing to
the press. Those who indicated "y" for the different actions, as percentages of their group,
are listed in Table 1 1 below:
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Table 1 1 "With regard to an issue (such as the casino) which has implications for Christians and the
church, Christians should..."
LL
n=27
SG
n=37
CAC
n=19
ETAC
n=5*
TRAC
n=39
Write to the press 22 81% 21 58% 11 58% 3 60% 23 59%
Sign a petition 19 70% 21 58% 9 47% 3 60% 19 49%
Set up a website to encourage others
to sign a petition
18 67% 12 32% 8 42% 2 40% 14 36%
See their MPs 19 70% 14 38% 7 19% 2 40% 23 59%
Make written representations to the
government
26 96% 25 68% 5 26% 2 40% 21 54%
Discuss the issue in their small
groups and cell groups
27 100% 34 92% 16 84% 5 100% 31 79%
Teach their children /youth about the
issue
27 100% 35 95% 16 84% 4 80% 36 92%
Attend or organize seminars to
discuss the issue
25 93% 26 70% 14 74% 4 80% 30 77%
* Although 6 ETAC pastors responded to the questionnaire, one said that he was not attached to a local church
and so did not answer this section.
The table shows that lay people generally seemed more willing take action, as
compared with pastors. First, we note that 15 out of 27 Lay Leaders said "yes" to all
statements. This is in contrast to TRAC pastors, ofwhom only five out of 39 said "yes" to
all statements. We note from the percentages above that Lay Leaders as a group were more
ready to act in each of the categories. Second, we note that every one across the board was
more comfortable with actions inside the church rather than actions outside the church.
Hence, actions such as discussing the issue in their small groups, and teaching children or
youth about the issue, proved to be popular. On the other hand, actions outside the church
such as setting up a website to encourage others to sign a petition, and going to see their
Members ofParliament, were not as popular.
Consciously or otherwise, respondents may have thought about the efficacy of the
actions as they considered whether or not to do them. For instance, if one's Member of
Parliament is with the mling party, then they may not be open to altemative opinions. Thus,
there did not seem to be any point to go to see this Member ofParliament. Furthermore,
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despite the nearly 30,000 signatories to the on-line anti-casino petition, the government went
ahead with their proposal. In that sense, actions 'inside' the church seemed to be more
efficacious.
Preaching on Social Issues
Knowing what people felt Christians should do with regard to a social issue, we then
focused on the church and on how these issues are handled within the church. We asked both
pastors and lay people for their views on the statement "It is important to preach about social
issues (such as the casino debate) facing our country and the world" and their response is in
Table 12 below:
Table 12 "It is important to preach about social issues (such as the casino debate) facing our country and
the world."
Small
Lay
Leaders
Group
Members CAC ETAC TRAC Total
n = 27 n = 37 n = 19 n = 6 n = 39 N = 128
Strongly Agree 7 12 3 3 16 41 32%
Agree 19 23 14 3 16 75 58.6%
Neutral 0 1 1 0 6 8 6.25%
Disagree 1 0 0 0 1 2 1.6%
Strongly disagree 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
No response 0 1 1 0 0 2 1.6%
An overwhelming number of respondents across all conferences, both clergy and lay
(106 out of 128), agreed or strongly agreed that it is important that these social issues be
preached about in the church. Whether or not it is actually done is another matter. Less than
10 percent of the respondents (ten out of 128), across all categories, except ETAC which was
nil, were either neutral or disagreed with the statement. Though only two people, one Lay
Leader and one TRAC pastor disagreed with the statement, we note that six TRAC pastors
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and one CAC pastor were also neutral. As a whole, more lay people than pastors thought
that it was important to preach about these issues.
However, although there is some consensus on preaching about social issues, we
wondered whether pastors may hesitate to preach on social issues because they felt
inadequate about doing so, and so we asked pastors only to respond to the statement "1 am
not familiar enough with social issues (such as the casino debate) and so do not preach about
them." Their response is in Table 13 below:
Table 13 "I am not familiar enough with social issues (such as the casino debate) and so do not preach
about them."
CAC ETAC TRAC Total
n = 19 n = 6 n = 39 N = 64
Strongly Agree 0 0 0 0 0
Agree 1 0 3 4 6.3%
Neutral 5 1 7 13 20.3%
Disagree 11 3 21 35 54.7%
Strongly disagree 1 2 8 11 17.2%
No response 1 0 0 1 1.6%
Four pastors did agree with the statement and 13 were neutral, and the latter could
also indicate that they do feel somewhat inadequate but do not want to say that. These were
not necessarily those who were new in the pastoral ministry, for among TRAC pastors, one
pastor with ten years ministry experience and two pastors each with 14 years ofministry
experience, indicated 'neutral'. However, a majority of pastors across conferences (46 out of
64 or close to 72 percent marked "disagree" or "strongly disagree") felt that they were
confident enough to preach about social issues. Therefore, most pastors feel that they have
sufficient understanding of scripture and theology and most social issues are not beyond their
capabilities to consider and preach about. Again, we did not ask whether or not they do so.
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Mindful of the Maintenance ofReligious Harmony Act, 1 also asked all respondents
what they thought of the statement "Pastors should not preach about social issues (such as the
casino debate) because that would be mixing religion and politics." Neither "religion" nor
"politics" were defined. Table 14 is their response:
Table 14 "Pastors should not preach about social issues (such as the casino debate) because that would be
mixing religion and politics."
Small
Lay
Leaders
Group
Members CAC ETAC TRAC Total
n = 27 n = 37 n = 19 n = 6 n = 39 N = 128
Strongly Agree 1 2 1 0 2 6 4.7%
Agree 1 4 0 0 1 6 4.7%
Neutral 1 5 1 0 4 11 8.6%
Disagree 20 20 12 2 16 70 54.7%
Strongly disagree 4 5 5 4 16 34 26.6%
An overwhelming nvmiber of respondents, both clergy and lay and across conferences
(104 out of 128) either disagreed or strongly disagreed with that statement. That means that
people do not think that preaching on social issues is being involved in politics. We could
promote more preaching and teaching in the local church on issues which affect society.
However we note that some, including both clergy and laity, were neutral, and may have the
perception that speaking about social issues is being involved in politics, and about 10
percent (12 out of 128) agree or strongly agree with that statement.
Some comments made at the interviews could illumine this data. First, both the
bishop and the TRAC president spoke about preaching. On the one hand, bishop said that
some people felt that pastors should not preach about such matters from the pulpit on
Sundays because that time is meant for "spiritual" matters. He added that he was often asked
to preach in churches on issues such as homosexuality and premarital sex, which indicated to
him that some pastors were not confident about speaking on such matters. On the other hand,
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the TRAC president said that the pulpit is "where we offer life to members" and these
matters should be preached about. Furthermore, he believed that preaching should do more
than just "raise awareness," it should also lead to action.
In response to our question, "What are some of your concems about your church or
annual conference?" seven out of eight lay leaders expressed some concem about the lack of
teaching in their local church. The eighth lay leader was particularly concemed with how to
teach and motivate his church members to do evangelism. Two lay leaders, at different
interviews, used the same figure of speech, "People go to church on Sunday but that has no
bearing on our Monday to Saturday lives;" while another said that the "church should grow
in terms of pulpit teaching, small groups and through systematic bible study." This lay
leader said that he appreciated the teaching provided by the bishop's office since he did not
receive much teaching in his local church. One lay leader expressed the concem that in her
local church there is insufficient nurture ofmembers for the challenges ofworking life, while
another lay leader said that there was insufficient teaching on issues which affect Singapore
Christians.
Although pastors agree that it was important to preach about social issues, yet the
impressions from the laity is that such preaching does not happen. It seems that the lay
people have to find their own answers to the issues and concems they face at work and in
their family lives. As one CAC lay leader said, "There is a tendency to separate our
Christian life from our work and family lives." While the laity seems aware of this, the
pastors are not. It sounds as ifmany churches operate without reference to what is going on
around them in society. The impression is that pastors, who do most of the preaching and
teaching in the church, are detached from the events of society around them. For example,
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one CAC pastor admitted that he did not think about praying about the general elections,
despite the extensive coverage in the media and conversation about it, until one church
member asked him to do so. Much needs to be done by the annual conferences which
oversee the continuing education of pastors, to raise their awareness of the world and to
engage with it. It is cmcial for pastors, who have the training, to reflect theologically on
issues and then teach their members how to do so.
Most pastors across the three annual conferences were concemed for the spiritual
growth of their members. Pastors, who are the shepherds of the flock were perhaps
conscious of the need to nurture those in their care; none of them mentioned witness on
social issues as a concem.
To summarize, when there is a social issue like the casino debate, and Methodists as a
whole would rather take action within the church than outside it. However, lay leaders in
general, are in favor ofmore sustained actions outside the church. This could be because
many lay people have secular jobs, and are more in contact with people outside the church.
They would be involved in more conversations about social and national issues with
colleagues and friends outside the church, hence lay people find that they need to be more
informed about them. They may also feel the need to present a Christian perspective on the
issue. As the casino debate shows, there are some sections of the church that are not aware
of the reasons why the Methodist Church, through the National Council ofChurch, objected
to the casino.
However, it does not seem clear how such issues should be taught in the church.
While some Methodists, both clergy and lay believe that pastors should preach about these
matters, others disagree. Generally, this is not because people perceive that would be mixing
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religion with politics, nor because of a feeling of inadequacy. If, as lay people say, these
matters are not taught in their churches, then the questions arise where, when and how
discipleship is carried out in the Methodist church.
Views on the Process of Discussion
As we saw above, the casino debate not only raised questions about the casino, there
was also discussion on the process ofpublic discussion in Singapore. We asked a series of
questions in the questionnaire in this regard.
Influence Policy Only Bv Voting at a General Election
As we have mentioned above. Singaporeans are skeptical about the efficacy of taking
part in public discussions because of the patemalism of the PAP government. We asked
Methodists to respond to the statement "The only significant action that Singaporeans can do
to influence government policy is to vote at a general election." Voting is compulsory in
Singapore. Their response is in Table 15 below:
Table 15 "The only significant action that Singaporeans can do to influence government policy is to vote
at a general election."
Lay
Leaders
n = 27
Small
Group
Members
n = 37
CAC
n = 19
ETAC
n = 6
TRAC
n = 39
Total
N = 128
Strongly Agree 0 4 2 0 1 7 5.5%
Agree 5 10 4 2 7 28 21.9%
Neutral 3 6 0 3 5 17 13.3%
Disagree 17 13 10 1 12 53 41.4%
Strongly disagree 2 4 2 0 13 21 16.4%)
No response 0 0 1 0 1 2 1.6%)
A simple majority either disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statement (74 out of
128 or 57.8 percent). They believe that there are other ways of influencing policies.
However, we also note that five out of six ETAC pastors either agreed or remained neutral.
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suggesting that as a racial minority they may feel more helpless in influencing policies and so
their main recourse is the ballot box.
However, more than a quarter of all respondents (27.4 percent) agreed or strongly
agreed with the statement. Including those who were neutral, this group amounts to 40.7 per
cent of all respondents. There is still a perception among these Singaporeans, both clergy and
laity, that the only way they can change policy is by voting. Put in another way, there is the
perception that the political party in power can do what they wish for the time that they are in
office. All the more for the PAP, which has been in power for so long.
Even if people felt that the only thing they could do to change policy was to vote, we
asked them whether they felt there were sufficient avenues for them to give feedback and
join in the public discussions. We asked them to respond to the statement "The government
has given enough space in the mass media (newspapers, government websites, TV) for the
public to air their views on social issues (such as the casino debate)." We did not ask them
whether they used these channels. Table 16 below shows their responses.
Table 16 "The government has given enough space in the mass media. ..for the public to air their views
on social issues ."
Lay
Leaders
n = 27
Small
Group
Members
n = 37
CAC
n = 19
ETAC
n = 6
TRAC
n = 39
Total
N = 128
Strongly Agree 1 2 0 0 1 4 3.1%
Agree 14 24 6 4 19 67 52.3%.
Neutral 7 7 4 2 11 31 24.2%
Disagree 5 3 7 0 6 21 16.4%.
Strongly disagree 0 1 2 0 1 4 3.1%.
No response 0 0 0 0 1 1 0.8%
A bare majority agreed with the statement, and only four respondents strongly agreed.
One TRAC pastor said that he regularly gave his views on the government's Feedback
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website. He said that over the years, he had observed some "operational changes but few
policy changes." A total of 18.5 per cent either disagreed or strongly disagreed with the
statement, and close to a quarter remained neutral. Perhaps people were not aware of these
various channels, or even if they were aware, did not know how to use them. For those who
felt that there were sufficient channels to provide feedback, then they would feel that they
could do so, and thereby influence policies.
Openness of the Government and Christian Participation
We asked people whether they perceived there was a greater openness in the
government to views other than their own. We posed the statement "In the past five years,
the government has become more open and accepting of the views of the public even when it
is different from their 'official' view." We suggested that time frame because Lee Hsien
Loong took over as Prime Minister in late 2003 and so the past five years would include the
last two years of the previous Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong and the early years of Lee's
regime. Most people seemed to think that there has been greater openness in accepting other
views, though a quarter of all respondents chose to remain neutral. The response is in Table
17 below:
Table 17 "In the past five years, the government has become more open and accepting of the views of the
public even when it is different from their 'official' view."
Lay
Leaders
n = 27
Small
Group
Members
n = 37
CAC
n = 19
ETAC
n = 6
TRAC
n = 39
Total
N = 128
Strongly Agree 0 2 0 0 2 4 3.1%
Agree 19 22 12 3 23 79 61.7%
Neutral 7 6 5 3 11 32 25.0%
Disagree 1 4 1 0 2 8 6.3%.
Strongly disagree 0 0 1 0 1 2 1.6%
No response 0 3 0 0 0 3 2.3%.
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At the interviews, we asked a similar question, that is, whether interviewees thought
that the govenmient of present Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong was open to differing points
of view. Many believed that the govemment showed greater opermess from the time of
previous Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong and that present Prime Minister Lee was canying
on that trend. Some thought that he was bringing the country to another level of greater
consultation. Even so. Prime Minister Lee was perceived as "hard" and "driven by logic."
He has been in political leadership since the 1980s and had shown himself to be that way.
Furthermore, Prime Minister Lee is the eldest son of former Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew.
Some people were therefore concemed that he would be as authoritarian as his father: "He's
his father's son" was the sentiment reflected among ETAC pastors. They added that there
was a "culture of fear" in the country. "People are willing to talk in restaurants and coffee
shops, but no body does it officially," one pastor said. They felt that there was not enough
freedom to speak up.
We also asked at the interviews whether or not Christians should participate in the
process of discussion, and the reasons there for. First, we asked "Do you think the
govemment was open and honest in asking for feedback on the casino debate?" We did not
explain what we meant by "open." No one asked us to clarify. Second, we asked, "Do you
think Christians should take part in the process?"
"Openness" proved to be a slippery concept and respondents gave a variety of reasons
to justify their perception ofwhether or not the govemment was open. For example, one
CAC pastor said that "the govemment was trying to show that it was democratic, can't really
say that they were open." A TRAC pastor said that the govemment was open to receive
feedback from the people, but they had already decided what they were going to do.
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Two TRAC pastors, two lay leaders and one small group felt that the govenmient was
open, or at least the govemment seemed to listen to the public and genuinely wanted their
feedback. That is, the govemment listened to the people, but perceived that the nay-sayers
were only a minority and could be ignored. As the ETAC lay leader said, "The no's to the
casino were the vocal minority, so the govemment felt confident about going ahead with
building the casino."
The difference of opinion with regard to openness of the govemment could be related
to the age of respondents. Among Methodists, both clergy and lay, in their 30s and younger,
many felt that the govemment had already made up their minds on the issue and were asking
the public for their opinions "just for show" as one small group member said. Those in their
40s and older were more optimistic and felt that the govemment was 'open'. The reason for
the difference in perceptions between these younger and older Singaporeans could be this.
Older Singaporeans have lived through a time when there was much less discussion on
national issues and under political leaders who were more paternalistic. Hence, the cunent
stance of consultation is perceived as 'openness'. Younger Singaporeans, on the other hand,
do not have this history. To them, an 'open consultation' is one where the govemment
cannot already have made its mind.
Quite a number of lay people also said that this public discussion was for the
govemment to find out what people thought about the matter and to gauge how strongly
people objected to the casino. Some speculated that if the public outcry was strong enough,
the govemment may have retracted the proposal. Apparently the objections raised were not
strong enough, because, as a young CAC pastor pointed out, the govemment decided to build
two, instead of one, integrated resort. People also felt that the casinos were being built
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because they had not done enough to counter the government's arguments. However, this
response raises the question, what is "enough?" What will it take, in this and future public
discussions, to "do enough" to counter the government's arguments?
Despite their perceptions about the lack of opermess of the govemment, every one
interviewed said that Christians should voice their opinions in public, whether or not the
govemment listened to these opinions or took heed of them. Many cited scripture here. A
number of clergy and laity said that to voice Christian opinion was being "salt and light"
(Matthew 5:13 - 16) in society. Two pastors, both from CAC, said that speaking up was an
act of justice. Another CAC pastor said that "as Christians, we are to be a blessing to the
nations." Others said that speaking up was required of us as Christians, as Methodists, and as
citizens of the country. For example, one TRAC pastor said, "Being involved in society
means making our views known."
Others gave more practical reasons for speaking up. Some were concemed that if
Christians did not speak up, then other views would prevail: "ifwe don't, then what little
influence we have will be lost," or, "Ifwe keep quiet, then we're the only ones to blame."
One CAC pastor said, "Ifwe keep quiet, it is as ifwe are in agreement with the prevailing
policy and have forfeited our rights to speak," which is similar to a TRAC pastor who said,
"ifwe don't speak up now, we may not get a chance to speak up later on other issues."
Singaporeans also realize that what they do at the present time may have repercussions later.
Influence ofChristians in Societv
We wanted to gauge how people felt about the role of Christians in particular in
public discussion and so asked them to respond to the statement "The goverrmient takes
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seriously the views of Christians on social issues (like the casino debate) by responding to
their concems." Table 18 shows their response.
Table 18 "The government takes seriously the views ofChristians on social issues (like the casino debate)
by responding to their concerns."
Lay
Leaders
n = 27
Small
Group
Members
n = 37
CAC
n = 19
ETAC
n = 6
TRAC
n = 39
Total
N = 128
Strongly Agree 1 2 0 0 1 4 3.1%
Agree 7 10 3 1 13 34 26.6%
Neutral 11 16 8 3 13 51 39.8%.
Disagree 8 7 6 2 9 32 25.0%
Strongly disagree 0 1 2 0 3 6 4.7%
No response 0 1 0 0 0 1 0.8%
People were ambivalent about this statement, with the most in each category except
TRAC pastors remaining neutral. As one CAC pastor put it, "The govemment doesn't listen
to Christian views." However, this perception needs to be nuanced.
In a multireligious context, the secular govemment does not want to be seen to favor
one religious group over another. The bishop said that there have been occasions when he
and other church leaders had initiated meetings with govemment ministers to speak on
sensitive issues such as religious harmony. "From time to time we do that, without the
spotlight; then they have a chance to explain their position and we can also explain ours," he
said. In the Singapore context, this quiet approach works well, and allows both sides to build
up tmst. Publicity, especially to the media, would undermine that tmst.
At the interviews we asked the question, "Vis-a-vis other religious groups, do you
think Christians have a bigger voice or a smaller voice to the govemment?" At this point,
one CAC pastor quipped, ". . .or no voice?" The differences in opinions reflect the range of
answers given in the questionnaires. The aimual conference affiliation seemed to influence
interviewees' views.
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Four lay leaders and four TRAC pastors believed that Christians had a greater
influence in society compared with other religious groups. This was because ofChristians'
"education level and position in society" as one lay leader from CAC put it. One pastor said
that there is a "disproportionate number ofChristians in education and Parliament. . .Christian
MPs and civil servants are making their views known." The belief is that since there are
Christians in high positions in govemment, they could influence public policy with Christian
values. A young CAC pastor was probably more nuanced when he said, "The church as a
whole has a 'social' voice but not a 'political' voice."
All the small groups, four TRAC pastors and the ETAC pastors said that Muslims had
a bigger voice in society. This is interesting because all the small groups are from one TRAC
church, but the reasons each gave were general ones. One small group mentioned that there
was a govenmient Minister for Muslim Affairs, but no equivalent minister for the other
religious or ethnic groups. Other groups mentioned the fact that Singapore is sunounded by
Muslim countries, and thus, the govemment has to be specially sensitive to the Muslim
population. An Associate Lay Leader from this church who was interviewed also felt that
Muslims had a greater voice. ETAC pastors also echoed the sentiment, "The government is
carefril not to offend the Muslims or allow them to suffer. . .politically very sensitive." A
number of people said that the government had to be concemed for the Muslim voice
because of geo-political realities: Malaysia and Indonesia are our immediate neighbors and
these are both overwhelmingly Muslim countries.
These small group members felt, in comparison, that Christians and Buddhists were
tolerant of other views and people, and so did not pose a threat to society. Muslims, on the
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other hand, are "volatile, so we must appease them." Public perceptions ofMuslims are
likely affected by events in other parts of the world.
Several CAC pastors and one TRAC pastor felt that Buddhists had a greater voice in
society and thus greater influence because of their larger numbers. Two CAC pastors added
that the mass media favored the Buddhists, they may have this impression because they read
the Chinese press. Two younger pastors, one from CAC and the other from TRAC, felt that
all religions had equal voice in society. One said that this was because of the government's
ideology of a multiracial society, the religious voice in the public square did not depend on
their respective numbers, and all had the right to be heard. This view was also that of the
TRAC president who believed that the goverrmient was listening to all voices equally.
Here we see that people's understanding of 'influence' was varied. Some believed
that influence depended on numbers. Since the Buddhists were the majority, they exerted the
greatest influence. Others felt that influence depended on position in society. In this case
then, it seemed that Christians clearly had greater influence. Those who believed that
Muslims had greater influence were looking at factors outside the country, such as the
immediate neighborhood where Singapore is located. We wonder whether media portrayals
of some types ofMuslims also influenced this view.
Praving for the Govemment
Paul urges that all "supplications, prayers, intercessions and thanksgivings be made
for everyone, for kings and all who are in high positions, so that we may lead a quiet and
peaceable life in all godliness and dignity" (1 Timothy 2:1-2). With this in mind, we raised
the statement "In my church we pray regularly for the govemment and those in authority
during our worship services/ prayer meetings." Table 19 shows their responses:
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Table 19 "In my church we pray regularly for the government and those in authority during our worship
services / prayer meetings."
Small
Lay
Leaders
Group
Members CAC ETAC TRAC Total
n = 27 n = 37 n = 19 n = 6 n = 39 N = 128
Strongly Agree 2 8 2 3 10 25 19.5%
Agree 20 18 10 3 21 72 56.3%
Neutral 3 8 5 0 7 23 18%
Disagree 2 3 2 0 1 8 6.3%
Strongly disagree 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
We note that many churches do have the practice of praying regularly for those in
authority during their corporate worship services. Unfortunately some CAC and TRAC
churches do not. This practice should be encouraged, because, as Paul says, it enables
citizens to live peaceful lives. Furthermore, it reminds Christians that God is sovereign over
all the earth. He is the one who put the political powers in place, and in praying for them
Christians are acknowledging His supreme authority and hold over all.
Making a Statement on a Social Issue
On a national level, the church also engages in society by being a witness to her
Christian convictions and standing up for what she believes. This is often done in the form
of statements or positions issued by the church to the public. The Methodist Church, as a
founding member of the National Coimcil of Churches in Singapore (NCCS), often works
with other mainline denominations to issue a statement which represents the views of the
Protestant community. One ETAC pastor probably expressed a common sentiment when he
said, "As a Christian, I can follow this official stand that has been given, and this would be a
better way of being a witness and approaching issues."
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Where there is a national issue, like the casino debate, most clergy and lay people
(93.7 per cent) would like the General Conference to issue a statement so that they can
follow that stand. This is shown in Table 20 below:
Table 20 "The MCS should continue to speak up in public and issue statements about where she stands
on social issues such as the casino debate."
Small
Lay Group
Leaders Members CAC ETAC TRAC Total
n = 27 n = 37 n = 19 n = 6 n = 39 N = 128
Strongly Agree 15 19 13 5 31 83 64.8%
Agree 10 14 5 1 7 37 28.9%
Neutral 2 2 1 0 1 6 4.7%
Disagree 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Strongly disagree 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
No response 0 2 0 0 0 2 1.6%
When we asked ETAC pastors what Christians could do to speak up in public, they
said that since the bishop had already spoken on the issue in the press, that was sufficient. It
was not necessary for any one else to speak up. One ETAC pastor added that twice he had
been invited by the Tamil radio station to be on a panel with an Indian Muslim and an Indian
Hindu. The first time it was to discuss the issue of suicide, and the second time it was to
discuss the casino.
However, the bishop thought that it was not the church that should do this, but rather
individuals. "We need prophetic voices rather than institutional voices," he said. He went on
to say that he felt that in the present stmcture of the Methodist church, the General
Conference was "bogged down" by financial and administration matters and did not have the
time or energy to consider matters such as statements to the public. He believed that the
NCCS was in a better position to make statements.
To some extent, it does not matter who issues the statement, what Christians like is
that someone can put up a 'Christian stand' on an issue. But this difference of opinion
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between the bishop and the people may have to be addressed at some stage as to how
Christian opinions can be made known in the public.
The NCCS statement on the casino. As an example of how Christians could make a
stand on the casino, we shall look in greater detail at the NCCS statement. A copy of the
two-page statement on the casino is in Appendix B. As we noted in the previous chapter, the
statement does not rest on specifically Christian warrants, neither does it appeal to scientific
studies and data.
This is in contrast with two other statements. The Islamic Religious Council of
Singapore, in a statement dated April 19, 2005 after the Prime Minister had announced plans
for the casino said, "Islam prohibits gambling" (www.muis.org.sg date accessed July 20,
2005). Furthermore, it said that the Coimcil would "strengthen its efforts in its outreach to
Muslims to promote values. . .and staying away from all that we know as vices." The
Muslims were particularly concemed for their own religious community. The statement
from the Association ofWomen for Action and Research cited some studies from the United
States and Australia which estimated the social costs of gambling. The NCCS expressed
concem, not just for Christians, but for the "well-being of our society - especially those who
are vulnerable."
There is also a clear statement about where the NCCS stands. "We speak against the
building of a casino in Singapore" and gives three reasons. First, casinos undermine virtues;
second, casinos will introduce more social ills; and third it is not in our national interest to
have a casino.
This statement is an act ofpublic theology because it addresses an issue of public
concem. The statement is theologically informed, for Christians are concemed about "time-
tested virtues shared by people of different faiths, such as honesty, compassion, pmdence,
integrity, neighbourly love, tmstworthiness, and social justice" (National Council of
Churches, Singapore, A Statement on Casino, 2 July 2004). The broad concems expressed
seek to persuade a secular govemment, a diverse public, as well as Christians that building
the casino was not good for society.
After the Casino Debate
We asked respondents at the interviews whether or not there were any discussions in
their churches on the matter after the government's decision to go ahead with building the
casino. Only one TRAC pastor said she preached about it at this stage, and though some
people agreed with her, others said "the employment needs were greater than the moral ones.
When dealing with bread and butter issues, Singapore has to be competitive." This shows
the strong pragmatic streak of Singaporeans. Another TRAC pastor said that she had a
casual conversation with her senior pastor about setting up counseling programs for gamblers.
Two CAC pastors said that they had some discussions in church about what they could do,
and one of them said that he led a discussion among his youth group on whether or not they
would apply for jobs in the casino. "Some said they'd rather starve than take a job there," he
said. That is a contrast to the comments from the TRAC pastor. One expresses concem for
survival, the other holds on to ideals.
We note that for the majority of pastors and lay leaders, once the goverrmient had
decided to go ahead with building the casino, there was nothing more to be said. They had
this attitude despite the continuing media coverage on the issue. For instance, the public was
invited to give feedback on the Casino Control Bill (Straits Times, October 15, 2005), but
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only a few pastors were cognizant of its provisions. The NCCS did give feedback on this
Bill.
Summary
With regard to their views on the interaction between church and society, perceptions
of Methodists are mixed. While the majority of churches do pray for the goverrmient and
those in authority, there seems no conviction that prayer is actually efficacious. Some people
perceive that the govemment is all-powerful and there is little that ordinary citizens can do to
make a difference. All Methodists interviewed believed that they should take part in public
debate. This attitude would be advantageous to the church as a whole as she continues to
engage in the public square.
There are also those who think that Christians can influence policy only because there
are some Christians in high places in govemment. In this sense, Singapore Methodists have
also bought into the elitist mindset of their culture.
There are also Singapore Methodists who feel that influence depends on numbers.
Since Buddhists are a majority in the country, and there are more Muslims in neighboring
countries, Christians believe that they do not have much influence. Some teaching on the
kingdom ofGod would be helpful here to remind Christians about spiritual realities.
With regard to making a stand in the public square, Methodists like to have someone
in leadership make a statement which they can follow. While this shows the respect that they
have for the bishop, it also limits their vision about what they themselves could do. Part of
the reason could be a cultural respect for those in authority. Methodists should also be
encouraged to consider how they could make their voice heard in public, and think through
for themselves about some of the issues they face. The stance taken by the National Council
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ofChurches, Singapore in the casino debate was unequivocal against the casino. A statement
was issued which used general, that is non-religious, warrants and whose intention was the
good of society as a whole. As some lay people expressed doubts about the ills of the casino,
on hindsight it may also have been helpful for NCCS to have issued a separate statement for
the church which provided the Christian warrants for their views.
Singaporeans Look at Singapore Culture
We asked interviewees for their views of Singaporeans and Singapore culture. Since
this is the milieu of the church, we believe that it is relevant to our discussion. Though we
did not specifically ask if interviewees were Singaporeans, most would be. All would
certainly have lived and worked in Singapore for some years. Two lay leaders and two
pastors said that the church and Christians were not much different from the prevailing
culture. Other interviewees were more optimistic of the distinctive character of the church.
Much ofwhat was said about the culture was negative, though we did not lead them in that
direction.
Several themes recurred in respondent's descriptions about Singapore. First, several
respondents said that Singaporeans, including Christians, were materialistic. In a similar
vein, two pastors said that "everything is economic." A CAC lay leader put it well when he
said, "We join the rat race early, by getting a place in a good kindergarten for our kids."
Second, there was the theme of complacency and comfort, and the flipside, indifference.
One TRAC lay leader said that "Singaporeans are comfortable, not bothered by things
because they live in their comfort zone. We are self-centered."
On a more positive note, one TRAC pastor said that Singaporeans were "hardworking,
loyal and diligent." A couple of pastors said that Singapore was a cosmopolitan blend of
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East and West, and this was seen in a positive light. Others said that Singaporeans espouse
traditional values, though they did not elaborate what these values were.
Within this context then, the Methodist Church in Singapore operates. The ETAC
pastors felt that the church was too Westernized. Since they conduct church and worship in
languages other than English, they would feel the pressure from the English-speaking sectors
of society. As one CAC pastor put it, though "most people flow with the tide, some are
begirming to stmggle against it." A TRAC pastor said that Christians are different because
"We are more aware of these issues, Christians have the Christian community and small
groups, that is, more places to be informed about these things and places where values can be
challenged."
While this shows that pastors and leaders can take a step back from their own context
and look at it critically, only a few of them also spoke of how the church could address some
of these issues. One CAC pastor said, "We need to preach more about values and character."
A young TRAC pastor said, "We need to help members think through issues with a holistic
approach. . .not take bible verses in isolation." Pastors and leaders of the church recognize
the complexities of Singapore society and the challenges that face the church. Through this
dissertation, we would also like to convince them that participation in the public square is
also an important role of the church in society.
Now that we have surveyed Methodist laity and clergy and heard from them their
opinions about the church, the casino debate, participation in public discussions and
reflections on their own context, we shall now analyze this data using our theoretical
framework and the lens ofpublic theology.
Chapter 5
A Public Theology for the Methodist Church in Singapore
Introduction
We have studied the Singapore context and seen how the govemment interacts with
the public. The casino debate m 2004 to 2005 was a most recent instance of that interaction
between state and society. We have also looked at the Methodist Church in Singapore and
seen how she is engaged at various levels in society. In the analogy of the tent introduced in
Chapter 1, the stmctures which make up the tent can be likened to the historical, legal and
cultural frameworks which make Smgapore what it is, and which provide space and shelter
for activities to take place under the tent. The govenmient has set up the stmctures of the
tent, and also initiates and takes part in some activities under the tent. The church is involved
in these and other activities. Today, in some ways, the tent is being restmctured, both to
create more space for activities, and to allow for more players in these activities. As the
church considers these changes, and whether or not to be more actively involved in society,
public theology will guide her.
There are various activities going on under the tent which is Singapore. We liken
these activities to various games being played, such as the game ofpolitics or the game of
social engagement. Each game is different and is govemed by its own rules. As the church
surveys the scene, she has to decide in which games she wants to play. We shall use this
analogy of games, rules and strategies as we discuss the involvement ofchurch in society.
In this chapter, we shall first critique Singapore culture and in particular the political
culture from a Christian perspective. In so doing, we also show whether the Christian
community lives up to the biblical commands. This is the envirormient of the church as she
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engages in the public square. We shall then analyze the data presented in Chapter 4 through
the framework of public theology. We identified three elements in public theology, namely
that public theology discusses issues which are public, that it is theologically informed, that
public theology is proclamation and leads to action. Though we have distinguished these
three elements, they are all interconnected. For example, for Christians, all aspects of
engagement, proclamation and action, should be theologically informed, though we have
classified "theologically informed" as one distinct section.
Singapore Culture
In Chapter 1, we identified three major characteristics of Singapore culture, namely
multiculturalism, elitism, and the primacy of economics. These characteristics have also
shaped Singaporeans, who describe themselves as "materialistic" and "comfortable...not
wanting to get out of our comfort zone." Some interviewees are of the opinion that,
unfortunately. Christians are often not different from those around them.
Singapore society is a made up of people from different ethnic groups. As a result of
the state's multicultural ideology, all are treated equally. There is no affirmative action, but
rather a level playing field for all. This multicultural ideology is also reflected in the
stmcture of the Methodist Church in Singapore (MCS). Though the three annual conferences
are of different sizes with varying resources, under the Book ofDiscipline, they are
considered on par with each other. Also, when electing the bishop of the general conference,
there is an unwritten practice that each bishop would be from an annual conference different
than his predecessor.
However, although there is equality under this multicultural ideology, in practice,
there is not always respect for others of other faiths. At a recent closed door seminar
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organized by the Institute ofPolicy Studies, one speaker related how a few taxi drivers told
her that some Christians criticized them for displaying charms in their taxis, "arguing that
they were useless chunks of stone and wood" (DeBemardi 2005:197). Incidents like these
harm the overall witness of the church. Christians need to be taught to respect others and
their beliefs. This is part of the proclamation of the gospel.
Methodists seem to be particularly influenced by the elitist culture in Singapore.
Some of the feelings of elitism arise because some Methodist schools are considered
'premier' schools, both for high academic achievement as well as for sports. Alunmi, and
indeed many Methodists, are proud of these schools. Some Methodists speak proudly of
Members of Parliament and cabinet ministers who are from these schools. This leads
Methodists to equate their influence in society to the number ofChristians who are
politicians. Furthermore, since Christians are generally from the more highly educated
sectors of society, Methodists believe that they also exert Christian influence in areas such as
business and govemment.
Christians are also aware that economics steer many aspects of life in Singapore,
exemplified by those who say that "everything is economic." The govemment wants to build
the casino so as to cam tourist revenue for the economy, and this was convincing to some
Christians. For them, the economic boost ofhaving the casinos outweighed the social costs,
and having jobs was more important than holding on to Christian principles. Other
Christians argued that these social costs were not worth the economic gains. However, once
the decision was made to build the casinos. Christians resigned themselves to it. After the
announcement, only a handftil of pastors said they continued conversations on the matter.
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This also shows that most pastors had a short term view of the issue, and had not considered
the realities of having two integrated resorts with casinos in the country.
Political Culture
The political culture is part of the overall culture of a society. Political culture refers
to "specifically political orientations - attitudes toward the political system and its various
parts, and attitudes toward the role of the self in the system. . . .It is a set of orientations
toward a special set of social objects and processes. It is a culture because the political
system is intemalized in the cognitions, feelings, and evaluations of its population" (Almond
and Verba 1965:12 - 13 emphasis theirs). Hence, political culture has to do with a citizen's
knowledge, feelings and judgments about the system.
Generally, Singaporeans respect their political leaders, believing that their decisions
have been, and are, the best for the country. There is genuine support for the govenmient,
though that support may be gmdging at times. Respect is mingled with some fear towards
those in authority, reflected in the opinion that "ifwe don't speak up now, we may not be
able to speak up later." Since it was not so long ago that an ordinary citizen, Catherine Lim,
was reprimanded for speaking her mind, many still see the govemment as a stem
authoritarian.
There is also apathy to the process ofpolitical engagement, reflected in the skepticism
some Methodists have about the openness of the govemment to listen to different views.
With regard to the casino, some people have the impression that the govemment had already
made up its mind and only held a public discussion "for show." They experienced a lack of
efficacy in influencing policy, and are exasperated. A significantminority of people also
believe that they caimot influence public policy at all; except by voting the political party in.
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or out, of office. Since, "if an individual believes he has influence he is more likely to
attempt to use it" (Almond and Verba 1965:139), this may explain the feelings of apathy or
alienation that some Singaporeans have towards participating in public discussion.
Furthermore, Singaporeans have a pragmatic and empirical streak, and if something does not
seem to work, they may not do it again, or may change tactics. However, this casino debate
is the first time there has been an attempt by the govemment to engage people in this sort of
discussion, and it would be premature to conclude that all future debates would have the
same results. Hence we suggest that Singaporeans should continue to engage the govemment
and present their views on various issues, despite the seeming lack of efficacy.
Apathy and inefficacy in generating change may also explain why many Methodists
would like the bishop or other church leaders to "come up with a stand" which they could
follow. This is essentially a passive posture, because it means that most Christians do not
have to do their own thinking or reflection on the matter; they simply adopt the stand. A
more active participation, such as signing a petition is less attractive.
Political scientist Robert Dahl points out there are three reasons why people may not
want to be involved in politics (1963:60 - 63). First, people are unlikely to be involved in
politics if they place low valuation on the rewards to be gained from such involvement; and
second, if they think that the probability of influencing the outcome of events is low. Third,
people are unlikely to be involved in politics if they believe that the outcome will be
relatively satisfactory without their involvement. All three of these reasons were reflected by
different people in the Methodist church, and together could account for why many people
were happy about a 'stand' made by the bishop.
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Politics. There are various political parties in Singapore, though politics is dominated
by the mling People's Action Party. The activities of the opposition political parties, and the
two opposition Members ofParliament, do not attract much media attention. Reports on
Parliamentary proceedings tend to highlight the ruling party MPs, though the non-partisan
Nominated Members of Parliament have also attracted media attention and also raised the
level of discussion.
By law, religious groups are not allowed to be involved in politics, hence churches
cannot play in this game. Under section 8(1) the Maintenance ofReligious Harmony Act
(Chapter 167A), the Minister can put a restraining order on any "priest, monk, pastor, imam,
elder, office-bearer or any person who is in authority in any religious group or institution" for,
among other things, "carrying out activities to promote a political cause, or a cause of any
political party while, or under the guise of, propagating or practising any religious belief;" or
"exciting disaffection against the President or the Govemment while, or under the guise of,
propagating or practising any religious belief" However, "political cause" or what is
"propagating or practicing any religious belief are not defined.
The govemment introduced the Maintenance ofReligious Harmony Bill in
Parliament in January 1990. It was not "totally unexpected" since the 1980s "more than any
other decade, will be remembered as one of heightened religio-cultural consciousness" (Sng
2003:301). Sng suggests three reasons (2003:301 -303). First, there was the perceived
domination in society by Christians who were within the better educated and higher income
sector of the population. Second, the introduction of religious education in schools in 1984
sent a "powerfiil signal to religious bodies that they had an important role in nation building."
But soon, govemment felt that such study in reality exacerbated religious differences and in
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1989 discontinued religious education (Hill and Lian 1995; Mauzy and Milne 2002:104).
Third, the govemment was concemed with worldwide trends of religious bodies in the
political arena, as exemplified by the setting up of the Islamic revolution under Ayatollah
Khomeini in 1979 and the Philippine Catholic Church's support ofPeople Power which
overthrew President Marcos. Sng concludes, "All these developments came as reminders
that organized religion could be a formidable force in any country. For a multifaith nation, it
could even be a divisive force" (2003:303). Therefore, this law was introduced at a
particular historical occasion.
Naturally Christians were concemed about the Bill, and we remember discussions on
issues such as the effects of legislating on religion. However, now that the Bill has been
passed, even though no restraining order has been issued, the Act is accepted as part of the
legal and political landscape in which Singapore Christians and the church operates.
As a result of these restrictions, the Methodist Church in Singapore is not permitted to
be involved in politics. This means, for instance, the bishop, presidents or pastors cannot
endorse a political party or person standing for political office. While individual Christians
can join a political party and stand for election, they cannot say that they are Christians, nor
ask for support or endorsement from the church. So far, all Members ofParliament have
behaved circumspectly; the only indication that they are Christian is at the swearing-in
ceremony when they swear on a Bible. Apart from the reports in the press raising concems
about 'social cohesion' mentioned in Chapter 2, there have not been recent media reports
about tensions among religious groups. This could be an indication that the religious groups
exist in relative peace among themselves, which is positive. However, we do not know how
the Minister would interpret the Maintenance ofReligious Harmony Act, especially clauses
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such as "exciting disaffection against the Govemment" while "practising any religious
belief." Meanwhile, the law hangs as a Sword of Damocles over religious groups and
individuals.
Most Methodists believe that taking part in the casino debate was not an instance of
mixing 'religion' with 'polities'. But since there is no clear definition or understanding of
these terms, it may be useful for Christians to reflect on them. For Christians, the "earth is
the Lord's and all that is in it" (Psalm 24:1), hence all of life comes under God. Singapore
Christians should therefore to reflect on where the political lines are being drawn in their
context.
As we have described in Chapter 3, the MCS is also involved in social engagement
and education. We shall discuss these games in greater detail.
Social engagement and education. By social engagement we mean meeting the
physical needs of people, especially the poor and vulnerable. In Singapore, there are no
homeless people on the streets nor gangs of street children wandering around. This means
that the poor are hidden, or those who are poor may not admit it and suffer in silence. That
silence could lead to higher incidences of abuse or suicide. In a materialistic culture like
Singapore's with its emphasis on things, poverty is measured in not having things, and not
just in the inability to feed or clothe oneself and one's family. As mentioned in Chapter 4,
because most Methodists are middle class, they need to be especially sensitive to those who
are poor.
It is common for both parents to work, hence child care, before and after school care,
and enrichment programs for children and youth are popular. The elderly who are alone and
destitute are often put in homes. As mentioned in Chapter 3, The Methodist Church, through
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the Methodist Welfare Services (MWS), has set up various ministries to provide care for
children and youth, families and the elderly.
In this game of social engagement, Methodist churches and the MWS is reasonably
active. It has been relatively easy for the Methodists to be involved in this type of
engagement because it suits her self-understanding. It fulfils the biblical commands to care
for the poor, and meets a real need in society. It is a ministry that Methodists can be
involved in at all levels: by raising funds, or volunteering at one of the service centers. Some
interviewees were proud of the work of the MWS, while others said that there was
insufficient exposure of the work of the MWS their local churches. However, there is also
the possibility that Methodists will concentrate their energies largely on this type ofministry
and disregard other forms of social engagement.
But Methodists are not the only ones who provide these types of services. The
govemment and other religious groups also do so. While Christians do not see themselves
in 'competition' with them, there should be a difference in the way they do the work, and
even in the kinds of services they choose to undertake.
Though Methodists are justifiably proud of their long tradition in providing education,
they should not rest on their laurels. As pointed out by the ETAC pastors, there are also
many good govemment schools. Since all schools are under the purview of the
government's Ministry ofEducation, there are certain demands to be met, like an academic
curriculum to follow. There are also limitations on the Christian influence in schools, now
that parents can opt their children out of attending chapel. Therefore, the Council on
Education of the MCS that oversees this area, needs to think through what it considers to be
the distinctive 'good' and 'quality' education which Methodist schools provide.
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We shall now analyze the actions of the church in the casino debate and The Da Vinci
Code with the framework of public theology.
Public Theology Discusses Issues which are Public
As public theology is at the intersection between the church and her context, the
issues discussed by public theology are those that concem, or are relevant to, many people or
sectors of society. We have also illustrated that some seemingly 'theological' issues also
have a public dimension. The casino was a public issue. Even though not everybody
gambles, whether or not there is a casino in the country was a matter of public concem. The
issue was raised by the govemment and they made it a matter for general discussion.
At other times it is Christians who raise the issue to national consciousness, and this
is seen in the objections to the film The Da Vinci Code. In a multireligious society, the
National Council ofChurches of Singapore (NCCS) said in their letter to the govemment
minister that showing the film would propagate "a fundamental misconception of a religion
many Singaporeans hold dear."
By raising the issue, the NCCS sparked some public discussion. One joumalist said
that he received "many angry e-mail messages and phone calls. . .from Catholics and
Christians" after he had written several colunms about the issues thrown up by the book (A.
Ho 2006b). The issue was also discussed within the Methodist church. The bishop
addressed a meeting of about 70 lay leaders in March 2006 that "two critical pillars of
Christianity" were under attack {Methodist Message, May 2006). These are the doctrine of
the divinity of Christ and the integrity of the New Testament. The NCCS also organized
public meetings in June 2006 and these were also well attended. As a result of raising these
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public issues, there is greater understanding both inside and outside the Christian community,
on history and the bases ofChristian beliefs.
However, broader public issues such as the principles of censorship and the place of
Christianity in a secular, multireligious society like Singapore were not addressed within the
church. These matters were touched on in the NCCS' letter to the minister, but there was
little conversation within the church about them. Furthermore, in their letter, the NCCS
reminded the govenmient that it had banned cartoons on the Prophet Mohammed "in the
interest ofpreserving harmony and tmst between the different communities." This would
have been an opportunity for Christians to hear from Muslims why such representations were
so sacrilegious to them. As paintings of Jesus abound in the Christian tradition, Christians
and Muslims could together explain this aspect of their faith to their own constituents as well
as to the general public. In this way. Christians are also raising public issues, and
contributing to greater understanding within the community. In order to engage the public,
the church must begin to discuss these wider issues.
When the govemment raises a public issue, we note that they introduce the subject,
decide the places where these discussions are carried out and how long the discussion should
last. In our game analogy, the govemment decides what game to play, when to play it and
how long the game is to be played. To engage with the govemment, Singaporeans must
work within those constraints. Thus, the MCS has to be on her toes, ready to respond to what
ever issue the govemment brings up. Whether or not the church decides to take part in a
public discussion will depend on factors which we will discuss below. The govemment
usually gives a limited time to respond, which means that Christians have to act swiftly. We
suggest that in the context of the known modus operandi of the Singapore govemment.
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Christians need to be closely reading the newspapers to discem the trends and concems and
reflecting theologically on a wide range of issues. Since the church's resources are limited,
she has to decide how best she can do these tasks.
Rules of the Games
There are mles ofparticipation in the public realm. One reason religious groups
could take part in the casino debate was that the govemment allowed them to do so, and
deemed that the out-of-bounds markers were not infringed. In many ways, the govenmient
set up the mles of the game. For example, its financial support of social welfare programs
can be generous, but religious groups which receive that support cannot use those programs
to propagate their religious beliefs.
A number ofMethodists mentioned at the interviews that they felt that the
govemment had already made up their minds on building the casino. This could be like
playing in a game which has been 'fixed' and the outcome already decided. Even so, all
Methodists said that it was their duty to take part in public debate. They believe that it is the
right thing to do, even when they feel that they are at a disadvantage. This is a basis on
which to encourage Christians to be involved in society.
Public Theology is Theologically Informed
For Christians, public theology is to be guided by scripture and tradition, as should be
all aspects of life. Thus, when making a case against having a casino, the NCCS said that
casinos tend to "compromise the moral values and virtues required by a society to flourish"
and that it was not in the country's national interest to have a casino. The statement also
expressed concem for those who lose at gambling but who suffer in silence. Christians are
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concemed for the character of society and for especially those who may not be able to speak
up for themselves. Broadly speaking, then, as we have said in Chapter 2, it is an
understanding ofbiblical tmths such as the "kingdom ofGod" and "doing good to all" that
motivates individuals and the church into action.
With regard to The Da Vinci Code, as discussed above, the theological issue here was
that the film made false claims about Christianity. The NCCS, spearheaded by the Methodist
bishop, decided that this was a serious matter since films have the power to influence. They
believed that the film would contribute to "misunderstanding by non-Christians about the
Christian faith."
Christian theology also contributes to public theology by guiding Christians on their
demeanor and conduct as they live in the world. Christians are to be light in a dark world.
This means that they are to illumine those around them to the tmth that Jesus Christ is the
light of the world. It also means that Christians are to be distinct and different from their
surroundings. Unfortunately in some ways, Methodists in Singapore have imbibed mediocre
values from the culture. One of those values is elitism, which is placing worth on those who
are highly educated and highly ranked in society. Being influenced by these values shows
that our practice is really not informed by theology, but by what we see and experience
around us.
When we allow theology to guide our engagement and conduct in society, we should
also be profoundly aware ofwhat Paul says in 1 Corinthians 1 :26 - 29:
Consider your own call, brothers and sisters: not many of you were wise by
human standards, not many were powerful, not many were of noble birth. But
God chose what is foolish in the world to shame the wise: God chose what is
weak in the world to shame the strong; God chose what is low and despised in
the world, things that are not, to reduce to nothing things that are, so that no
one might boast in the presence ofGod.
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When we consider the matters of this world as citizens of heaven, we must remember
that there are other realities and values which we hold on to. Thus, we should not be
overwhelmed by the greater numbers of the Buddhists or the political position of the
Muslims. These are certainly the realities under which we live, but those are not the only
realities.
We have likened engaging in the public square to playing various games, and people
play games to win. Christian theology should guide all those actions and inform the church
what it considers to win in each case. In the casino debate, the NCCS hoped to persuade the
govemment that it was not in society's interests to have a casino in the country. In their
objections to the film The Da Vinci Code, their argument was that the film was offensive to
Christians and should be banned. In both instances, the govemment did not do what the
NCCS opined. With regard to The Da Vinci Code, this was a refusal to a direct request by
the NCCS.
The Methodist bishop was disappointed that the official request of the NCCS, which
represents many churches and denominations, was taken less seriously than the opinions of
members of the film review panel who felt that the film could be shown with an NC-16
rating. We conjecture that part of the reason for this disappointment was that the NCCS had
not reflected what it would mean to 'win' or 'lose' this game. It is not clear what the NCCS
had hoped to achieve by asking for the film to be banned. Some questions they could have
asked themselves before making the request include first, is there a reasonable chance of
success in receiving a positive response to the request? Second, howwill the secular
govemment and members of the public view Christians and the church for making this
request? Third, is this the best time to make the request? Fourth, what steps can be taken if
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the request is granted or is not granted? These questions could be answered from both a
theological dimension as well as a practical one. These questions arise out of a broader
understanding of the public realm and would help to guide the engagement of Christians to
be theologically more reflective.
Public Theology is Proclamation
Public theology is Christian belief proclaimed, both inside and outside the church.
Christians proclaim their beliefs both by what they say and what they do. Proclamation
involves speech and action, as well as persuading others to act. Public theology should
motivate people to action. Some of that action would be part of the proclamation we
discussed above. Our research shows that while all Methodists believe that it is necessary to
speak up in the public square, not all are willing to do so. Some interviewees said that
Christians were afraid of speaking out in the public arena, were self-centered and did not
want to move out of their comfort zone. The lack of efficacy in effecting change has resulted
in some apathy and indifference about being engagement, especially in interacting with the
govemment.
Proclamation is a part of public theology, because a public faith means that there is
interaction between the church and the society she is in, as well as within her own
community. We noted in Chapter 2 that proclamation is also rhetoric which includes
persuading others to act. Thus, public theology does not just communicate information, it
also seeks to communicate meaning, connect with others and so persuade them to act.
Appropriate warrants are needed when proclaiming to different audiences.
The MCS makes her views known by issuing statements. That was the case in the
casino debate. With regard to The Da Vinci Code, the letter that the NCCS wrote to the
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Minister was circulated by email amongst church leaders and members. Subsequently the
issue was also discussed in the Straits Times. The bishop's office also organized a seminar to
teach lay leaders about the fallacies of the film, though there was no similar forum to discuss
the statement on the casino.
Doing good. The ministry that the MCS does through the schools, the Methodist
Welfare Services and other social agencies is a form ofproclamation by deed. These are
important and necessary tasks, though they are not unique to Methodists. The Anglicans and
Presbyterians also provide a range of services to the community, as do the Buddhists and
Muslims. By providing these services, Methodists show their concem for others in the
community. The ministry ofMethodists in this area is should be guided by the "Social
Principles." Unfortunately though, we have noted that the "Social Principles" are not a
conscious part of the life ofmany local churches. Many local churches are involved in
practical ministries which help the poor and vulnerable and reach out to the community, but
there seems little theological reflection on doing so. The danger, then, is that these actions
do not arise out of the life and worship of the church, but are mere deeds. Without
theological reflection, Methodists would be influenced more by their surrounding culture
than by scripture, and so lose their distinctive contribution to society. The "Social
Principles" which would give Methodists a sound theological basis for their action, could be
made a more significant part of the life of the local church. The "Social Creed" could be
regularly recited at worship services as a reminder to all Methodists of their beliefs about
God and affirmation of human roles and responsibilities in the world.
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Dialogue and Interacting with Others
Proclamation also involves interacting with others who are in the public square, such
as other civil society groups, religious groups and academia. While the MCS is active in
social engagement, she does not do so well in terms of engaging with others who are also in
the public square. That is, the Methodist Church does not play with others who are also
playing games in the public arena. In Chapter 2 we suggested that the MCS could engage
with other religious groups by having open and respectful dialogue with them. Religious
groups in Singapore have just not interacted with each other. If the MCS chose to initiate
change in this area, she faces an uphill battle. That battle is in convincing others to play with
her, and convincing her own constituency of the rightness of such action.
There are those in the public square who may be neutral to the involvement of
Christians and the church in the public square, while others may be against such involvement.
We related in Chapter 2 the discussion in the press on this matter. However, all these groups
are part of the public arena and it would enhance society as a whole if these different players
interact and play with each other.
We believe this type of proclamation is also part of the MCS' call to be a good citizen.
Interacting with others in the public arena is an extension of the Christians' desire to relate
well to the goverrmient and organs of state. Furthermore, since Singaporeans of different
religious persuasions live next to each other; and temples, mosques and churches are often
within a public housing estate, we are simply trying to be good neighbors (Luke 10:29 - 37).
We need to be clear that in doing so we are not seeking to gamer support for our
cause, neither are we developing a formidable inter-religious pressure group that seeks to
compel the govemment to carry out our wishes. Since the govemment has expressed a
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concem about social cohesion amongst Singaporeans, this effort by the church should be
seen in the light of building tmst among the religious groups.
This sort of engagement could be done at all levels ofMCS, the individual, local
church and as a denomination. First, individual Methodists should be taught to relate with
those of other faiths with love and respect. Singaporeans meet in the neighborhood coffee
shop, at work, and at other social events, say around their children's activities. Methodists
could be encouraged to leam about others, not so much with the specific aim of conversion,
though that could certainly happen. The aim of these increased interactions is for Methodists
to get to know the others. They could carry out some forms of dialogue, such as the dialogue
of life explained in Chapter 2.
Individuals should also be encouraged to be involved in other civil society groups
such as the Nature Society of Singapore or, for women, the Association ofWomen in Action
and Research. Oftentimes Christians are too busy with commitments in church. The church
expects her members to be heavily involved in ministries and activities, and so Christians do
not have time to be involved in activities outside church. If the church tmly wants to be
engaged in the conmiunity, then there has to be a change ofmindset, whereby members are
encouraged to be involved in societies and activities outside the church.
Second, local churches could be encouraged to participate in some forms of dialogue
suggested in Chapter 2. What is suggested is a movement at the grassroots where Christians
seek to understand others. There may be suspicion at first, as the other religious leaders may
think that the Christians are trying to convert them, and these suspicious must be allayed.
Other Christians might think that in doing this Methodists have compromised their faith.
Methodists could show that they genuinely desire to know others better for their own sakes.
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Admittedly it will take time to build these sorts of relationships because presently Christians
are viewed with suspicion.
One way of reaching out is to interact in public spaces. Since religious space is
considered sacred, an activity held in a church would give Christians a perceived upper hand
as host. However, an activity held in a neutral space such as at a hotel, or community center,
or a joint project to clean their common spaces, could be seen as non-religious and could
encourage greater participation by other groups.
Third, the MCS engages with the state as well as instruments of the state such as the
media. This could be through the National Council of Churches as a body which represents
the mainline denominations. Much of this type of engagement is held in public, as we have
seen in the casino debate.
As Methodists consider the other players in the public square, one area where there
has been little Christian involvement thus far is in the arts. This was highlighted by the
TRAC President in our interview with him. "What we need are entrepreneurs to develop our
business and culture so that Christians can influence those things like the arts," he said. He
believed that this was an area more suitable for individuals rather than the institutional
church to be involved. Although it is known that a handful television stars are Christian, that
does not seem to make any impact; perhaps a critical mass is needed to make a difference in
this area. Christians could also be involved in other aspects of the arts, such as writing
fiction, producing dramas, art, dance and music. These are difficult areas to be involved in
anywhere in the world, but in Singapore where economics mles, and the arts market is small,
it is that much more difficult to cam a living.
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Christians should also think creatively about how else they can present the gospel in
other forms such as drama, music and story. This would be a significant way of engaging on
public issues but in a more creative and refreshingly different way. Rather than just appeal to
the mind with words and arguments. Christians, who believe that humanity is created also
with emotion and spirit, can appeal to those dimensions of the person as well.
'Private' proclamation. As we have said so far, proclamation is carried out in public,
at fomms or in the media. However, within the Singapore context, proclamation also
happens in private meetings. For example, at our interview with him, the bishop ofMCS
related how he had lunch with the editors of the Straits Times to ask that newspaper to
present a more balanced picture of Christians and Christianity. He also mentioned a meeting
with a Christian govemment minister about the casino where both felt that they had the
freedom to express their honest opinions.
This behind the scenes approach works well in the Singapore context for various
reasons. Typical of their Asian culture, Singaporean leaders do not want to be told what to
do in public, but they may respond positively if approached privately. This approach must
not be perceived as favoritism, but rather one which allows both sides to 'save face', an
important concept for Chinese. It allows both sides to present their views frankly without
being concemed about the press or other interest groups. It shows that an aggressive,
confrontational style will also not be well accepted, and in fact, should be avoided. However,
one drawback is that while there may be understanding at the top leadership levels, the nature
of such conversations is that it is private, hence can not be communicated to the ground
levels. These talks may not make much difference at other levels. Furthermore, the good
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relationship might be with the two leaders, and if there is a change in leaders, then that
relationship may have to be re-negotiated.
Fielding and Strategizing
We raised the question above that the church has to discem whether or not to act in
different circumstances. These considerations come up not only because resources within the
church are limited, but also because the church should strategize her actions in the public
square for maximum effect. There may be times when non participation is more effective
than participation. There are also times when, as the church studies the situation she may
conclude that others are playing the game well enough and her input is not needed.
The decision about who is to play in the game lies with the coach. This is the person
who has coached the team, played with them, put them through their paces so that they will
be in top form. Coaches also strategize. Presently though, the leadership in the Methodist
Church does not consciously plan or strategize her involvement in the public square. When
the govenmient introduces something new, the church tries to respond there and then. This is
a feeble way to engage in the public square. If the Methodist Church wants to engage
meaningfully and effectively in the public square, she needs to make some changes in the
way she operates.
In the casino debate and the objections to the film The Da Vinci Code, both the CAC
and TRAC presidents said that they were not consulted on the stand taken by the National
Council of Churches of Singapore. In both these instances, it was the bishop, as part of the
Executive Committee of the NCCS, who signed the letter. The presidents were then also
committed to that position. The TRAC president added that there was presently no way for
differences of opinion to be expressed, because once the bishop has spoken to the public or to
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the press, then that is taken as the church's view on the matter. The bishop, on the other hand,
said that sometimes the press calls late in the afternoon and asks for a quote, and there was
no time to consult. Furthermore, in these two cases, he was wearing his "NCCS hat" and not
speaking for the Methodist Church. However, these different roles and positions of the
bishop can not be so neatly distinguished, for he would not be in the NCCS if he were not
bishop of the Methodist Church.
Under the Book ofDiscipline, only the general conference can speak in public for the
Methodist Church. The Book ofDiscipline provides for a Council ofPresidents which shall
comprise the bishop and presidents, and chaired by the bishop, which "shall be a body for
mutual consultation, co-ordination and the promotion of connectionalism" (^382).
Furthermore, "The bishop may speak on behalf of the Church only after consultation with the
Council of Presidents. In urgent situations, the bishop shall consult at least a majority of the
presidents before making any statement" (The Book ofDiscipline ^82.5). This council does
not seem to have been effective in ensuring greater consultation among the top echelons of
the church administration on matters which bring Christians and the church into the public
eye. A change within the stmctures or practices of the MCS is required.
As we have shown in this dissertation, engagement in the public square is a multi-
faceted undertaking. The skills and talents of different people are required to play these
games well. The church is the body of Christ and made up ofmany members (1 Corinthians
12:4 - 28) and that variety is present in MCS. The leadership of the church needs to think
through these questions and issues we have raised here and decide on a strategy of
engagement. The present arrangement is haphazard. Either different sectors of the church
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respond as various issues arise, or the bishop decides that there is a matter to be addressed
and he goes about doing it.
Under the present stmctures of the MCS, the places of reporting, accountability and
planning are annual conferences, which meets yearly, and the general conference which
meets once in four years. There is a General Conference Executive Council which is
amenable to the General Council which meets at least twice during each calendar year. Its
responsibilities are, inter alia, to inform the General Council "of significant issues identified
through the monitoring of trends in society and the Church" {The Book ofDiscipline 1|3 1 1 ,
11312.4(d), pi 3.2). This could be the appropriate fomm to strategize and plan on behalf of
the MCS, and is where issues of engagement in society are to be discussed. This type of
planning is necessary because resources are limited and wisdom is needed to know how to be
good stewards of those resources. The questions to be considered are how the church can
engage in the public square: which games they are going to play, who is to play in each game
and what are the outcomes they desire.
Summary of Recommendations
Having analyzed the state of the Methodist Church in Singapore through the lens of
public theology, we shall summarize the 12 recommendations and suggestions we made
above. These recommendations are addressed either to Christians as individuals or the
Methodist Church of Singapore as a whole, and as such should be answered both
theologically and with the Singapore context in mind. Drawn from our research, they are
now classified in three categories which reflect the three elements ofpublic theology we have
suggested in this dissertation.
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Discussing public issues. In public theology, Christians and the church consider
issues which are ofpublic interest.
1 . Christians should present their views to the govemment and the public when there are
invitations or opportunities to do so. They should continue to do this despite the
seeming lack of efficacy in influencing policy. Those views should also be presented
to the church so that the Christian constituency understands the issues.
2. When the church raises issues in the public square, she should also consider the
broader repercussions of those issues. That is, she should reflect on how the wider
society is impacted by these, and related, concems and then seek to address those
wider concems as well.
3. The church should invest resources in thinking through concems which affect and
impact Singapore. Such an investment would put the church in good stead to respond
substantively and promptly to public discussions initiated by the govemment.
Theological reflection. All that Christians and the church do should be grounded in
sound and holistic theological reflection.
4. It would be beneficial for the church to define what the realms of "religion" and
"politics" encompass in the Singapore context. The church should also study how the
govemment defines these terms.
5. Methodist agencies should reflect on the services they provide, and then disseminate
that understanding to the wider Methodist family to guide them. The Methodist
Welfare Services should reflect on how the types and services it provides can have a
uniquely Christian dimension. The Council on Education needs to reflect on what are
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the distinctive qualities ofMethodist schools, and how the schools can provide
quality education.
6. Methodists need to reflect on the poor in Singapore society, who they are, and the
reasons for their poverty. Methodist Christians should find ways that they can
empathize with these poor.
7. Methodist churches need to reflect on, and teach in their local churches, the "Social
Principles." In that way, these "Social Principles" could become a conscious part of
the theological bases for their social engagement. The "Social Creed" could also
become a meaningful part of the worship life of the church.
Acts of proclamation. Methodists believe that it is their duty and calling to be
involved in the conmiunity. They should be encouraged and equipped to do so and creative
ways of involvement and engagement be attempted. The actions of individual Christians and
the corporate body of believers seek the good for the wider community, and relate with those
who are in the public square, that is, the state, and other religious and civil groups.
8. The church needs to reflect on what she would like to achieve when she engages in
the public square. That is, each time she makes a public statement, she needs to
consider the outcomes of her actions. The church needs to first answer the question
what does she hope to achieve, or what does it mean to win in this game?
9. Christians should think creatively about involvement in the arts and business. They
could consider how they can present the gospel in art forms such as drama, music and
story.
10. Local churches could begin relationships with other civic and religious organizations
in their neighborhoods.
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1 1 . Methodists need to leam to relate with those of other religions with love and respect.
Individuals could be encouraged to be involved in civil society groups outside the
church as a way of engagement.
12. Each year, or even twice a year, the General Conference Executive Committee needs
to work out a strategy of engagement. Organizationally, she needs to decide what
resources she has and how they will be used, how matters can be discussed intemally,
who is to be accountable, and how differences of opinion can be accommodated.
Public TheologyWill Change Church and Society
We have shown in Chapter 2 that though the term "public theology" may be relatively
new, the ethic of Christians and the church engaging with society is part of the tradition of
the historical church. We have also shown in this chapter from the example of the Methodist
Church in Singapore that where her ethic is not well informed by theology, it is more than
likely to be influenced by the prevailing culture. At this time in the development of
Singapore, when there are opportunities for citizens to be involved at various levels in
society. Christians and the church in Singapore should seize the opportunity to also
participate. This gives them an opportunity to share their values and principles which they
believe are for the good of society. Public theology guides the church in these actions. As
the Methodist Church in Singapore does so, there will be repercussions, and she needs to
change some of the ways she has done things, as well as her attitudes and values. These are
the 12 recommendations we have made.
When the MCS adopts these recommendations, we foresee that she has to change.
For example, when Christians and the church begin to interact with Buddhists, Muslims and
atheists, they will have to develop a more profound theology of the 'other'. One challenge
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that arises for Christians would then be to hold on to the exclusive claims of Christ in a plural
society. Writings by Volf (1996) and Pachuau (2002) may be helpful in this regard. The
church can begin the process only when they begin to take the first steps, engage in society
and play those games.
Change is uncomfortable for most people and organizations, and needs to be managed
and handled well. However, that change is inevitable if the church wishes to fulfill her call
to be salt and light in society.
Public theology will also change Singapore. As Christians begin to take a more
active role in society, and do things which have not traditionally been done, society will also
be changed. Christian values, especially of caring for the poor and aliens can help to
challenge and redefine some of the values of the present Singapore culture.
As a result of the church being engaged in society, we hope that more room is created
in the tent which is Singapore. The different stmctural elements to build a tent are there, and
they must still be held in tension. The characteristics of Singapore such as pragmatic
economics are unlikely to change in the foreseeable future. Singapore will always be a plural
society, with people of different ethnicities and religious faiths living side by side. As a
result of the church's involvement under that tent, the stmctures could be moved around so
that more space is created. When there is more space, more people could be accommodated
under the tent, and others may feel comfortable about taking part. Thus, as Christians initiate
participation, it could encourage others to do likewise. Christian commitment to the public
square in Singapore could be related to adding more lights or fans under the tent, for the
greater comfort of all. In the tropical climate of Singapore, that would be valuable, and
appreciated by all.
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Public Theology in a Plural Society
In this project, we have used a framework of public theology to study how the
Methodist Church in Singapore engages in society. While the church is reasonably active in
taking care of the poor and providing social services, she is less familiar with other forms of
engagement, such as taking part in public discussions. This was seen the church's actions in
the casino debate held in Singapore between 2004 and 2005, as well as her objections to the
film The Da Vinci Code. Therefore, we have suggested ways that the church could be more
effective witnesses in society. Thus, we have found that public theology, which so far has
been discussed mainly in the West, can be adapted to the Singapore context.
Public theology guides the church to engage and proclaim her beliefs in her context.
That engagement and proclamation have to be relevant to, and suit the perspectives of, the
church and that society. By engaging with her context, the church is concemed with public
issues, that is, those matters which affect society as a whole. Both engagement and
proclamation are necessary in this task ofpublic theology. Both these tasks of engagement
and proclamation are new and unfamiliar to the MCS and possibly many other churches in
Asia, and we suggest two reasons for this. These are first, that in most Asian countries
Christians are a minority and second, the present models of engagement in society are from
the West which are not suitable in the Asian contexts.
First, most Christians and churches in Asia are the minority in their counfries, with
the exceptions of the Philippines and Timor Leste (formerly East Timor). Compared to other
Asian coimtries. Christians m Singapore make up a large percentage, more than 14 per cent,
of the population. In countries like Japan and Thailand, Christians are only about two per
cent of the population, and in India perhaps about four per cent of the population is Christian.
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In most ofAsia, Christianity is also a relatively new religion, introduced by Westem
th
missionaries from the late 1 8 century. The church in Asia contends with older religions and
civilizations, which are also perceived as more authentically Asian than Christianity. As a
minority community, some Christians have tended to withdraw, while others have been
marginalized, from the public square. Hence many Asian churches do not have the
experience of engaging in the public square.
Second, some models of Christian engagement from the West, such as political
lobbying by Christian groups in the United States is inappropriate in Asian contexts where
there are different views and values ofpower, authority and participation. Other models such
as the ecumenical body Christian Conference in Asia which seeks to develop "the inclusive
nature of ecumenical fellowship" is not pertinent because there is little engagement with the
public issues of society. It is think tanks like the Malaysian Kairos Research Centre which
provide a more appropriate model ofhow Christians can engage with the issues they face.
However, the Kairos Research Centre, and others like it, are para-church groups and often
linked with a seminary or university. The model suggested by this research shows how a
denomination like the Methodist Church in Singapore, and local Methodist churches, can
engage meaningftilly in her context. Hence other churches in Asia can adopt, adapt and
develop the model suggested here for their own context. Then, they can fulfill their calling
of being salt and light. In fact, when the church does good in the conmiimity, all will benefit.
Public theology is therefore particularly useful for churches in Asia as it is a
contextual theology. Just as each context develops its own theology ofworship and
discipleship which resonates with their culture, so Asian churches should also develop ways
that they can appropriately engage in the public square. We have presented a model of
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engagement out of the Singapore context where Christians are a minority in a multicultural
society. Furthermore, there is ambivalence in the state about the participation ofChristians,
and indeed all people of faith, in the public square. However, with wisdom and grace and
over time, we believe that Christian participation could be tolerated, and even respected.
This could also be a model for churches in other Asian countries.
As Christians and the church in Singapore continue to engage in the public square, we
hope that they can influence Singapore society with Christian values. Instead ofmerely
accepting those of other races and languages. Singaporeans could tmly appreciate the
differences in others, while celebrating their common Singaporean identity. Instead of
prizing the elite in society, Singaporeans value every person for their unique gifts and
abilities. Instead of economic pragmatism, while acknowledging the need for economic
survival. Singaporeans also appreciate the tme, honorable, just and pure. Christian
engagement in the public square, like yeast transforms flour into bread, will transform
society.
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National Council of Churches of Singapore
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20 April 2006
Dr Lee Boon Yang
Minister for Information, Communications and the Arts
140 Hill Street #02-02
MICA Building,
Singapore 179369
Dear Minister
OBJECTION TO THE RELEASE OF THE MOVIE "THE DA VINCI CODE"
We wish to register our strongest objection to the release of the movie "The Da Viaci
Code" directed by Ron Howard and based on the novel by Dan Brown.
We are extremely offended by the content and style of the novel upon which the movie is
based. The novel upon which the movie is based passes off speculations as facts, and it
does this in relation to the subject matter which lies at the heart ofChristianity.
The novel begins with a simple heading "Fact" after which it states what purports to be
facts about a European secret society, ofwhich known persons such as Isaac Newton and
Leonardo Da Vinci were members. It suggests later in the book that this society was
devoted to protecting the surviving bloodline of Christ (page 579). It suggests that a
fourth-century power play within a misogynistic church (pages 321-322) led to a
concoction ofChrist's claims ofdivinity and His death and resiurection, and a
suppression of the truth aboutMary Magdalene's relationship with Christ and her
carrying ofhis child (page 336). In the novel, one character claims thatMary Magdalene
carried "a secret so powerfiil that, if revealed, it threatened to devastate the very
foundation ofChristianity" (page 322). It also suggests that Constantine, for pragmatic
reasons, wanting a unified Rome and thinking a unified religion would facilitate his cause
"backed the winning horse" (page 3 14) ofChristianity which was on the rise at that time,
and manipulated texts to support the claims ofdivinity ofChrist, when there were
"thousands of documents already existing chronicling His life as amortal man" (page
We recall that the Censorship Review Committee Report in 2003 had proposed that any
content which "denigrates a race or religion" should not be allowed. Further, it proposed
for room for public discussion of these issues "in a responsible manner" in order "to
achieve better understanding" among the population.
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We are of the opinion that the movie in question not only denigrates our religion, its one
sided presentation of controversies as "facts" suppressed by the Church, and of our
ftmdamental tenets as lies propagated by the Church, hardly promotes proper discussion
of the issues in a responsible manner. The movie makes a mockery of the religious beliefs
espoused by a sector of the population, and if shown, would fail to facilitate better
understanding among the population. Indeed, it contributes to misunderstanding by non-
Christians about the Christian faith, and potentially fuels negative sentiments on the part
of other sectore of the population.
Indeed, several websites describing the movie suggest how it opposes the fundamental
tenets ofChristianity. As such, it threatens to appeal to thosewitii rudimentary anti-
Christian sentiments. For example:
� On http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0382625/. the opening line describing the plot
outline states: "A murder in the Louvre and clues in Da Vinci paintings lead to the
discovery of a religious mystery protected by a secret society for two thousand
years ~ which could shake the foundations ofChristianity." (Emphasis ours.)
� On http://movies.about.eom/od/thedavincicode/a/davinci052505.htm. the synopsis
of the movie indicates: "Produced by Oscar-winner Brian Grazer and John Calley,
"The Da Vinci Code" begins with a spectacularmm-der in the Louvre Museum.
All clues point to a covert religious organization that will stop at nothing to
protect a secret that threatens to overturn 2,000 years of accepted dogma."
(Emphasis ours.)
Anecdotal evidence of conversations may also suggest that the claims of the fictional
novel are being regarded as fact by readers in the mass market, or at least as deeply
disparaging of the fimdamental tenets ofChristianity: that the Bible is the inerrant word
ofGod; that Christ died through crucifixion and was resurrected, which is the whole basis
of the Christian faith which suggests that we also gain new lives through His resurrection;
and that Christ was worshipped as Lord (and not just treated as a mere human prophet) by
His followers even before the Council ofNicea in AD 325. As such, the novel and the
movie based upon it are deeply offensive to Christians.
Prime Minister Lee was quoted as saying in relation to the Danish cartoons of the Prophet
Mohammed that he would not have allowed the cartoons in Singapore as it would have
deepened the gulfbetween the Muslims and the non-Muslims. PM Lee also emphasized
the importance ofpreserving the harmony and trust between the different communities
(Business Times, 10 Feb 2006).
We are extremely heartened by the government's efforts to promote inter-racial and inter-
religious understanding, evident through its launch of the Community Engagement
Programme in February with a renewed emphasis on building a network of relationships
to enable us to communicate and better understand one another across dififerent races and
religions. These efforts would be wasted ifwe screened a movie which propagates a
fundamental misconception of a religion that many Singaporeans hold dear.
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We are also of the view that the film should not be screened just because the same is
already available in Singapore in the form of a publication. Movies have a greater mass
appeal, may be watched jointly by groups ofpersons whose views would be fiirther
polarized by the peer factor in their after-movie conversations, and are accessible to
persons who are not literate or who would not bother to read the written word. As is clear
from the Censorship Review Committee Report, publications are treated differently from
films. It would be perverse to unthinkingly allow the movie just because the novel is
already available in Singapore.
We in the National Council ofChurches of Singapore (NCCS) sincerely hope you will
give due consideration to our sensitivity by not allowing the said movie to be screened.
Yours sincerely
MOST REV DR JOHN CHEW
President
RT REV PHUA CHEE SENG
Vice-President
BISHOP DR ROBERT SOLOMON
Vice-President
cc
Prime Minister, Mr Lee Hsien Loong
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The National Council of Churches, Singapore
A Statement on Casino
2 July 2004
introduction
The Singapore Government has announced that it is exploring the feasibility of
developing an "integrated entertainment resort, which may also include a casino."-
The National Council of Churches of Singapore, as a responsible Christian
community which is also interested in the socio-economic and moral well-being of the
wider society, would like to express our concern regarding the possible inclusion of a
casino in the proposed entertainment complex.
We want to begin by affirming that it is desirable to hold fast to the good values and
virtues which our society has nurtured and taught through the efforts of the various
faith communities, associations, clans, and educational institutions, often with the
support of our government's policies. Our concern is that these hard-earned values
and virtues like thrift, industry, generosity, and fairness, should not be unravelled by
projects or policies which could subvert them and thus impoverish our society instead
of enhancing it.
Our Stand
We speak against the building of a casino in Singapore for these reasons:
1. Casinos undermine virtues.
a. They tend to compromise the moral values and virtues required by a society to
flourish as a nation marked by excellence in human achievements and good
character.
b. Gamblers are inclined to put their trust in luck and chance, often motivated by
greed and the mistaken belief that money can be easily obtained without hard-work
and social responsibility.
c. Apart from jeopardizing hard-work and social responsibility, a gambling culture,
accentuated by the presence of a casino would signal that time-tested virtues shared
by people of different faiths, such as honesty, compassion, prudence, integrity,
neighbourly love, trustworthiness, and social justice, are no longer of primary concern
to Singapore.
2. Casinos will introduce more social ills.
a. Casinos may generate high financial yields. Those who will benefit most from such
profits will be the casino operators, their shareholders and the government that
collects tax. However, revenue from casino collected by the government will be
outweighed by the economic and social costs incurred in combatting crimes and the
attendant social ills associated with, and attracted by, a gambling culture.
b. The downside of looking only for high yields, with little regard for social ills, is that
such riches will be financed not only by gamblers who might be able to afford their
losses but worse still by people who cannot, but are nevertheless tragically trapped in
their gambling habits.
c. Losers will not advertise their losses. Invariably they will suffer in silence. That is
not the only tragedy. The rippling effect of losses will mean that the losers' families
will have to bear the brunt of their foolish indulgence in gambling. In some well-
publicized cases, the loser may conspire to cheat and defraud others to feed his
gambling addictions.- The end result, sadly, is that the social fabric that sustains a
prosperous and peaceful society will be further frayed.
3. It is not in our national interest to have a casino
a. In the interest of Singapore's long-term future, if a casino is built, what are we
saying about the kind of a society we want Singapore to become and to excel in? A
country which may pride itself on having the best entertainment resort with gambling
facilities is unlikely to be a wholesome family-friendly society, which our government
seeks to advance. It is unlikely that a country known for its gambling culture and
access to casino facilities will be a desirable place for any responsible family,
nourished by time-tested virtues, to settle in, take root and flourish. This would
negate the effort to attract and retain talents and even ordinary people of good
character, so vital to the continued well-being and prosperity of Singapore.
b. It has been said that certain controls can be introduced to ensure that not every
Singaporean will be permitted to enter the casino, if one is built. But that option is
weak. Besides the social fallout and the negative impact created by a new "qualifying
and non-qualifying" class of local gamblers, Singapore's hard-earned international
reputation as a safe, just and corruption-free country that cares for poor and
vulnerable people, will be tarnished when Singapore takes on a new tag as a country
now targetting and preying on the wallets of gambling tourists, not all of whom are
rich.
c. Furthermore, a great country should be one that will protect the interests of not just
its citizens. What makes a country great and commendable is its willingness to
provide similar protection to overseas visitors. There is nothing commendable about
making money from gullible local gamblers or tourists who spend their money in
casinos even if they choose to gamble on their own free will.
d. Singapore is not so poor and desperate that we have to depend on revenues
derived from casinos and gambling to increase our GDP and to finance social
projects. Even if we are poor, we should be a people of dignity and moral courage.
There are other ethically sound and responsible ways of generating incomes,
attracting businesses and drawing tourists which the government can tap on and
promote without compromising our moral standards.
Our Commitment
The National Council of Churches, with members from different social backgrounds,
as responsible people who are interested in the well-being of our society - especially
those who are vulnerable - will continue to contribute to the building of a
compassionate, just, prosperous, peaceful and flourishing Singapore. And we can do
this, with God's help and with the cooperative efforts of other concerned and ethically
responsible Singaporeans of different faiths, without relying on casinos to generate
income or subsidize social projects.
Adopted by the Ex Co of the NCCS at theirmeeting on 2nd July, 2004.
' Ms Lim Chuen Ni, "Casino resort study still at early stage," in the Straits Times' Forum Page (June 1 8, 2004).
Ms Lim is ttie Senior Assistant Director with the Ministry of Trade and Industry.
^ The best recent example is the case involving a senior executive of APB in a multi-million-dollars fraud.
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Appendix C
Ms. Kwa Kiem Kiok
Kiem-kiok kwa(S).asburvseminarv.edu
April 2006
Dear Pastors
My name is Kiem Kiok and I am a member of Trinity Methodist Church. I am currently doing a
Doctor of Missiology at Asbury Theological Seminary in the United States; and for my dissertation I
am exploring the role of the Methodist Church in Singapore society. I will use the Casino Debate as a
case study.
I would like to know what you think about the role of the Methodist church in society, and also
how that role should be played. So, I would be grateful if you could thus fill in the attached
questionnaire by giving your honest opinion and returning it.
Further, to flesh out this questionnaire, I hope some of you will agree to meet with me for
about 30 to 45 minutes. If so, please fill your name and contact details at the end of this questionnaire.
Thank you for your cooperation and assistance. Please be assured that your answers will be
kept strictly confidential and will only be used for the purposes of this study and dissertation.
<>�>�>�>�>�><<>�><
Questionnaire for Methodist Pastors on
The Role of Pastors and the Methodist Church in Singapore Society
Conference: CAC /ETAC/ TRAC Number of years in pastoral ministry (since start of MOT):
years
My church's present involvement In social concerns projects.
Presently my local church: (please indicate "Y" for "yes" and "N" for "no".)
� Runs a kindergarten.
� Helps poor families by providing food / funds each month.
� Provides services to youth and/or families and/or the elderly in the community.
� At least once a year (for the past 3 years) carries out a programme mainly for the community.
� Does not do these things but would like to.
With regard to an issue (such as the casino) which has implications for Christians and the church, I
would encourage my members to (please indicate "Y" for "yes" and "N" for "no".)
� Write to the press.
� Sign a petition.
� Set up a website to encourage others to sign a petition.
� See their MPs.
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� Make written representations to the government.
� Discuss the issue in their small groups and cell groups.
� Teach their children / youth about the issue.
� Attend or organize seminars to discuss the issue.
For each statement, please 0 the box which best describes your personal views.
Strongly
agree
Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly
disagree
1 As Methodists we should care for the physical
needs of the poor and the vulnerable in our
society.
2 The MCS should continue to speak up in public
and issue statements about where she stands on
social issues such as the casino debate.
3 Presently, in my local church budget, we spend
more on local social concerns than on overseas
missions.
4 My local church is presently involved in some
ways to care for the needs of the poor and
vulnerable in the community.
5 The motivation of the local church for
involvement in caring for the poor and vulnerable
is mainlv because the bible states so.
6 The motivation of the local church for
involvement in caring for the poor and vulnerable
is mainlv to make converts.
7 1 teach and/or preach to my members about
some part of the Methodist Social Principles
(found in the Discipline) at least once a year.
8 1 am not familiar enough with social issues (such
as the casino debate) and so do not preach or
teach about them.
9 It is important to preach about social issues (such
as the casino debate) facing our country and the
world.
10 Pastors should not preach about social issues
(such as the casino debate) because that would
be mixing religion and politics.
11 The only significant action that Singaporeans can
do to influence government policy is to vote at a
general election.
12 In my church we regularly pray for the
government and all those in authority during
corporate worship services/ prayer meetings.
13 In my church we recite the Methodist Social
Principles at least once a year during corporate
worship service.
14 In the past 5 years, the government has become
more open and accepting of the views of the
public even when it is different from their 'official'
view.
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15 The government has given enough space in the
mass media (newspapers, government websites
and TV) for the public to air their views on social
issues (such as the casino debate).
16 The government takes seriously the views of
Christians on social issues (like the casino
debate) by responding to their concerns.
Other Comments (optional):
Yes, I would like to speak more with you about these issues.
I am willing to be interviewed.
Name:
Contact Number:
Email:
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Appendix D
Ms. Kwa Kiem Kiok
Kiem-kiok kwa@asburvseminarv.edu
July 2006
Dear Lay Leaders
My name is Kiem Kiok and I am a member of Trinity Methodist Church. I am currently doing a
Doctor of Missiology at Asbury Theological Seminary in the United States; and for my dissertation I
am exploring the role of the Methodist Church in Singapore society. I will use the Casino Debate as a
case study.
This past May, with the kind help of the CAC office, I had issued this questionnaire, but
received too few responses; and my professors here advise me that it would be better to reissue this
questionnaire.
So I would be grateful if you could once again fill out this questionnaire; to those who
responded the previous time, I will discard them when I receive this.
Thank you for your cooperation and assistance. Please be assured that your answers will be
kept strictly confidential and will only be used for the purposes of this study and dissertation.
<><<>�>�>�><<><<>�><
Questionnaire for Methodist Lay Leaders on
The Role of Pastors and the Methodist Church in Singapore Society
Conference: CAC/ETAC/TRAC
My church's present involvement in social concerns projects
Presently my local church: (please indicate "Y" for "yes" and "N" for "no".)
� Runs a kindergarten.
� Helps poor families by providing food / funds each month.
� Provides services to youth and/or families and/or the elderly in the community.
� At least once a year (for the past 3 years) carries out a programme mainly for the community.
� Does not do these things but would like to.
With regard to an issue (such as the casino) which has implications for Christians and the church, I
would encourage my members to (please indicate "Y" for "yes" and "N" for "no".)
� Write to the press.
� Sign a petition.
� Set up a website to encourage others to sign a petition.
� See their MPs.
� Make written representations to the government.
� Discuss the issue in their small groups and cell groups.
� Teach their children / youth about the issue.
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� Attend or organize seminars to discuss the issue.
For each statement, please 0 the box which best describes your personal views.
Strongly
agree
Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly
disagree
1 As Methodists we should care for the physical
needs of the poor and the vulnerable in our
society.
2 The MCS should continue to speak up in public
and issue statements about where she stands on
social issues such as the casino debate.
3 Presently, in my local church budget, we spend
more on local social concerns than on overseas
missions.
4 My local church is presently involved in some
ways to care for the needs of the poor and
vulnerable in the community.
5 The motivation of the local church for
involvement in caring for the poor and vulnerable
is mainlv because the bible states so.
6 The motivation of the local church for
involvement in caring for the poor and vulnerable
is mainlv to make converts.
7 The Methodist Social Principles (found in the
Discipline) are preached or tauqht in my local
church at least once a year.
8 Social issues (such as the casino debate) are
usually not preached or taught in my local
church.
9 It is important to preach about social issues (such
as the casino debate) facing our country and the
world.
10 Pastors should not preach about social issues
(such as the casino debate) because that would
be mixing religion and politics.
11 The only significant action that Singaporeans can
do to influence government policy is to vote at a
general election.
12 In my church we regularly pray for the
government and all those in authority during
corporate worship services/ prayer meetings.
13 In the past 5 years, the govemment has become
more open and accepting of the views of the
public even when it is different from their 'official'
view.
14 The government has given enough space in the
mass media (newspapers, government websites
and TV) for the public to air their views on social
issues (such as the casino debate).
15 The government takes seriously the views of
Christians on social issues (like the casino
debate) by responding to their concerns.
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Other Comments (optional):
Yes, I would like to speak more with you about these issues.
I am willing to be interviewed.
Name:
Contact Number:
Email:
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Appendix E
Interviews
Name: Date:
Church / Conference Contact:
Venue: Time start: Time end:
You have filled out a questionnaire (have appropriate one in front to remind them). My
questions have to do with 2 broad areas: what you see the role of the church, and your opinion about
the Singapore climate.
Please be candid so that I may gain an accurate picture of the MCS.
Casino Debate and the Singapore scene
? Casino debate: do you think this was a good example of discussion between govemment and
people? Do you think the govemment was open and honest in asking for feedback and interacting
with the people?
Yes No
Why?
? Do you think that in the last 2 years, since Lee Hsien Loong became PM, the govemment is sincere
about asking the people for their feedback/ opinions on issues which affect the nation? Have they
become more tolerant of other views?
Yes No
Why?
? In relation with other religious groups, do you think Christians have a voice in what goes on in our
society? (or do you think that other groups have a louder voice?)
Yes No
Why?
? Should Christians then continue to take part in policy discussions? How then should we play our
role in the wider society?
? If you think that there has been a change in Singapore society (for whatever reason) in the past few
years, do you think the church has adapted to these changes? What then should / could we do?
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Personal Concems and Church
? In what ways would you like to see your members and church grow? What steps do you think
could and should be done to enable that process?
? What are your concems when you look at the (local) church or the Methodist church as a whole?
? What steps can the Conference take to help with that process?
? The Methodist church today is involved in the community in a variety ofways, such as in schools
and welfare programs. Do you think that this is all that we can do in society?
Yes No
Why?
? What do you think about Singaporeans/ Singapore culture?
?
?
? What do you think the Methodist Church does the 'best?' What are we really good at?
Thank you for your time. Do you have any fiirther comments or questions?
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